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CHAPTER 1

DEVELOPMENT OF BASIC RELATIONSHIPS

1.1 Introduction

Since the entire VTOL field extends, in principle, from pure helicopters to jets or

rocket-lifted and propelled aircraft, suitable relationships should be developed that would

enable one to compare all of the various concepts and configurations on some common basis.

The area= wherein the comparisons should or could be made may be selected as follows:

1. Performance

2. Environmental aspects (chiefly external noise)

3. Cost.

In this particular investigation, a comparison of specific performance items of air-

craft representing diverse concepts and confii]urations constitute the core of the study.

Consequently, development of expressions for judging task performance will represent the

prime aim of this chapter,

In this respect, one must first determine the task in which the particular performance

of the examined concepts and configurations may be judged as superior or inferior with

respect to that selected as the baseline. Of the many possible tasks, the broadly interpreted

transport mission appears as the most suitable for that purpose.

The prime objective of any vehicle is usually the requirement of moving a number

of people or a given amount of cargo over a determined distance. Thus, a relationship showing

what fraction of the maximum gross weight at the beginning of the trip; i.e., the relative

payload that can be carried over different ranges, could be considered as a universal measure-

ment of the vehicle's ability to perform that prime transport mission requirement.

However, in executing this task, a time limit may appear as a strong constraint. Con-

sequently, cruise speed becomes another important universal measurement of the vehicle's

transport capebilty.

But cruise speed is directly associated with the question of 'cost' as represented by the

rate of expenditure of energy needed to achieve various levels of the speed of the vehicle.

Since all of the aircraft examined in this report use fuels having practically the same caloric

values, the fuel consumption per unit of aircraft gross weight and unit of time may be selected

as a common measurement of the aircraft's 'energy consumption goodness' in achieving

various speed-of-flight levels.

Once the relationship of fuel consumption per unit of gross weight and unit of time vs.

speed of flight is established, another important common measure of aircraft performance

can be derived: namely, the amount of fuel required per unit of aircraft gross weight and

unit of distance flown.
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Knowledgeof theratioof aircraftweightemptyto itsmaximumflyinggrossweight
(relativeweightempty)permitsoneto determinetherelativepayloadfor zerorange(theso-
called zero-range payload) and, having the values of the fuel consumption in cruise per unit

of gross weight end unit of distance flown, graphs of the previously mentioned relative pay-

load vs. range can be constructed.

Furthermore, the relative ideal productivity (defined as the product of payload and

cruise speed divided by weight empty) can now be shown vs. range - thus providing still

another means of comparing performance aspects of various examined concepts and con-

figurations. Other common comparative relationships as, for instance, the amount of fuel per

unit of payload transported over a given range, can be developed.

Of course, some tranFportation tasks may be outlined differently; for instance, as a

requirement of keeping a number of people or a given payload on station for a specified time.

In the case of rotary-wing aircraft, this 'time on station' may include time in, or near, hover-

ing. Here, although the task formulation may be different from that of point-to-point trans-

portation, the basic philosophy of finding a means of comparison that can be applied to

various aircraft types remain the same, as can be seen from this chapter.

Once the method of comparing performance is established, the question presents

itself as to the selection of a baseline for performing the given task. In this respect, perform-

ance of conventional shaft-driven helicopters, the V-22, and other extensively studied tilt-

rotor configurations may serve as necessary stancJards or gauges for comparison.

However, in a still broader field of comparison, one may pose questions regarding the

competitiveness of the considered concepts with respect to fixed-wing aircraft- including

propeller-driven, turbine-powered, and jet-propelled types. Consequently, some performance

characteristics of these aircraft will be generalized and compared with VTOL concepts that

have been revitalized by present-day technology.

Finally, in order to give the reader some indication regarding the direction for selecting

values of some basic design parameters for VTOL aircraft using wings as a means of lift-

generation in forward flight, a few selected relationships showing the influence of speed and

altitude of flight, wing loading, wing aspect ratio, and basic cleanness of the aircraft on its

lift-to-drag ratio will be discussed.

It is believed that using the above-outlined philosophy of comparison giving some

idea regarding the selection of the optimal design parametric values, a definite, although

broad-brush painted picture regarding the possibilities of the old, but revitalized, concepts to

perform basic transport tasks will emerge. This, in turn, should provide a rational basis for

determining the amount of time and effort that should be spent in various research and

development areas.

1.2 Presentation.of Comparison inputs

1.5.1 Weights

Weight aspects are interpreted and presented as fractions of the maximum flying

gross weight (W) of the aircraft. Consequently, the following definitions will be used:
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Relativeweightempty

whereWe is the weight empty.

Relative useful load

Wul =

Relative payload in gejneral

Ww= WelW

(W- We)/W = 1 - We.

wp_ = wp_/w

where Wp/is the payload.

Relative zero range, or zero time payload

Wopl

or

= (W- We- We,ew- Wtf)lW

Wopl = 1 - We- W'-crewrf

(1.1)

(1.2)

(1.3)

(1.4)

where Wcrewtf Js the joint relative weight of the crew and trapped fluids.

1.2.2 Fuel Consumption

In range (R) considerations, the fuel consumption per pound of aircraft gross weight

and nautical mile (FCw) R can be computed when the fuel flow in Ib per hr _F_ at a given

speed of flight (V, in kn), and aircraft gross weight (W) are known:

(FCw) R ,, FF/WV. (1.5)

Similarly, fuel consumption per pound of gross weight and one hour flight duration

(FCw) t (be it hover or forward translation) can be expressed as follows:

(FCw)f = FF/W. (1.6)

U

where FF, as before, is the total aircraft fuel flow in pounds per hour during the specified

regime of flight (from hover to Vrnax/.
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1.2.3 Payload vs. Range

A general expression for the determination of the payload that can be carried by

any aircraft or vehicle in general over a range (R) can be developed from a basic differential

equation giving the elementary variation in the gross weight of the vehicle (dW) over an

elementary distance traveled (dR). Knowing the gross-weight and distance-related fuel con-

sumption (FCw) R expressing fuel utilization (say, in pounds) per unit of gross weight (also

in pounds) of the vehicle's gross weight and unit of distance (in nautical miles) traveled,

dW becomes

dW = -W(FCw)RdR. (1.7)
I

The total weight of fuel required to fly a distance R can be exactly computed once

the intended flight path is established; and speed, altitude, ambient conditions, and (FCw) R

= f(W_ V_p_7") are known (where p is the alr density and T is the ambient temperature).

However, in • comparative study such as this where relative merits regarding load-

carrying capabilities are mutually compared, a simple relationship for the relative payload

vs. range can be developed by assuming that the fuel consumption per pound of gross weight

and one nautical mile remains constant throughout the entire flight.

Under these circumstances, integration'of Eq. (1.7) would give the amount of fuel

required for range R:

= I1- exp[-CrC,., ,,R'llw

and the relative quantity of fuel (Wfu) R is obtained by dividing both sides of Eq. (1.8) by the

maximum flying gross weight W:

(Wfu) R ---- 1- exp[-(FCw)RR]. (1.9)

Remembering that Wop I defines the relative zero range payload, an expression es-

pecially useful for our comparative study for the relative payload vs. range is obtained:

Wpl R = Wop I -- 1 + exp[-(FCw)RR]. (1;10)

In the above equation, (FCw) R is in Ib/Ib, n,mi, while R is the range in n.mi.

An expression for the relative payload vs. time (t) on station - whether in hover or

in forward flight - can easily be obtained in a way similar to the development of Eq. (1.10):

WPlr U W0pl - 1 + exp[-(FCt)t] (1.11)

where (FCw) r (also assumed to be invariant) is the amount of fuel consumed per pound of

the aircraft gross weight and one hour, and t is the time on station in hours.
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Lookingat Eqs.(1.10)and (1.11), one may clearly see that the relative payload vs.

range or time relationships are dependent on two parameters: the zero-range (time) relative

payload levels (first term in those equations) and the fuel consumption values; per pound of

gross weight and nautical mile in Eq. (1.10), and pound of gross weight and one hour of

flight in Eq. (1.1 I).

The Wop / term in Eqs. (1.10) and (1.1 I) al_'iously reflects the structural efficiency of

the design, since it is directly related to the relative weight empty (Eq. 1.4)).

The second term in Eq. (1.10) is governed by the (FCw) R values which reflect aero-

thermodynamic efficiency of the aircraft as a whole with respect to the distance flown.

Similarly, in Eq. (1.11), the (FCw) r term represents a measure of the aero-thermodynamic

efficiency of the aircraft with respect to the time of flight. For helicopter-type rotorcraft,

the relative payload vs. time iZ of special interest for the hover regime of flight.

Figure 1 was prepared to illustrate the interplay between structural weight and aero-

thermodynamic efficiency aspects for two zero-range relative payload values, 0.4 and 0.6,

assuming that (FCw) R - 0.00031 Ib/Ib,n.mi for helicopters, 0.00023 for tilt-rotors, and

0.00016 for turboprops.

-4
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Figure 1.1 Relative payload variation vs. range for helicopters, tilt-rotors, and turboprops

A .lock at this figure will indicate that for aircraft characterized by inherently high

_FCw) R values (i.e., steep slopes at the Wpl = f(R) curves), high Wop / - in other words, low

Wo values - give them the possibility of being competitive with respect to more fuel-efficient

counterparts as far as transportation_of a given payload up to the same range values are con-

cerned.
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1.2.4 Fuel Consumption Aspects

Total fuel flow (FF} in Ib/hr represents the rate at which an aircraft consumes fuel

under specified regimes of flight, as represented by gross weight, speed, and ambient condi-

tions. This, obviously, means that the fuel flow of all powerplants should be summed up for

aircraft having mixed types of powerplants acting simultaneously in a particular regime of

flight.

The gross weight-related rate of fuel consumption (FCw) r in Ib/Ib,hr becomes:

(FCw)r = FF/W (1.12)

where the gross weight W is in pounds.

Fuel consumption per pound of gross weight and nautical mile of distance flown

is obtained by dividing Eq. (1.12) by the speed of flight in knots:

(FCw) R = FF/WV. (1.13)

For all types and configurations of aircraft examined in this report, a comparison of

(FCw) R values is important, since their levels dictate the slope in the relative payload vs. range

relationship. Consequently, the influence of some important design parametric values on

fuel consumption per pound of gross weight end nautical miles flown will be briefly reviewed

later in this chapter.

For all VTOL aircraft, the time end gross-weight-related fuel consumption may be of

some interest in all regimes of flight. But, for helicopters, where hovering requirements often

constitute one of the most important parts of their mission definitions, a comparison of

(FCw) r values in hover becomes essential in determining the competitive position of the

examined configurations with respect to those of the baseline. In order to make such com-

parisons for rotor tip-driven vs. shaft-driven types, special sections in Chapter 2 will be

devoted to (FCw) t conrputations.
-- Fuel consumption per pound of payload at various ranges (FCpl) R may be considered

as another useful gage for comparing various types of aircraft and configurations with respect

to their effectiveness as transport vehicles.

Under _he simplify--ing assumption that (FCw) R = const, the amount of fuel required

by an aircraft to travel distance R is given by Eq. (1.8), and the payload that can be carried

over that distance can be obtained by multiplying Eq. (1.10) by W. Dividing Eq. (1.8) by the

modified Eq. (1.10), one obtains

: <,.,,>

Looking at Eq. (1.14), one will again note an interplay between the lop / and (FCw) l

parameters. Types and configurations characterized by high (FCw) R values may still remain

competitive up to some range levels with the more fuel-efficient types if their zero-range

relative payloads remain sufficiently higher (i.e., relative weights empty are lower) than those

of their competitors. This point is illustrated in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2 Fuel required per pound of payload vs. range

1.2.5 Relative Productivity

Relative productivity may be oonsidered as still another universal gauge for measuring

transport effectiveness of aircraft representing different types and configurations.

Actual relative productivity (PR), as related to transporting a payload corresponding

to range, (WplR), is usually defined as follows:

PR = VwkWPlR/We (1.15)

where Vwk is the so-called work speed which, in repetitive operations, is computed on the

basis of distance traveled and total time elapse between two consecutive operations (Ref.

1).

However, the ideal relative productivity is based on the aircraft or, in general, the

cruise speed of the vehicle:

PRid =, VcrWplR/We. (1.16)

In both of the above equations, the numerators express the quantity of Ib-n.mi,

ton-n.mi, or passenger miles that can be moved per hour which, obviously, can be considered

as a measure of the actual (EQ. (1.15)) or ideal (Eq. 1.16J) transport effectiveness of an air-

craft, or vehicle in general. Assuming that the cost is proportional to weight-empty, Eqs.

(1.15) end (1.16) may be considered as a means of evaluating the economic effectiveness of

a vehicle.
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It isobviousthattheso-establishedcriteriawouldmakesenseforthetypesofvehicles
whencostsper pound of the structure are similar. Although the idea of relative productivity

may not prove suitable for comparing, say, aircraft and cargo ships,within one family such

as helicopters or even transport aircraft in general, it may provide some measure of cost

effectiveness.

Dividing Wpl R and We in Eq. (1.16) by W and then substituting Eq. (1.10) for Wpl R,

Eq. (1.16) can be rewritten as

= ( w-o,,- 1+ .xp(-(wc.),R]1v./W. (1.17)

for simplicity l_het W'--ODI = 1 -- We, the following approximate expression can beor, assuming

obtained:

P'-Rideppr = _ I/W e expI(FCw)RR] } - 1. (1.18)

Looking at the above equation, one can see that here again, the cost-effectiveness

of a vehicle is the result of an interplay between performance (Vcr), relative fuel economy

(FCw) R, and relative structural weight (We). As far as the last influence is concerned, Figure

;I.3 imay prove quite instructive.

In this figure, the approximate ideal relative productivity of the three types of aircraft

is plotted vs. relative weight empty for four ranges (0, 400, 800, and 1200 n.mi). In addition,

the following rather conservative assumptions were made regarding relative fuel consumption

and cruise speed values: (FCw) R = 0.00031 Ib-n.mi and Vcr = 130 kn for helicopters, (FCw) R

•, 0.00023 and Vcr - 200!kn for tilt rotors, and (FCw) R = 0.00016 and Vcr = 240 kn for

turboprops.

This figure also reconfirms the importance of low W e levels for all three types of

aircraft as far as maintaining high productivity is concerned.

It may be exprected that within similar gross-weight classes, the relative ideal pro-

ductivity of fixed-wing aircraft in general, including turboprop transports, will be higher

than that of helicopters and present tilt-rotors. With respect to the latter, advanced turbo-

props should have potentially lower relative weights empty, lower fuel consumption per

pound of gross weight and one nautical mile (cleaner aerodynamics and higher wing aspect

ratios) and, possibly, somewhat higher cruise speeds. However, in those operations where

vertical takeoffs and landings are required, this productivity advantage will be of little value

to conventional turboprops. ThuS, helicopters and tilt-rotors remain, at present, as the only

true baseline references for the VTOL operation field.

1,3 Discussion of Parameters Influencin_ Performance

1.3.1 General

It was clearly indicated in Section 1.2 that as far as broadly interpreted transport

missions of carrying some payloads over various ranges are concerned, the most important

-8-
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Figure 1.3 Examples of approximate ideal relative productivity vs. relative weight empty

factors affecting 'goodness' of an aircraft to perform such tasks are (1) relative zero-range

payload or, in other words, relative weight empty, (2) fuel consumption per pound of the

aircraft gross weight and one nautical mile flown at a given cruise speed, and (3) absolute

cruise speed value.

In the case of missions built around the requirement of keeping a given payload on

station for a specified time, the two most important factors are (1) zero time relative payload

(obviously synonymous with zero-range payload), and (2) fuel consumption per pound of

gross weight and unit (say, 1 hour) of flight time. In helicopters performing crane operations,

levels of fuel consumption per unit of weight and unit of time becomes especially important

for hovering and near-hovering regimes of flight.

With respect to the relative zero-range (time) values, it is obvious that the higher they

are and thus, the lower the relative weight empty, the better. An extensive discussion of

factors affecting relative weight-empty levels is beyond the framework of this study. However,

-9-



a reader interested in this subject can get some information regarding temporal and gross-

weight related weight-empty trends, and the influence of structural materials on We

levels from Ref. 2.

As previously mentioned, the most important aspects of time and gross-weight related

fuel consumption in hover will be discussed in Chapter 2. Consequently, only the case of fuel

consumption per pound of gross weight and one nautical mile will be briefly discussed here,

and some of the important parameters influencing (FCw) R will be indicated.

1.3.2 Atmospheric Conditions

Atmospheric environment of flight is the result of an interplay between pressure

altitude and ambient temperature. Both of these factors affect air density values, while

temperature may be considered (with a very high degree of accuracy) as the sole variable

influencing the speed of sound and thus, Mach number levels.

The influence of a combination of ambient temperature with pressure altitude is

especially important for VTOL operations. Performance of most vertical thrust generators

is affected by the air density and, in some cases, Math number values. Power outputs and,

to some extent, powerplant sfc may also vary with ambient temperature and pressure changes.

Figure 1.4 is shown to illustrate the dependence of the relative air density, p = P/Po, (where

Po is the

----. --[ ....
T_" 1.1 :'

i!:
,i

!
"-" °,L_ ?'

• .w ....
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.... ¢i,!
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Figure 1.4 Variation of relative air density with ambient temperature

at three selected pressure altitudes
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Drag rise on the advancing blade of rotorcraft and of the whole fixed-wing aircraft

when attaining elevated subsonic speeds with respect to air are related, not to the speed

per se, but to the corresponding Mach number levels. In this respect, especially from an

operational point of view, it becomes important to know the air velocities at various altitudes

corresponding to a given Mach number value. Figure 1.5 is shown here to illustrate that point

for the STD atmosphere case. Looking at this figure, one can see that, for instance, M = 0.8

would be reached at 529 knots at SL, 492 knots at 20,000 ft, but already at 459 knots at

40,000 ft.

Figure 1.5 Mach numbers vs. various standard altitudes

1.3.3 Parameters Influencing Fuel Consumption

It was indicated in Section 1.2 (Eq. 1.5)) that in determining (FCw) R values, the

total rate of fueJ consumption (FF. in |bfhr) should be-established first. This, obviously,

means that in such rotorcraft types as compounds where forward propulsion may be provided

by various types of powerplants different from those driving the lifting rotors, separate

accounting of the rate of fuel consumption should be made for all of the powerplant units,

and then summed up. Because of the possibility that the resulting total fuel flow could

-11-



varygreatlydependingonthedistributionof the'work'effortbetweenthevariouspower-
plants,it isdifficultto establishsome general relationships which would indicate the influ-

ence of various other factors and design parameters on FF and hence, (FCw) R or (FCw) r

values. Consequently, fuel efficiency of aircraft with mixed types of engines (working at the

same time) should be judged individually for each aircraft configuration once an optimal

work distribution between different types of powerplants for a given regime of flight has

been established.

By contrast, for aircraft types where engine(s) of e single species sustain the aircraft

in flight, it is easier to develop relationships which would indicate the role of various factors

and design parameters on (FCw) levels.

I

1.3.4 Parameters Influencing aGE Hover Performance

For shaft-driven rotorcraft, the total SHP required in hover OGE can be expressed

as follows:

SHP h = kv ';1t2 W _o_/550FM_ov (1.19)

where k v is the vertical download factor (ratiq of thrust required to gross weight), w is the

disc loading in psf, Po " 0.002378 slugs/cu.ft, _" is the relative sir density, FM is the rotor

figure of merit, and flay is the ratio of rotor power required to the corresponding shaft power.

The rate of hourly fuel consumption in Ib/hr of the aircraft as a whole will be

FFh = SHPhsfC (1.20)

where .tfc is the engine specific fuel consumption (Ib/hr,hr) corresponding to the powerplant

rating required in hover under given ambient conditions.

The fuel consumption per pound of rotorcraft gross weight and hour (see Eqs (1.19)

end (1.20)) becomes:

(FCw) th = O.0264kval2 vl_sfc/FM _ov • (1.21)

Eq. (1.21) clearly indicates that the following parameters (listed in order of their

usual :degree of importance) are (1) lifting rotor disc loading, (2) engine sfc, (3) rotor figure

of merit, (4) ratio of rotor power to shaft power, end (5) download factor.

In rotorcraft using blade-driven lifting rotors, there is such a variety of thermody-

namic and mechanical schemes that it becomes difficult to single out some definitive factors

and parameters,that would be common to all encountered design approaches. However,

even in this situation, it is possible to indicate a factor which would be of special importance

to all blade-tip-driven rotorcraft. Such a common factor may be the thrust specific fuel

consumption (talc) in Ib/Ib,hr of units driving the blades.

-12-



Such a thrust specific fuel consumption in hover can be defined as

tsfc r = FF/T r (1.22)

where FF is, as always, the rate of fuel consumption by the aircraft as a whole, and Tr is

the total tip thrust needed to drive the rotor.

Since, in blade-driven schemes, the lifting rotor is the only source of power, Eq.

(1.19) can be used to express the rotor power required.

Consequently, the total tip thrust required can be obtained by dividing Eq. (1.19),

with the 550 number omitted, by the tip speed Vr (in fps):
i

T, "- kv a_ W_/FM_Iov V, (1.23)

and the specific fuel consumption per pound of GW end hr can be obtained by dividing

Eq. (1.23) by W and multiplying by tSfcr:

(FCw)rr = 14.Sk _12Vf'_ tSfCr/I/tFM _o ". (1.24)

The significance of such parameters as disc loading, figure of merit, and download

factors will be the same as in Eq. (1.21). But the r/o v value will be closer to 1.0 since, in

tip-driven schemes, there is no power loss for the lifting rotor torque compensation (as

in the single-rotor configuration), and mechanical transmission efficiency does not enter

the picture. The sfc is replaced by tsfc¢, and tip speed appears as a new parameter.

Figure 1.6 was prepared to give the reader some idea as to how some of those

factors may influence the (FFw)rh levels in shaft and tip-driven schemes. This figure shows

(FFw)rh vs. w. For the shaft-driven configuration, this was done for the two assumed:

sfc values of 0.4 and 0.6 Ib/hr_hp!_ which includes most of the specific fuel consumptions

currently encountered in practice. For tip.driven types the tsfc r values extend from those

typical for the low bypass ratio turbofans (BPR _ 2.0) to those of ram-jets. In addition,

the following assumptions were made for all types of helicopters: Vt = 700fpsj M r = 0.63,

= 1.0, hv = 1.0, and FM - 0.72, while _ov = 0.87 was assumed for shaft-driven types, and

0.95 for tip-driven types, respectively. For jet-type helicopters, the following values of tsfc t

at M r " 0.63 were taken from Figure 3.3 of Ref. 3: low bypass ratio turbofans, 0.68, and

pure jets 1.0 Ib/hr,lb. For ducted air with tip burning (1000,=K) and ram-jets types, tsfc r =

2.4 and 7.1 Ib/hr,lb, irelpectlvely, were estimated from Ref. 4, p, 107.

When looking at Figure 1.6, one should remember that this is a rough representa-

tion of the trends in fuel consumption per pound of gross weight and one hour of flight

for the shaft-driven and various tip-driven helicopter concepts. A more detailed study of

this aspect will be conducted in Chapter 2. Nevertheless, from this figure alone, one would

note that for the same disc-loading levels, there exists a very large difference in (FCw) r

values for helicopters representing various concepts of driving the lifting rotor(s).
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1.6 A comparison of trends in fuel consumption per pound of gross weight
and 1 hr in hover OGE, SL STD, for shaft and tip-driven helicopters

For Instance, for subsonic ram-jet helicopters, the fuel consumption per unit of

gross weight and unit of time appears to be about ten times higher than for their shaft-driven

counterparts at the same disc loading. In spite of such odds, serious, nonamateurish attempts

were made to develop operational ram-jet-driven helicopters, showing that the designers

hoped to compensate for the fuer consumption handicaps through such advantages as the

extreme simplic!ty of the aircraft - leading, in turn, to very low relative weight-empty values

and potentially low unit prices. Thus, this extreme case may be cited as an example of the

previously mentioned importance of the interplay between the relative weight empty and

fuel consumption per unit of gross weight and time in achieving a desired performance in

hover.

As a postscript, it may be added that in the case of ram-jet helicopters, the extreme

noise making these aircraft operationally unacceptable was probably the main reason for

abandoning any further attempts toward improvement.

1.3.5 Parameters influencing Horizontal Flight Performance

For rotorcraft where shaft-type engines provide all power required in horizontal

flight (-$/'/Preq), an idea of the gross weight to the equivalent drag ratio (W/De) was intro-

duced as a common gauge for measuring the aerodynamic efficiency of the aircraft. It may be

recalled that this quantity at any speed of flight in knots (I/) is defined as follows:
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W/D e = W VI3255HP (1.25)

where the gross weight is in pounds. _

Knowing the gross weight to the equivalent drag ratio values as a function of the

speed in horizontal flight, the total rate of the hourly fuel consumption by the aircraft

becomes:

FF = (W/D,) -1Wsfc V(1.69/550) (1.26)

and fuel consumption per pound of aircraft gross weight and one nautical mile flown is

obtained by dividing Eq. (1.26) by W and V:

(FCw) R = O.O0307(W/De_'lsfc, (1.27)

where sfc is the engine specific fuel consumption at the power setting and ambient condi-

tions corresponding to horizontal flight at speed V (in knots).

For propeller-driven fixed-wing aircraft, the SliP required in horizontal flight can be

expressed as

SHPreq = (W/D) -1WV1325_pr (1.28)

where W/D = LID is the actual lift-to-drag ratio of the aircraft, and _ipr is the pi'opeller pro-

pulsive efficiency.

The (W/D)flpr product may be Palled the gross-weight (lift), to the equivalent drag

ratio:

(L/D)rlpr =- (W/D)'qpr =- W/De. (1.2B)

Equations for the total rate of fuel flow and fuel consumption per pound of gross

weight and one nautical mile flown become identical with Eqs. (1.26) and (1.27), respectively.

Now, the weight to the equivalent drag ratio, as defined by Eq. (1.26), becomes an important

tool for direct comparison of the fuel efficiency of various shaft-driven concepts and con-

figurations. This is especially convenient, since sfc may, in principle, be the same for like

rated power class engines, ragardler_ of the type of aircraft on which they are installed.

Consequently, knowledge of the (W/D e) - f (V) relationship may be all that is needed to

judge at a glance the effectiveness of energy utilization of a given shaft-driven type of air-

craft as a whole.

For jet-propelled aircraft, the rate of fuel consumption by an aircraft flying hori-

zontally and assuming that weight-to-drag ratios are identical to the lift-to-drag ratios, will be

FF- = (W/O)-lWtsfc (1.30)
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wheretsfc is the engine thrust specific consumption in Ib/Ib,hr. Knowing the relationr_ip

between _fc and speed (Mach number) of flight at given ambient conditions, the fuel con-

sumption per pound of aircraft gross weight and nautical mile flown can be computed from

the following expression derived from Eq. (1.30):

(FCw)RI = (W/D)-ltsfc/V. (1.31)

Looking at Eqs. (1.27), (1.29), and (1.31), one would note that in fixed-wing con-

figurations, the (W/D) levels represent one of the most important factors regarding energy

utilization aspects of aircraft in transport tasks. Consequently, it may be useful to recall

the design parameters and bmbient conditions that play a major role in maximization of

the W/D or, in other words, minimization of the D/Wvalues.

The total drag of an aircraft deriving its lift (L = W) from the wing in horizontal

flight is

D = q[(f+ SwCDolX.co,.m. + (CI._I,ARoISw]. (1.32)

In this equation, q is the dynamic pressure of flight (for V in knots, q = 0.0034pV2),

f is the equivalent flat plate area (in sq.ft) of the aircraft, less wings, 5 w is the reference

wing area, CDo is the profile drag coefficient of the wing, Xeomp r is the drag rise factor due

to compressibility effects (assumed for simplicity as being the same as for the parasite and

wing drags), AR e is the effective wing aspect ratio, and C L is the wing lift coefficient.

Remembering that in horizontal flight, C L = Ww/q, where w w is the wing loading,

and dividing Eq. (1.32) by W, the following expression for the drag-to-gross-weight ratio

is obtained:

(D/W) = q[(llwf) + (CDo/Ww)])_compr + (Ww/frAReq). (1.33)

Making a(D/W)faq = 0,'.the q value at which D/W becomes a minimum; i.e., W/D a

maximum, is obtained:

qopr = _lWwhrARe[(llwq) + (CDo/Ww)]_o,,,p,, (1.34)

Multiplying the numerator and denominator in Eq. (1.34) by the wing loading, Eq. (1.34)

becomes

qopt = wwl_[_rARe[(Ww/Wf) + CDo] _ompr., "_ (1.34a)

But Ww/W f =- (W/Sw}/(W/f) = f/Sw -- CDDer, where CDper is the parasite drag

coefficient of the aircraft less wings. CDper + CD o can, in turn be called the total noninduced

aircraft drag coefficient (CDnin d) and Eq. (1.34a) can limply be written es

qopr = wwl%/wAReCDnind_comp r" (1.34b)
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Bythesametoken,theoptimalvalueof thewingloadingcorrespondingto thegiven
q of flight, wing aspect ratio, and degree of aerodynamic cleanness of the aircraft as expressed

by the CL_nind level, can be obtained by solving Eq. (1.34b) for Ww:

Wwop r -- q %/1rARe CDnind _compr. (1.35)

Substituting Eq. (1.34b) into Eq. (1.33), ia useful expression for the interpretation

of the influence of some important design parameters on the optimal grou weight lift-to-drag

ratio is obtained.

(W/D)mmx "= _._/lrARel[(ww/Wf) + CD o] Xcompr ( 1.36)

or, remembering that (Ww/W f) + CD o = CDnln d, Eq. (1.36) may be rewritten in • coefficient

form:

(W/D)mu = ½_IrARe/CDn/ndX¢ompr . (1.37)

The above developed relationships are illustrated by a few figures which should enable

the reader to see at e glance how various design parameters influence optimal gross-weight

(lift) to drag ratio levels.

Figure 1.7 was prepared to show the interplay between wing aspect ratio, wing load-

ing, and overall aerodynamic cleanness of the aircraft in determining the (w/D)op r levels.

The lower part of the graph shows the influence of wing loading (vertical scale) and

cleanness of the airframe (indicated by the equivalent flat plate area loading values). For

instance, assuming that wing loading is 100 fps end the anticipated wf = 2000 psf, the air-

frame parasite drag coefficient is seen as equal to 0.05. To this, the expected profile drag

coefficient of the wing (0.008 in the example shown in Figure 1.7) is graphically added.

Should it be anticipated that the flight Math numbers would be high enough to significantly

increase the previously obtained total noninduced drag coefficient level, then a proper

correction (Xcomp r) should be applied (here, Xcomp r = 1.0 is assumed). As shown in the

upper part of this figure, the combined influence of the CDn/n d and AR values on the W/D

levels can be examined. It can also be seen that in our example of CDnin d = 0.068, the

optimal weight (lift) to drag ratio would be about 7.4 for AR = 4, but would increase to

(W/D)rnax _= 11.6, should the aspect ratio be equal to 10.

One question that could be asked when formulating a basic concept of a VTOL

aircraft which cruises in the fixed-wing configuration is what the wing loading should be in

order to ascertain that at the intended flight speed and altitude, the aircraft would operate

at or near its W/D (L/L)} optimum. Eq. (1.35) answers this question analytically. However,

a graphical interpretation of that equation may be better suited for understanding the role

of various design parameters (Figure 1.8).
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Figure 1.7 Illustration of the influence of wing loading, airframe aerodynamic

cloannesl (wf tevols), profile drag, and wing aspect ratio on the

(W/D) =- (L/D) optimal values
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Figure 1.8 Approximate determination of optimal wing loading
for given speed and altitude of flight
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From the upper graph of this figure, the approximate values of dynamic pressure

and Mach number corresponding to the intended speed and altitude of flight can be read.

Knowledge of the flight M level should give a clue whether compressibility corrections should

be applied and thus, provide the level of the noninduced drag coefficient of the aircraft as a

whole that can be expected. Having this latter figure, and knowing the anticipated geometric

and effective wing aspect ratio (ARe), the approximate ratio of optimal wing loading to the

flight q corresponding to the intended speed and altitude of flight can readily be read from

the lower graph shown in Figure 1.8.

It should be recalled at this point that the wing loading to the flight dynamic pressure

ratio is equal to the aircraft lift coefficient (CL): CL = Ww/q.

Consequently, looking at the so-obtained optimal Ww/q ratios, one would be able to

judge whether the corresponding ideal CLopr values would still be within the envelope of the

lift-coefficient values possible for the aircraft. It might be necessary, in some cases, to select

e wing loading lower than its theoretically optimal value.

1._1._ Regions of Fuel Consumpt/on per Lb of GW and N.Mi t

In conclusion of these general considerations of energy utilization aspects in forward

flight by an aircraft as a whole, Figure 1.9 is presented. Hare, regions of the possible optimal

(FCw) R values vs. corresponding cruise speeds are outlined for the following aircraft of the

10,000 to 100,000 gross-weight class representing the current state of the art: helicopters,

tilt-rotors, turboprops, and turbofans.

Figure 1.9 Regions of possible optimal (FCw) R values vs. corresponding cruise

speeds for some contemporary aircraft
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The(FCw)R regions shown in this figure were established by taking, as the abscissas

of the corner points, the lowest and highest cruise speeds encountered for a given type of air-

craft as shown in Table 1".1. Then: the highest and lowest probable values of the ordinates

for the corner point were computed from Eqs (1.27) and (1.31) by taking the worst and bast

combinations of the (L/De)ma x and sfc for the shaft-driven aircraft, and L/Oma x and tsfc

for turbofan aircraft.

TABLE 1.1

RANGES OF ASSUMED PARAMETRIC VALUES3. s.6._

4

PARAMETRIC VALUES

AIRCRAFT TYPE

' 11./Oelmax: or'L:.IOmax°
m_ "
uu sf¢, Ib/hp,hr
m

TILT-ROTORS TURBOPROPSHELICOPTERS

Highest Ver, Kn 160 280 310 480

LOwest Ver, Kn 120 230 200 400

6.0 11.0 12.0 16.0

I-
¢9

_sfc: Ib/hr,hr

0.40

m

0.40 0.40

TURBOFANS

rife, Ib/Ib_r -- --

(L/D_}_nax or L/Omax ° 4.0 6.0 7,0

0_5 0.65 0.65 -

t_fc, Ibllb,hr

0.5"*
i

12.0

0.9

Notes: *Turl_fanl

eeHigh BPR

If one would mark the points on Figure 1.9 corresponding to the (FCw} R values at

specified bast cruise speeds for presently operational aircraft, one would note that most

of the points would be located in the lower half of the shown regions. However, some points

may be even above the shaded area.

Of particular interest, are the bottom lines of the (FCw) R regions, as they would

indicate already existing potentials regarding achieving low (FCw) R levels at cruise speeds

representative of various types of aircraft. Consequently, they may serve as the baseline in

evaluating future" concepts and configurations.

As to the particulars of the optimal (FCw) R boundaries, it may be expected that

classical turboprops would have some advantage over the presently configured tilt-rotors,

as tilt-rotors have inherently low aspect ratios.
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Withrespectto the bottom line of the turbofans, one may object that it may be some-

what unconservatlve, since it represents a combination of the highest, presently encountered,

(LID)ram x values and lowest current tsfc levels as represented by the high BPR type engines.

This, of course, would require large nacelles, or fuselage bulges, thus leading, in principle, to

lower (liD)max levels than those obtainable for aircraft equipped with low, or no, BPR

engines requiring more slender nacelles, or smaller protrusions for housing the powerplants.

However, should unducted fans (UDF) be used, then a combination of maximum L/D values

and a low tsfc (even lower than the 0.5 Ib/Ib,hr assumed in Table 1.1) would become possible.

In summary, Figure 1.9 may be considered as a fair representation of trends in (FCw) a

levels and cruise speeds for various aircraft in the 10,000 < W < 100,000-1b gross-weight

class, while their bottom lines may be taken as optimal boundaries representing the current

state of the art.
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CHAPTER2

TIPDRIVENHELICOPTERCONCEPTS

2.1 Introduction (Historic Perspective)

The basic idea of putting a rigid body into rotary motion by discharging a jet of fluid

from nozzles located at the periphery of the body goes beck to the first century A.D. At that

time, Hero (also called Heron) of Alexandria developed what was probably then considered

• toy, consisting of e steam.driven rotor (Figure 2.1 (8)).

In more modern times, there ware m0ny. attempt=to,apply the principle of jet propul.

sion to rotors of various rotorcraft by discharging either hot or cold gases, largely from dis-

crete nozzles located at the blade tips. There were also projects aimed at discharging part of

the gas through =lots extending along the blade span (but still mostly in the tip region), thus

combining propulsion with some aspects of circulation control.

H

I.

(b)

(8) HowO_,_oolJp;I,. A B, sleam bc,i|er; C D, Jup-
porls; a, revolving globe_ H K, nozzles,

Figure 2.1 State of the art design progress from the steam-driven globe of Hero (1st

Century AD) to the jet-driven WN-342 of yon Doblhoff (early 1945)

As for 'reduction to practice' of the concept of the jet-driven rotor, yon Doblhoff's

helicopters developed during the 1943-45 time period were probably the first rotorcraft of

that type to achieve flight-test status. His fourth model, the WN-342 in early 1945 (Figure

2.1(b)), used rotor jet drive for takeoffs and landings and, in forward flight, worked as a

propeller-driven autogiro. During the post-war period, yon Doblhoff continued to further

develop the idea of combining the jet-driven rotor with the autogiro principle by working

on the McDonnell XV-1 compound helicopter.
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Asto other pioneering efforts of adapting jet propulsion to helicopters, the develop-

ment of an aircraft by the Jet Helicopters Company in Montreal, Canada should be cited. In

this case, the B-36, a single-seater, of approximately 3000 Ib GW was designed and built

along the concepts and patents of W. Brzozowski during the 1044-46 time period and was

eventually ground tested around the 1050s but, to the best knowledge of these investigators,

it was never flown (Figure 2.2).

Figure 2.2 B-36 helicopter of Jet helicopter Company, Canada

In both of the above described configurations, air was brought to a higher than atmos-

pheric pressure level by a compressor located in the airframe. However, in Doblhoff's

approach, compressed air was mixed with gasoline and then ducted to the blade tips where it

was ignited by means of spark plugs. In the B-26 case, compressed air was ducted to the

blade tips, where fuel was supplied to the burners.

Shortly after World War II, especially in the 1950s and 1960s, many schemes similar

to those of yon Doblhoff and Brzozowski, as well as other variants of tip-driven rotors, were

either actually constructed or, at least, seriously studied. All of the so.developed helicopters

can be roughly divided into two basic types:

(1) Rotorcraft with airframe-mounted compressed air or gas generators, where gases are

ducted through the blades for either direct discharge through tip nozzles or, in the case

of compressed air, the flow of gases is further energized by fuel combustion in special

- usually tip-mounted - burners, and

(2) Configurations where complete powerplants are blade mounted; in most cases, at the

tip.

Helicopters belonging to the first type can, in turn, be divided into the following

sub-types.
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(a) Cold Jets. Here, air is brought to a high pressure by a compressor located

in the airframe and then ducted through the blade and discharged through blade-tip nozzles.

The Sud-Aviation Djinn of the lg60s can be cited as the most successful representative

of that category (Figure 2.3) while, at present, a helicopter design based on this same principle

is being carried out by Voljet of New Jersey under the leadership of Liberatore (Figure 2.4).

Figure 2.3 The S.O, 1221 Djinn compressed-air-driven helicopter

Figure 2.4 The Voljet Model 280 compressed-air-driven helicopter
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(b) Tip Burning. Tip-burning types represent variants of von Doblhoff's and

Brzozowski's original approaches, wherein energy contained in the compressed air flowing

through the blade duct= is further augmented by fuel burning in the tip region. Two com-

pound helicopters, the McDonnell XV-1 (Figure 2.5) and the Fairey Rotodyne (Figure 2.6)

can be cited as the most prominent representatives of this type of reaction rotor drive.

Figure 2.5 McDonnell XV-1 experimental compound helicopter

Figure 2.6 Fairy Rotodyne compound passenger transport system

The most objectionel characteristics of this system of rotor propulsion were noise and

high fuel consumption.

(c) Hot or Warm Cycle. In this scheme, a mixture of compressed air and engine

exhaust gases (Figure 2.7) is produced by a generator; again, located in the airframe end then

ductad to blade-tip nozzles, where it is discharged at basically subsonic speeds and tempera-

tures as low as 230°C.

Considerible research end design work on the so-called 'warm' system was conducted

by the MBB company (then B_lkow) under the leadership of Heidelberg in the late 50s and

early 60s. These efforts were directed toward development of a heavy-lift transport helicopter,

the BO-X model (Figure 2.8).
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Figure2.7 Schemeofwarmpressurejet-drivensystem(Ref.8)

Figure2.8 Artist'simpressionoftheBO-Xheavy-lifthelicopter

TheBO-Xprojectwasaimedat amachinecapableof meetingandexceedingthe
U.S.heavy-lifthelicopterspecificationof liftingpayloadsof approximately20tons(actually
26.5tonsforthe80-X)at6000ft, 95°F ambient conditions.

In order to establish a solid technical background for design efforts, B_lkow Company,

in the early sixties, constructed a large (31-m dia) rotor using the Heidelberg system. This

rotor was capable of developing thrusts of over 30 tons, and had been extensively tested on

a special rotor test stand powered by a G.E. dual-flow turbine, producing a maximum 18,000

gas hp (Figure 2.9).
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Figure2.9 Testfacilityforthefull-scale,tip-drivenrotorusingalow-pressure
reactionpropulsionsystem

It shouldbenotedthat the key to the feasibility of the final BO-X design based on the

so-called 'Heidelberg warm, low.pressure gas system' was the use of dual flow (bypass = 1)

turbofans such as the Pratt Whitney JT8D engines installed on Boeing 727 planes (Ref. 8).

In this country, research on the hot/warm pressure-jet systems and design studies

regarding possible applications of that approach for heavy-lift helicopters were carried out

primarily by Hughes. One scheme of their system, known as the hot pressure-jet system (dis-

cussed in detail by Nichols in Ref. 0), is shown in Figure 2.10.

PlISSUltl-Xl NIV( SYSTUA

IINP •

_,tAt t DII_CI I(_LL

K! II0101
GAS PIIOGUCKIt IUMINI |IFICII_tCY • S0_ R Of MAIN IO1011
l_:tll * NO/, FOrAIt C0',$_[2

Figure 2.10 Scheme of Hughes hot pressure-jet system _
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Onecanseefromthisfigurethattheprincipleispracticallythesameasthatof Hei-
delberg(Figure2.7).Thedifferenceconsistedofa trend toward higher pressures and tempera-

tures in the Hughes designs than those in the B_lkow systems.

It should be noted that similar to studies by B_lkow, studies by Hughes in the 1960s

also indicated that their system can, in principle, be competitive with shaft-driven configura-

tions in the heavy-lift helicopter class. An 0.7-scale model aircraft of the full-scale Hughes

XV-9A machine based on the hot-cycle approach was test flown (Figure 2.11).

Figure 2.11 Hughes xV-gA helicopter based on the hot pressure-jet drive'system

In the late seventies and early eighties, Hughes Company and the David Taylor Naval

Ship Research and Development Center conducted studies of a warm cycle approach similar

to the Bolkow concept, but included an investigation of incorporating circulation control.

A very-heavy-lift helicopter (VHLH) was designed along those lines (Figure 2.12, Ref. 10),

This helicopter, having a gross weight of about 270,0001b powered by four low-

bypass-ratio Pratt & Whitney F-IO0 or G.E. F-101 engines, was designed to carry the 60-ton

XM-1 Main Battle tank for a distance of 100 nautical miles in a ship-to-shore assault mission.

An interesting feature of the design was incorporation of blade circulation control, thus

permitting one to eliminate root pitch control and opening the possibility for use of higher

harmonic inputs to reduce vibrations associated with the two-bladed rotor configuration.

Helicopters belonging to the tip-mounted powerplant groups can, in turn, be divided

into the following sub-types:

1. Ram jets are probably the simplest conceptual solution for tip-driven rotors, as

ram-jet engines have no moving parts, and thus are capable of sustaining the high

g-fields encountered at the blade tips. The Hiller HJ-1 Hornet (Figure 2.13), and
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Figure 2.12 VHLH General Arrangement

the Dutch Kolibrie (Figure 2.14) may be cited as representatives of this type

which were produced in smell quantities. Noise and extremely high fuel con-

sumption were the most objectionable characteristics of these rotorcraft.

Figure 2.13 The Hiller HJ-1 Hornet ram-jet-driven helicopter
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Figure 2.14 Production model of the NHI H-3 Kolibrie ram-jet-powered helicopter

, Blade tip-mounted turbojets, wherein complete turbojets are mounted at the

blade tips. Originally, studies in Great Britain indicated a potential feasibility

of this approach for heavy and very heavy helicopters (Figure 2.15 (Ref. 11)).

In this country, anticipated promises of tip-mounted turbojets prompted tests

conducted by Hiller In the early ,1960s, wherein the feasibility of the concept

was investigated by whirling the Williams jet engine at a centrifugal acceleration

of about 200+ g's. Extensive design studies were also performed by Hiller and

Piasecki in the mid-sixties (see Appendix).
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Figure 2.15 "Giant," the original early 1850's concept of turbojet-driven rotors

applied to heavy-lift helicopters 11

However, no actual helicopter having tip-mounted turbojets was ever built.

Professor H. Velkoff (Ohio State University) indicated to these investigators

that the high cost of developing, or even adapting, existing powerplants to high-g
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3.

operational conditions was probably the chief reason for the lack of actual de-

velopment along those lines. Also, high noise levels and somewhat higher fuel

consumption than for shaft-driven types also probably contributed to the lack

of actual development of the blade tip-mounted turbojet concepts.

Blade tip-mounted unducted fans. From the point of view of effective fuel

energy utilization, all of the tip:driven rotor concepts discussed so far have a

common flaw. Because the exit velocity from the thrust-producing blade-tip

nozzles is much higher (sonic, or close to sonic at elevated temperatures) than

the rotor tip speed, the propulsive Froude efficiency is quite low. Furthermore,

in the fuselage mounted gas generator concepts, ducting losses encountered
i

by gases flowing from the generator to the blade tips additionally contribute to

the reduction of overall fuel efficiency. Consequently, thrusters installed at

the blade tips, or slightly inboard, that would operate at a high propulsive effi-

ciency and suffer no duct losses appears as a desirable step toward more efficient

fuel utilization. In thisrespect, airscrew-type thrusters appear as an attractive

possibility. The idea of using propellers as a means of driving a lifting rotor is

not new, as witnessed by the Isecco helicopter in 1929 (Figure 2.16). However,

at tip-speed values commonly now in use in helicopter design (V t _= 700 fps

Figure 2.16 Isecco's 1929 helicopter

end higher), the propulsive efficiency of conventional propellers begins to de-

teriorate. By contrast, the installed efficiency of unducted fans (UDF) is superior

to that of both conventional propellers and jets (Figure 2.17, Ref. 12). Conse-

quently, work currently being performed on the development of unducted fans

(UDF) for high subsonic fixed-wing aircraft should encourage one to take a fresh

look at the general type of tip-mounted complete powerplants - this time, using

unducted fans. Because of the high propulsive efficiency of the UDF, one may
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expect that specific fuel consumption referred to the rotorcraft gross weight

(FCw)r can be brought to shaft-driven helicopters levels. Specific fuel consump-

tion related to zero-range payload (FCop/) t should be considerably better than

for the shaft-driven counterparts because of anticipated lower relative weight

empty (W e ) values resulting from the elimination of the mechanical drive system.

With respect to single-rotor configurations, additional gains in the weight-empty

values and overall efficiency can be expected because of the elimination of the

torque-compensating tail rotors.

In order to get a better feeling, both for potential gains in (FCw) t and (/:COp/) t

as well as the general feasibility of the concept, two hypothetical single-rotor

crane helicopters of 400,000 and 200,000 Ib gross weight are studied here in a

somewhat cursory way (see Appendix A). It is believed, however, that in spite

of its limited scope, this study should provide sufficient data to answer some

basic questions regarding the competitive position of the unducted-fan concept

with respect to shaft-driven types, and to indicate the direction for more de-

tailed studies and research.

In conclusion of this historic perspective review, a brief list of representative tip-

driven helicopters (both past and those under current development), along with some impor-

tant characteristics assembled from Refs. 7, 8, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15 and 16 is presented in Table

2.1.

At this point, it should be recalled that the principal incentive for studying and de-

veloping the tip-rotor-driven helicopter has been, and still is, to eliminate the mechanical

transmission and avoid the necessity for torque compensating devices in single-rotor con-

figurations. Both solutions would hopefully lead to more favorable relative weight-empty and

simpler designs.
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TABLE 2.1A

PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS OF REPRESENTATIVE TIP-DRIVEN-ROTOR

HEUCOPTERS USING AIRFRAME.MOUNTED AIRGAS GENERATORS

PRINQPAL

_ISnCS

APPRO_ DESI_ YEAR

DJI_IN

1953

COLD CYCLE WARM/HOT CYCLE

VOLJET 280

1987

VOLJET 281

(STUDY)

1982

233,000 NORM

291,000 MAX

1960-64

99,225 N

147,735 M

XV-9A

1960

15300

25,500MAX

GEOFIG_ 11EQ-

(STUDY)

1988

HUGHES/DAVID

TAYLOR (STUDY)

-1980

_ WEIGHT, LB 1,763 4,850 76,970 268,000

'_=IGHT EMPTY, LB 838 2,170 104,752 44,100 8,700 30,788 91,300

RELATIVE WEIGHT 4 7 45 47.1 NORM 43.8 NORM 57 NORM 4 0 34

B4N:q'Y% 37.7 MAX 30.0 MAX 34 MAX

ROTOR RADIUS, FT 18.04 19 103 58.56 27.5 48.7 92.5

GIMBAL

5.4

GIMBAL

2.7

ROTOR ARI"CULATION

NUIVlBER OF BI.ADES

C-,IMBN.

0.106 13.9

R.APRNG

HN3E

ROTOR SCLIOITY, %

BLADE Vc % 18 18

DISC _ PSF. 1.72 4.28

11P SPEED, FPS 600

1180

0.134

RAPPING

510 HOVER

681 T.O.

755 JUMP T.O.

PWL PT6C-50

1150 HP

JET VF_LOCITY, FPS

6.7

-20 15

7_NORM 92NORM

8.73MAX 13.7MAX 6.44 10.3 10

10.74

550 700

2 X GE YT64

GAS

GENERAT.
POWER PLANT(S)

I_STALLED POWB:!

LOAD, LB/HP

32020

POV_=RRED.

-1150

PALOUST IV

240 AIR HP

1180

8 x ALLISON x

T-701 PLUS

8 LOAD_

7.34 4.22 [2.33]

; 108 DB@5OFT

NORSELEVB. 102 DB @

100 FT

REMAR_

4 x P&W 1:-100

OR 4 x GE F401
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TABLE2.1B
PRINCIPALCHARACTERISTICS OF REPRESENTATIVE TIP-DRIVEN-

ROTOR HELICOPTERS USING TIP-MOUNTED POWER PLANTS

PI:mlCtPAL

CHARACTERISTICS

COMPRESSORS;TIP

6.0 1110

ARIE3. II

IVlGDONNBJ.

XV-1

FAIRY

RAMJETS TURBOJETS

5,380

R1-ZWtLLIAMS

HYPOTHETICAL

"GIANT"

.,¢qOUCTED FANS

HYPOTHETICN.

40O,O0O LB

APPI:K_I_TE

DESIGN YEAR 1946-49 1951-55 1957 - 1950 1989

WEIGHT, LB 2,376 38,000 400,000

WEIGHT EMPTY.

LB

4762 (WITH
UNKNOWN WT

OF _NST_.)

1,595

60000 (MAX)

53000 (NORM)

20,70023,000

HLLER

HORNET KOLBRIE

1950 1955

1,080 1,323

231 440

21.0 33.3

11.5 16.5

2 2

2.6 1.55

[0.29] 10.23]

167.000

RELATIVE WEIGHT 67.0 [88.5] 59.0 34.5 (MAX) 41.8

EMPTY'/,

ROTOR RADILIS, FT 17.7 15.5 45 52 100

ROTOR

ARTICULATION GIMBAL FLAPPIqG

NUMBER OF BADES 3 3 4 3 3 TO 6

ROTOR SouDrrY, % 4 9 6.37 -10.5 1 1

BLADE t/c, % 24/12

DISC LOADING PSF. 2.4 7.13 6.14 7.07 (MAX) 12.5

TIP SPEED, FPS 665 720 550 700

JET VELOCR'Y, FPS ~ 1500 -760

R-975-19 NAPIER B.AND 6 ARMSTRONG TOTAL INST.

POWER PLANT(S) 220 550 HP N.E.7 "RFIBOJEP3 HP

2x3,.250 1000 LB THR 83045
I_STALLED _

LOAD, LB/I-IP 10.8 9.80 6 4.82

FLEL_

PERusOFG.W. 0.32" 0.24/0.25 1-0.11 I-0.06]
& HR (HOVER I

NOISE LEVEL [112 DB AT

200 FI"]

130 DB AT

3OFT

FE34AR<S "TESTS. REF

17
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Figure 2.18 Comparison of relative empty weights of tip-driven vs. shaft-driven helicopters

Figure 2.18 was prepared in order to give the reader some insight as to the weight-

empty trends of tip-driven helicopters vs. their shaft-driven counterparts. Looking at this

figure and Table 2.1 will indicate that, indeed, great reductions in relative weight-empty

have been achieved. It can also be stated that tip rotor-driven helicopters may, in principle,

represent a definite potential for simplification of design. This point is well illustrated in

Figure 2.19 where a comparison is shown between the drive system of the BO-X and a single

rotor shaft-driven helicopter (Ref. 8 ), However, there are two characteristics constituting

an Achilles heel in most jet-driven concepts: (1) high FCwt except for the UDF concept

(Figure 2.20), and (2) in many cases, an absolutely unacceptable noise level - especially

in tip-burning and ramjet types.

Because of the importance of specific fuel consumption aspects - both with respect

to GW and zero-range (i.e., zero-time) payload, an investigation on this subject is discussed

in the following segment of this chapter. It is believed that in this way, one of the important

factors determining the competitive position of tip-driven concepts in comparison with

their shaft-driven counterparts will be examined in some detail. Because of budgetary and

time limitations, forward flight aspects, as well as other important factors such as noise

and cost will be touched upon in a purely qualitative way only.
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Figure 2.19 Comparison of drive systems of the BO-X vs. a conventional

single-rotor helicopter (Ref. 8 )
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Figure 2.20 Gross weight specific fuel consumption in hover of tip-driven helicopters

vs. shaft-driven helicopters (test data & detail estimates, Refs. 5, 7, 8, 11, 13, and 17)
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The(FCw)tand(FCopl)t in hover for cold and hot cycles (including a brief discussion

of tip burners) are examined first. Then the same specific fuel consumption is examined for

blade-mounted powerplant types. Special attention is paid to helicopters having tip-mounted

unducted fans as potentially showing the greatest promise with respect to fuel consumption

aspects. This is done by conducting cursory design studies of the very heavy crane-type heli-

copters of the 400,000 and 200,000-1b gross-weight class.

Overall concluding remarks regarding tip-driven helicopters are presented and recom-

mendations given at the end of this chapter.

2.2 Fuel Consumption Aspects in Hover

t

2.2.1 Gener(zl

In determining specific fuel consumption, either by pound of rotorcraft gross weight

(FCw)t in Ib/Ib-hr, or by its zero-range or zero-time payload (FCopl)t in Ib/Ib-hr, the first

step would consist of accounting for total fuel consumed in a unit of time (hr) in a particular

regime of flight when the aircraft gross weight is W.

For the cue of fuselage-installed generators of gases driving the rotor (compressed air, or

a mixture of compressed air and powerplant exhaust), the hourly consumption by all engines

during running time in a particular regime of flight represents the only fuel expenditure to be

considered.

Schemes involving blade-tip burners would require accounting for hourly fuel flow to

the burners in addition to that going to the powerplant(s) driving the compressor(s).

For concepts based on blade-installed rotor-driven powerplants, the fuel delivered

to the powerplants usually constitutes the sole fuel consumption of the aircraft.

The above-described approach should be applicable to almost all hovering operations.

However, in those special cases when, in forward flight, auxiliary thrusters are in operation,

the hourly fuel consumption by the thrusters should also be taken into account.

2.2.2 Ducted Air Schemes

Ducted air schemes -- also called cold jets - represent the simplest configuration of jet-

driven rotorcraft with powerplants mounted in the airframe. It can be seen from Figure 21

(reproduced from Ref. 15) that by using engine exhaust gases for yaw control, practically all

of the shaft power delivered by the powerplant (except for a very small amount needed for

driving accessories) goes for generation of compressed air which, when eventually discharged

through the blade-tip nozzles, drives the rotor.

Assuming that the rotor horsepower (RHP) required in hover OGE under assumed

ambient conditions has been determined (computed), the shaft horsepower (SHP) needed

for the RHP value can be expressed as follows:

SHP = RHP/rtcomp 17duct _no z 17pr (2.1)
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Figure 2.21 Scheme of the cold-jet compressed-air flow system

where rlcomp is the compressor efficiency, rlduct is a coefficient reflecting energy losses en-

countered due to ducting of the compressed air from the compressor exit to the nozzle(s),

_ino z is the nozzle efficiency, and//pr is the propulsive efficiency of the tip thruster.

It is easy to deduce from Eq. (2.1) that FC w will be

F'C w == (RHP/W)sfcJrlcomp _duct rlnoz qpr (2.2)

where sfc represents specific fuel consumption of the powerplent.

FCop/can, in turn, be written as

= (RHP/W)sfc/rl rl rl rl WeFCopl comp duct noz pr p/

where Wop/is the relative zero-range and zero-time payload.

(2.3)
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Since the sfc of the powerplant is usually determined by the engine manufacturer,

it may be considered as invariant as far as design optimization of the cold-jet rotorcraft is

concerned. Consequently, the designer's efforts to obtain the lowest possible FC w values

would concentrate on maximization of the r/product which, in analogy to the shaft-driven

rotorcraft, may be called the overall efficiency of the cold-jet system,

17OVcj = TtcomplTducr l"/nozTIp r. (2.4)

This TlOVcj maximization should be done while keeping the (RHP/W) values as low as

practical. Of the r/'s appearing in Eq. (2.4), _comp may be considered as "semi-invariant" -

simply representing the best Obtainable values for the current state of the art (T/comp = o.8e

for axial, and 17comp = 0.86 for centrifugal types). _noz may also be considered as semi-

invariant', as its value is usually _lno z _ 0.9. Thus, the largest variations could be expected

in 17duct and l?pr.

A high rlducr would favor low velocity of the flow through the duct. However, this

trend may run into strong constraints of excessive structural weight and aerodynamically

disadvantageous, excessively thick airfoils, etc., should the duct sections be kept as large as

desired.

Since it is usually impractical to include.a divergent part into the thrusting nozzle,

the exit velocity would be close to the sonic one corresponding to temperature of the ex-

haust gases. The propulsive efficiency of the thruster in hover can be expressed as

= 2Vr/(V,+ vj). (2.5)

where Vj is the jet exit velocity, and Vt is the rotor tip speed.

One can see from Eq. (2.5) that since, usually, I_ > 1117.0 fps, the high propulsive

efficiency would favor the tip speed being as high as possible which, in turn, may run into

constraints of excessive profile drag and too low rotor solidity (which, on its part, would

adversely affect the desirability of a large duct cross-section in the blades).

It should .also be remembered that r/ values, selected to minimize FFw, may have a

detrimental effect on structural weight and hence, on the Wop/level.

A compromise balance between these potentially conflicting requirements may be

made in light of defined operational requirements. Thus, a further discussion of this subject

would be beyond the limits of the present study. Here, however, it would be of interest to

determine how, in general, the (FCw) r and (FCop/) r of the cold-jet rotorcraft would compare

with the corresponding figures for shaft-driven conventional helicopters.

Assuming that the (RHP/W) and sfc values of the powerplants are the same for cold-jet

and corresponding shaft-driven helicopters,

(RHP/W)cj = (RHP/W)sh and SfCcj --- 5[Csh, (2.6)
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theratioof (FCw)r and (FCopl) t for both types can be expressed as follows:

(FCW}tc/(FCw)rI h = 17OVsh/17OVcj (2.7)

and

(FCopl)rcj/(FCopl)rsh --- (_OVsh /ROVcj)(WOplsh /Woplcj ) (2.8)

where _ovs h represents the ratio of RHP to SHP for shaft-driven helicopters. It is shown

in Ref. 5 that, in hover, the typical 17OV=h _ 0.87.

As to the ratios of RHP to the SHP of cold-jet helicopters, calculations for the

Voljet (Ref, 15) indicate that the highest total of _lOVcj = 0.365. This would result in

(FCw)t_,](FCw)tsh,, = 2.38. Actual flight test results for the Djinn (Ref. 13 and Table 2.1)

give 0.19 Ib/Ib,hr, while for shaft driven turbine helicopters of that time frame having

similar disc Ioadings, the (FCw) t should not be higher than about 0.07 Ib/Ib,hr. Thus, the

(FCw)tc//(FCw)rs h ratio would amount to about 2.7. A comparison of the above figure

with that for the Voljet seems to indicate that progress in _OVcj values was achieved between

the Djinn and Voljet times (late 40s vs early 80s).

Assuming that in future designs, a Roy as high as 17OVcj = 0.47 can be achieved, the
gross-weight related specific fuel consumption of cold-jet helicopters would still be about

1.85 times as high as for their shaft-driven counterparts.

With respect to specific fuel consumption related to zero range (or time) payload,

one should note that the cold-jet type is well suited for small non-transport helicopters,

where the weight of the crew may constitute a large fraction of the useful load and thus,

strongly_ affect the WOpl levels. Consequently, selection of useful load (W'ul) rather than

Wop I as a base of reference appears as more meaningful for assessing this aspect of energy

consumption per unit of load and unit of time.

Since the relative useful load

Wul = 1- We , (2.9)

the specific fuel consumption per pound of useful load in hover (FCul) t can be obtained

by dividing the right side of Eq. (2.2) by Eq. (2.9). Thus, the ratio of (FCul)tc i for the
cold-jet configuration to that of shaft-driven types becomes

(FCul)tc/(FCul,) rsh = (t?ovsh/_lOVcj) [ (1 -- Wesh )/(1 -- -Wecj) ] . (2.10)

The relative weight-empty of the Ojinn cold.jet helicopter amounted to We = 47%,

which was about 12% lower than values represented by the optimal boundary for the shaft.

driven helicopter_ of that time (early 50s; see Figure 2.18, and Figures 1.1 and 1.2 of Ref.. 2.

For contemporary machines as represented by Voljet studies, relative weights empty

as low as W"e = 37.7% are anticipated (Ref. 16, also me Table 2.1). Using We = 36.0% as

probably representing the possible minimum, and ROVcj = 0.47 as the probable upper limit,

end assuming 17orsh = 0,87 and W"-esh = 0.42 for shaft-driven helicopters, Eq. (2.10) would

give the following: (FCu/)rcj/(FCul)ts h _ 1.7.
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Theabove-performedstudyof fuelconsumptionaspectsin hoverclearlyindicates
thatas far as gross weight, payload or useful load-related specific fuel consumption is con-

cerned, figures for the cold jets can be expected to be at least 85% higher for (FFw) r and

about 70% higher for (FFu_J r than for their shaft-driven counterparts. It should be remem-

bered, however, that under some operational conditions (both civilian and military), the

higher 'price' in fuel consumption may be acceptable as compensation for the relative

mechanical simplicity of the configuration and higher zero-range (time) useful and payload

values.

2.2.3 Ducted Hot and Warm Gas Schemes

Ducted hot-gas schemes, also called hot-jet schemes, present a more difficult structural

problem than cold jets because of the ducting of hot gases (temperatures over 1000°F)

through the blades. In addition, engine exhaust products can not be used for yaw control.

Thus, a small tail rotor would usually be required. However, with respect to the most efficient

use of fuel energy, there should be some advantages.

In order to evaluate these advantages, the (FCw)th/(FCw)rs h and (FCopl)thjl(FCopl)rs h
ratios in hover will be examined as in the preceding case of the cold jets.

The present analysis will follow the approach outlined by Nicols (Ref. 9 ), and the

basic components of the drive system are as shown in Figure 2.22.

IPIIISSUlIE-J[I OIIO_ $YST[M

IIHP .....

_tAlt OI=I[CI I(P_.

J(! IIlOfOIt
GAS PlOOUCll Iglll/_ IlFICIINCV " SO_ it OF MAIN IOlOIl

lu,ov,_.R• NOJ. I'G_lt COt,SUeD

Figure 2.22 Scheme of the hot-pressure jet-drive system

In the approach taken in Ref. 9, the power available at various stations of the drive

system is expressed as a fraction (percentage) of the power generated in the gas producer.

A similar approach is taken for shaft-driven configurations. In both cases, the final

goal consists of determining what fraction or percentage of the power generated by the gas

producer (GP) becomes available as rotor power (RP). Knowing the (RP/GP)hj ratios for the

hot jet, as well as (RP/GP)sh values for the shaft-driven configuration, the (FCw)h/J(FCw)sh

ratios can be determined.
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Thisisdoneasin theprecedingcasebyassumingthatatanequalgrossweightand
identicalambientconditions,RPhj = RP=h. It is further assumed that the specific fuel con-

sumption of the gas producer supplying hot gases to the rotor is the same as when the same

gases are used to drive the power turbine of the shaft-type engine. Under this assumption,

the ratio of FC w for the hot-jet to that of the shaft-driven configuration becomes:

(FCw)h j/(FCw)sh = (RP/GP)sh/(RP/GP)h j (2.11 )

In Raf. 9, the hot-jet-driven rotor is treated as a turbine, just as the free turbine

of the shaft engine. In this reference, it is stated that for typical values of pressure losses and

tip-speed ratios, warm-cycle 'powerplant turbine efficiencies of 50% maximum are to be ex-

pected in comparison with the 83% maximum obtained by the free turbine of a shaft engine.

Consequently, assuming a 5% RP loss for yaw control and operation of accessories,

the rotor power to the gas generator power ratio for the hot jet may be expected to attain

a value of

(RP/GP)hj = 0.5 X 0.95 = 0.475.

For shaft-driven concepts, assuming rlov TM 0.87 (as in the preceding case) the corre-

sponding ratio will be

(RP/GP)=h = 0.83 X 0.87 = 0.722.

Substituting the above (RP/GP) values into Eq. (2.11), one would obtain

(FCw)h/(FCw)sh = 1.52.

Thus, for hot-jet concepts, it can be seen that the gross-weight specific fuel consump-

tion should be about 50% higher than for their shaft-driven counterparts.

With respect to zero-range (time) payload specific fuel consumption, it should be

noted that in a study of a tip-jet-driven heavy-lift helicopter incorporating circulation control

'(_ef. 10), a relative weight-empty as low as W--e = 0.34 is expected, and for the warm-cycle

Bolkow design, We = 0.32 (Ref. 8). In a study of design concepts for an advanced cargo

rotorcraft (Ref. 18 ), We = 0.40 was estimated. Assuming an average of the above three figures;

i.e., We = 0.35, a Wpl o _ 0.645 for an aircraft of the 150,000-1b gross-weight class can be

anticipated, while for a shaft-driven helicopter of the same gross-weight class, the relative

zero-range (time) payload of Wpl o _ 0.575 corresponding to We = 0.42 may be expected.

This would lead to (FCopl)hj/(FCopl)sh = 1.40, which is better than the corresponding

1.7 value for cold jets.

For the so-called warm cycle such as the Bolkow BO-X and Hughes/David Taylor

VHLH, no separate analysis of the FCw)wc/(FCw)sh and (FCop/)wc/(FCopl)sh ratios was
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made.However,it is believedthat theseratioswouldnot bemuchdifferentfromthose
determinedforthehotcycle.Thefiguresof (FCw)hwc = 0.12 Ib/Ib, hr shown in Table 2.1

for the BO-X when compared to (FCw)hs h = 0.076 obtained as an average for the 100,O00-1b

gross weight class, gives (FCw)hwc/(FCw)hsh = 1.58. Although this figure is somewhat higher

than the 1.52 ratio computed for the hot cycle, one should expect that, in practice, the warm

cycle should be slightly more efficient. This would be due to (1) a slightly better propulsive

efficiency (lower jet exit velocity), and (2) lower ducting losses may be possible since, because

of the lower temperature of the flowing gases and, consequently, no need for special insula-

tion, more of the blade cross-sectional area could be used as a gas duct.

2.2.4 General Remarks re Blade Tip-mounted Powerplants

In blade tip-mounted powerplants, all engine components required for generating

thrust (needed for sustaining rotation of the rotor] form a complete unit, while only fuel

is supplied from the outside. Therefore, knowledge of such engine characteristics as thrust

and tsfc when moving at the rotor tip speed (V r) under assumed ambient conditions (pressure

altitude and temperature) represent all the inputs needed for cursory estimates of fuel con-

sumption for rotorcraft using this type of powerplant. For concepts based on the UDF,

such as the hypothetical heevy-lift helicopters, where the shaft turbines and unducted fan

assemblies are mounted near the blade tips, the necessary information would include engine

sfc and fan propulsive efficiency at a given power setting when moving through air of given

ambient characteristics at a speed equal to the Vt. All of these aspects are briefly discussed in

the following sections.

2.2.5 Jet-Type Powerplants

See Figure 2.16 for the overall configuration of tip-mounted-jet helicopters. The

rotor horsepower required (RHPre q) in hover (say OGE) by a rotorcraft at a given gross

weight and air density corresponding to the assumed ambient conditions can be computed

using conventional performance prediction methods. Consequently, the total thrust needed

at all blade tips (Ttrot) will be

Trto f = 650RHP/Vt. (2.12)

Assuming that b is the number of blade, the tip thrust required per blade would be

Ttb = Tttot/b. (2.13)

Because of vertical climb and maneuvering requirements, the installed thrust will

usually be somewhat higher than the required hovering Trb value. This means that, in hover,

the engine will operate at a somewhat lower thrust level than the nominal engine rating.
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Knowingtsfcat thepartialthrustsettingwhentheengineismovingthroughtheair (of
giventemperatureandpressure)at a speedVt, the specific fuel consumption per pound of

the rotorcraft gross weight in Ib/Ib/hr, can be expressed as follows:

(Few), = Tttor.fC/W.

Substituting Eq. (2.12) for Trtor, Eq. (2.14)can be rewrittenas follows:

(2.14)

(FCw) h = 550(RHP/W)tsfc/V r. (2.15)

A glance at the above would indicate that in order to minimize the (FCw) h values

at a given level of rotor power required per pound of gross weight, the tsfc should be as low,

and the rotor tip speed as high, as possible.

Remembering that payload for zero range can be written as Wop I = W W'-opl, an ex-

pression for the specific fuel consumption per pound of zero-range (time) payload can easily
be obtained.

(/:Cop/) h = 550(RHP/W)tsfc/V t Wopl. (2.16)

With respect to the above equation, all remarks previously made in conjunction with

Eq. (2.15) are still valid, to which a truism may be added that the relative payload for zero

range (time)(WOp/) should be as high as possible.

Ratios of the gross-weight and payload specific fuel consumption of the tip-mounted

jet types to those of shaft-driven concepts can easily be derived from Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16) as

and

(F C opl) h l/ (FCw )hsh = 550 tsfc _ov/SfC sh Vt (2.17)

(FCopl)h//(FCopl)h, h = 550 tsfc rlov (-Woplsh/WOpli)/sfCsh Vr, (2.18)

respectively.

In order to simplify the fuel consumption comparison indicated by Eqs. (2.17) and

(2.18), the following assumptions are made:

Tip speed Vt = 700 fps

(RHP/SHP)eh r/oa = 0.87

sfc (shaft driven) SfCsh = 0.4 Ib/hr & hp

Now, Eq. (2.17) can be rewritten as a sole function of the tsfc of the tip-mounted jet

engines:
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(FCw)h//(FCw)hsh = 1.71 ,_fc.. (2,19)

A glance at Eq. (2.19) would indicate that for tsfc < 0.58 Ib/Ib,hr, the tip.mounted*

jet-engine concept would become more fuel efficient (with respect to gross weight) than

shaft-driven helicopters having powerplants capable of sfc as low as 0.40 Ib/Ib,hr.

Trends in the tsfc vs M for various types of jet engines having 2.6 _ BPR _ 9.6 are

shown in Figure 2.23 (Fig. 40 of Ref. 19). This figure indicates that, as may be expected,

tsfc becomes lower as the bypass ratio (BPR) increases. As to the order of magnitude of

tsfc, which may be expected at M = 0.63 - approximately corresponding to Vt = 700 fps -

one can see that for DCFF; i.e., directly coupled front fan, jet engines having BPR = 2.7,
tsfc = 0.74 Ib/Ib,hr.

|.ll

IB

• | ....

OI =c_

I

.| .4 •I .8 l ,O 1.2

Figure 2.23 Thrust specific fuel consumption vs. Mach number

(turbine inlet temperature = 2480°R}

For instance this means that a rotorcraft driven by a tip-mounted DCFF turbojet

having BPR = 2.7 would have a (FCw} j about 26% higher than its shaft-driven counterpart

having powerplants exhibiting sfc = 0.4 Ib/Ib,hr.
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Dividingtherightsideof Eq.(2.19_bytherelativezero-range(time)payloads,an
expressionforFCop/ratios is obtained

(FCottvJj/(FCop/Jsh = 1.71 tsfc (WOp/jsh/('Wop/}j. (2.20)

From early studies of the blade tip-mounted jet-engine configuration (Ref. 11), a value

of Wop / = 0.62 is obtained as an average for the 60,000 and 220,000-1b class helicopters.

Using present technology, a Wop/j _ 0.65 can probably be obtained, while for shaft-driven

configurations, Wop/s h _ 0.52. Using these numbers, Eq. (2.20) can be rewritten as follows:

(FCop/)j/(FCop/)sh = 1.37tsfc. (2.20a)

One can see from the above expression that for tsfc < 0.73 Ib/Ib & hr, the tip-jet

helicopters would have lower FCop/ levels than their shaft-driven counterparts. Since tsfc

0.73 Ib/Ib,hr approximately corresponds to the tip Mach number of M = 0.63, (Figure 2.15),

it appears that with respect to the zero-range (time) payload specific fuel consumption,

helicopters based on tip-mounted jet engines may prove to be competitive with shaft-driven

types.

2.2.6 Blade Tip-mounted Unducted Fans

The basic concept of blade tip-mounted unducted fans (UDF) is similar to that of the

blade tip-mounted jet engines (Figure 2.24).

PRECONE 2"

_-_ R,= 72 FT.

i_ r_ '-'- i CAT .TR. 5.1 FT

GW. 200.000 Ib

"_: ' WE. 83,000 Ib

I _ BLADE RADIUS =. 72 II.

,- '-I ,I" DISC LOADING = 12.5 pef -

--_11_ I TIP SPEED - 700 fps

r_ SOUDII_ RATIO ,, .11

Figure 2.24 Sketch of a hypothetical helicopter based on a tip-mounted unducted-fan concept
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Assumingthat therotorhorsepowerrequiredin hover(RHP)hasbeencalculated,
and that the propulsive efficiency (_lpr) of the tip-mounted unducted powerplant unit is

known, end neglecting losses associated with yaw control and operation of accessories, the

total shaft horsepower needed in hover becomes SHPre q _. RHP/_Ipr.

Knowing the SHPre q end the corresponding sfc values of the turbine, the (FCw)uf h

in hover can be written as follows:

(FCw)uf h = (RHP/W)sfcuf/'qpr (2.21)

and

(FCopl)ufh = (RHP/W)sfcuf/'qpr('H/Opl)uf (2.22)

where sfcuf is the specific fuel consumption of the turbine driving the UDF.

Assuming that a comparison is made for the same values of (RHP/W) and SfCuf =

sfcsh, the desired ratios of FC w and FCop/for the UDF-type powerplants and conventional

shaft-driven concepts can be expressed, similar to preceding cases, as

(FCw)ufh /(FCw)sh h = "riovlrlpr (2.23)

and

(FCop/)ufh/(FCop/)u fh = (qov/_pr) [ (Wop/)sh/('Wop/)ur]" (2.24)

With respect to the UDF propulsive efficiency, one can see from Figure 2.17

that for contrarotating fans, "rlpr _ 0.87 can be expected at M = 0.63.

Inoialtod iK _

44 OJ' - 0Ji 0JI

Cnd|e MIIoh Number

Figure 2.25 NASA, Lewis data re propulsive efficiency of UDF (prop-fan) vs.

Mach number (upper line for contrarotating fans)
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Since,for shaft-drivenconfigurations,"qov_" 0.87, Eq. (2.23) would indicate that

for helicopters based on the UDF concept, a gross-weight related specific fuel consumption

equal to that of shaft-driven counterparts can be expected.

The UDF zero-range (time) payload specific fuel consumption would definitely be

better than for the shaft-driven configurations because much higher Wop/ values -- similar

to those of tip-mounted jets - can be expected.

2.2.7 Discussion of Fuel Consumption Aspects in Hover

FC w and FCop/ in hover was investigated in some detail for the following tip-driven

helicopter types: (a) cold jets, (b) hot jets, (c) tip-mounted jet engines, and (d) tip-mounted

unducted fans. Other types listed in Table 2.1 were excluded, as it appears to these investi-

gators that there is little chance in the foreseeable future that these systems may be in-

corporated into practical operational aircraft. The chief reason for their probable exclusion

would be unacceptable noise levels of the ram.jet, pulse-jet, and tip-burning schemes. Noise

level may also represent one more obstacle on the road toward developing an acceptable

operational helicopter based on tip-mounted jet engines, However, there is a remote possi-

bility that the noise level of jet-engine type helicopters could be reduced to an acceptable level

and, for this reason, this configuration was retained in the comparative study of fuel con-

sumption aspects.

TABLE 2.2

SOME IMPORTANT FUEL-CONSUMPTION CHARACTERISTICS IN HOVER

I_ROPULSION TYPE

CHARACTERISTICS
(1)

(FCw)hl

(FCw)shh

(2)

(FCopl)h/

IFCopI)shh ,

(3)
Wopl

(4)
"0.066x (1)

= (FCw)h

COLD JET" 1.8 1,7 0.63 0.119

HOT JET 1.52 1.40 0.62 0.100

TIP-MOUNTED

JET ENGINES 1.26 1.11 0,65 0.083

L

TIP-MOUNTED 1.00 0.97 O. 59"" 0.066

U_

SHAFT-DRIVEN 1.00 1.00 0.57 0.066

"HEAVY LIFT *'CONSERVATIVE
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Ratiosof theFC w values of the above investigated tip-driven concepts to those of the

shaft-driven type are listed in the first column of Table 2.2. In the second column, relative

zero-range (time) payload values are given.

Some important characteristics relating to fuel consumption in hover of the com-

pared configurations is depicted in this table. However, in order to get a still clearer picture

of these aspects, a graph showing payload vs. time in hover for the five propulsion types

shown in Table 2.2 was prepared, computing Wpl = f(t) from the following equation (see

Chapter 1, Section 2.2).

Wpl = Wpl o - (1-e -(Fcw]ht ) (2.25)

where FC w (assumed constant) is in Ib/Ib,hr, and hover time t is in hours.

Asiuming, for shaft-driven helicopters of the 100,000-1b and higher gross-weight

class, that (FCw)sh h - 0.066 Ib/Ib,hr (optimal value from Table 6.4, Ref.6), the correspond-

ing values of (FCw} h for tip-driven types shown in Column 4, Table 2.2 were computed by

multiplying 0.066 by the ratios listed in Column 1 of this table. Then, using the Wp/o values

listed in Column 3, the relationships expressed by Eq. (2.25) were computed and plotted in

Figure 2.26.
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Figure 2.26 Relative payload vs. time in hover
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By examining this figure and Table 2.2, the following observations regarding fuel

consumption of tip-driven helicopters in hover can be made: All of the four considered

tip-driven configurations show that in spite of the higher specific fuel consumption per units

of gross weight and time, they are capable of carrying higher relative payloads for some

period of time than shaft-driven types. The period of potentially higher relative payloads

extends to 1.5 hours for the cold jet, and is slightly higher for the hot jet. However, for tip-

mounted jet engines, this period extends to approximately 8.5 hours. Tip-mounted UDF

configurations are slightly superior to their shaft-driven counterparts with respect to Wp/-

carrying capability throughout the whole time span. It should be noted, however, that the

Wp/ = f(t) for the tip-mounted jet engine type may be somewhat optimistic, as the relative

weight-empty data were ba.sed solely on the studies of Fitzwilliams made during the

early fifties (Ref. 11), with no further investigation by other sources. In contrast to tip-

mounted jet engines, the relative weight-empty of the UDF type is probably conservative,

since it was established (see Appendix ) for 6- and 5-bladed rotors of the 400,000 and

200,000 Ib gross-weight helicopters, respectively, where blade-tip droop requirements

probably increased the load-carrying blade cross-section areas beyond those needed to pro-

vide adequate strength.

Consequently, the payload-carrying ability in hover shown for UDF-type helicopters

is probably conservative, and thus considerably better fuel consumption characteristics

with respect to zero-range (time) payload can be_expected for this type than for their shaft-

driven counterparts. However, in order to answer this question with more certainty than

presented here, design studies of the UDF configuration would be required.

2.3 Load-Carrying Aspects In Pofward Flight

Because of the limited scope of this study (budget and time), a comparison of the

load-carrying abilities of tip-driven vs. shaft-driven helicopters in forward flight will consist

of a cursory investigation of relative payload vs. distance-flown aspects only. The required

relationship is expressed by the following formula (developed in Chapter 1, Section 2 ),

which is similar to Eq. (2.25).

Wp/R = Wp/o - (1 - e -(Fcw)RR) (2.26)

where (FCw) R is the fuel consumption per pound of rotorcraft GW and one nautical mile

flown, and R is the distance (range) flown, in nautical miles.

In order to compute the Wp/F_= f(R) relationship from Eq. (2.26), it is assumed that

the (FCw) R of each type represents the minimal fuel consumption per unit of weight and

unit of distance flown. It is further assumed that for shaft-driven configurations (FCw)=h R =
0.00045 Ib/Ib,n.mi, which corresponds to the optimal boundary for Western helicopters

of the W > 100,000-Jb GW c)ass (Figure 7.18, Ref. 5). For the compared tip-driven types,
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it isassumedthattheir(FCw)Rvaluesremaininthesameratioto thatof theshaft-drivenones
as they were in hover. In other words, they will be computed by multiplying 0.00045 by the

FC w ratios from Column 1 of Table 2.2. The so-obtained FCwR values are shown in Table

2.3, where the Wpl o values are repeated from Column 3 of Table 2.2.

TABLE 2.3

SOME IMPORTANT FUEL-CONSUMPTION CHARACTERISTICS IN FORWARD FLIGHT

0.00045x(1), T 2.2
PROPU_ TYRE Wopl Ib/Ib, n.ml

COLD JET" 0.63 0.00081

HOT JET 0.62 0.00068

TIP-MOUNTED
JET ENGINES 0.65 0.00057

TIP-MOUNTED 0.59 °" 0.00045

SHAFT-DRIVEN 0.57 0.00045

"HEAVY LIFT "'CONSERVATIVE

Using the figures given in Table 2.3, the relative payload vs. range (in n.mi) relation-

ships were computed from Eq. (2.26) and are shown in Figure 2.27.

Looking at this figure, one can see that at short distances (up to approximately 200

n.mi.) the four tip-driven helicopters examined here should have higher load-carrying capa-

bilities than their shaft-driven counterparts. In this respect, the tip-mounted jet-engine con-

figuration appears quite attractive. However, as in the case of hover, a word of caution must

be added, since the high Wpl o values which contributed to the favorable Wpl vs. range rela-

tionship are based on a single source of information (Ref. 11). It should also be emphasized

that, as in the case of hover, the payload vs. range characteristics of the UDF helicopters

would probably be better than shown in in Figure 2.27.

In summary, one can see that as in the case of hover, tip-driven configurations could

have performance characteristics that would make them competitive, under some operational

conditions, with shaft-driven types as far as Ioed-carrying vs. distance abilities are concerned.
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Figure' 2.27 Relative payload vs. range

2.4 Concluding Remarks and Recommendations

2.4.1 Concluding Remarks

The main feature of tip-driven rotor concepts is simplification of the design through

elimination of the mechanical drive system and main-rotor torque compensation devices

in single-rotor helicopter configurations. This aspect appears as attractive in the light of

present technology as it did to early designers of jet-driven helicopters. Furthermore this

attractiveness appears, in principle, to be equally as strong for large and very large transport

and crane helicopters as for smaller configurations.

However, in spite of successfully solving the mechanical-drive system problems for

machines of over lO0,O00-Ib gross weight, as examplified by the single-rotor Mil-26 and

the tandem Boeing XCH-62A configurations, one may expect that for very heavy helicopters

having gross weights of over 200,000 Ib, mechanical transmissions would become more and

more complex. In addition, an increase in the relative weight of the mechanical drive would

contribute toward an increase of the relative weight empty.
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Consequently, the tip-drive approach appears to be the more logical approach in the

design of VHL helicopters. At present, two solutions to tip driving VHL helicopter rotors

appear feasible: one, based on fuselage-mounted energy converters where the energized

cold, warm, or even hot, gases ere ducted through the blades to the tip nozzles; or two,

having energy converters (pure jets, turbofans, or unducted fans) located at the blade tips.

The first of these approaches has an advantage in that the energy converters ere not

located in high "g" fields as in the tip-mounted cases. Thus, powerplents may be selected from

available jet engines without incurring considerable redesign and special certifications. How-

ever, at present, unleu some practical method of increasing the mass flow at the nozzle

is devised, exhaust velocities of blade-propelling gases must be high. This obviously leads

to e low propulsive efficiency and generates potential noise problems. Overall efficiency is

further lowered because of ducting losses. On the other hand, the possibility of combining

the cold, warm, or hot jet principle with some form of circulation control, as in the David

Taylor-Hughes approach, for actual control of the helicopter, or higher harmonic inputs to

suppress vibrations, represents • definite 'plus' for this concept.

As for blade-tip mounted powerplants, the previously mentioned operation in the

high "g" field and other problems such as one-engine inoperative conditions and striking

objects with the blade tips ere only some of a long list of problems. However, from the point

of view of energy consumption per pound of grou weight or payload end hour of flight, or

nautical mile flown, all configurations with I)lade-tip mounted powerplants appear more

efficient than thou with fuselage-located energy converters. Furthermore, of all blade-tip

mounted powerplant configurations, those based on unducted fans emerge as the most energy

efficient. This, obviously, is the result of the high propulsive efficiency of contrarotation,

which is a must for the blade-mounted UDF.

The high "g" operational environment unfortunately poses a serious problem for

the UDF's, as well as for other blade-tip mounted powerplants. However, should it become

possible to transfer large amounts of energy through the blades with small losses, then the

location of prime energy converters in the fuselage would alleviate at least some of the

problems. If, for Instance, superconductivity at ambient temperatures ever becomes an in-

dustrial reality, then large and very large transport crane helicopters using tip- or near-tip-

mounted unductad contrarotating fans could become very energy efficient configurations -

both with respect to unit of gross weight and even more important, unit of payload.

With respect to cost, it may be assumed that the purchase price of the cold and warm-

cycle tip-driven helicopters of a given operational gross weight should be lower than that of

their shaft-driven counterparts. This would be due to the greater simplicity of design and

batter relative weight-empty values of the tip-driven types. By contrast, the fuel cost per

pound of payload and hour of flight as well as nautical mile flown will be higher for the

tip-driven types. Consequently, no clear-cut advantage of one type over another can be

indicated as far as direct operating cost is concerned. This question could be answered on a

case-to-case basis only.

In tip-mounted powerplant types such as low BPR turbofans and UDF's, fuel costs

per pound of payload and hour of flight as well as nautical mile flown may be equal or lower
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thanthoseforshaft-drivenhelicoptersof thesamegross-weightclass.However,thepurchase
costof tip-drivenhelicoptersof equalgrossweightsmaybelower,orevenmuchhigher,
thanthatof itsshaft-drivencounterpart,dependingonhowthedevelopmentand/oradapta-
tioncostof powerplantssuitablefor high"g" field operations will be absorbed. Any indica-

tions regarding the DOC of the compared helicopters will, obviously, depend on the answer

to the above question.

The present level of knowledge regarding noise aspects of all tip-driven helicopters

appears quite low. There are, of course, some experimental data regarding jet-driven heli-

copters of the past. But the information is scattered and, to the best knowledge of these

investigators, there is no well organized material related to the noise problems of these types

of rotorcraft and no indications as to design philosophy which would lead to lowering the

external noise level.

2.4.2 Recommendations

Because of its potential for military and civilian applications, the whole field of

helicopters Incorporating tip-driven rotors should not be neglected. However, for budgetary

reasons, probably only a small.scale effort can be afforded at this time. Consequently, present

and near future efforts should be focused on the following areas.

1. Broad review of the external noise aspects of cold, warm, and hot cycle, as well as

various blade-tip mounted powerpJants. Indication of the possible avenues of reducing

the noise level and estimates of associated performance and we!ght penalties.

2. Periodic reviews of the requirements for heavy and very heavy transport or crane heli-

copters and design studies including various tip-driven concepts.

3. Conduct broad preliminary design or concept and operational aspects studies of the

heavy and very heavy transport or crane helicopters based on the UDF principle.

4. Designate an individual, or individuals, within the US Army R&TA and NASA organi-

zations who would be responsible for establishing and monitoring research efforts

related to rotor tip-driven helicopters.

Note: Some of the above indicated recommendations can probably be realized through

cooperation with the Centers of Excellence at Georgia Tech, Renssalaer Polytechnic

Inst., and Maryland University.
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CHAPTER3

COMPOUNDHELICOPTERS

3.1 Introduction (Definitions andHistoric Perspective)

3.1.1 Definition and Purpose

The definition of 'compound helicopter,' or simply compound, is usually applied to

rotorcraft of the basic helicopter type where, in cruise and high-speed flights, propulsive

thrust is provided either entirely or, to a large extent (say 75%), by special propelling devices

instead of rotors 2°. These propelling devices may consist of open or shrouded propellers,

turbofans, pure jets, or even rockets, although the latter appears unlikely at this time. In many

configurations, fixed-wing type surfaces usually provide lift in forward flight, thus unloading

the main rotor(s). However, some lift is always retained on the rotor(s), not only as a source

of control, but also as a contribution to the flapping stability of the blades.

As to the purpose of compounding, the original incentive for aircraft of this type was

chiefly motivated by the desire to shift the retreating blade stall barrier to higher flight-

speed levels through unloading of the rotor by the lift generated by a wing or wings. The

auxiliary horizontal thrust provided by a propeller(s) or other devices would further con-

tribute to improved high-speed capabilities through (a) additional alleviation of the stall

barrier through a lower rotor thrust inclination, and (b) reduction of the rotor profile drag

resulting from a reduction in the angle of attack of the lifting rotor disc.

In addition, compounding would permit the designers to operate the lifting rotor(s)

in forward flight at a higher advance ratio than those normally accepted for helicopters or,

due to the auxiliary thruster, to accomplish this in autorotation which, in turn, could lead to

better lift-to-equivalent-drag ratios.

Finally, because of the auxiliary thrusters, not only the rotor disc, but also the fuse-

lage during high speeds of flight can be kept at a low-drag attitude with respect to the flight

path. This, in turn may contribute to higher weight-to-equivalent-drag ratios for compounds

than would be pouible for pure helicopters at the same flight speeds.

With respect to finding some justification for the compound in the time-frame of the

late eighties and early nineties, discussions and meetings were held with the following indi-

viduals: Or. R. Carlson of the US Army ARTL, Messrs. D. Meyers and F. Piasecki of Piasecki

Aircraft, and [_r. H. Velkoff of Ohio State University. Their personal opinions re both civilian

end military aircraft are summarized below.

_. F. Piasecki and D. Meyers believe that in the civilian market, compounds can,

in principle, find a niche in operations where vertical takeoff and landing requirements-es-

pecially as applied to downwash velocity and external noise level- should be similar to those

of conventional helicopters, while cruise and vibration levels would be better.
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However,it shouldbenotedthatinadditionto theopinionof therepresentativesof
PiaseckiAircraft,it Isa truism that acceptance of tile compound i- the civilian market could

happen only under the condition tibet cost aspects, including the price of the aircraft and

DOC, would be reasonable when compared with that of helicopters and new rotorcraft

concepts such as tilt-rotors.

With respect to military applications, the following points were emphasized

by all of the persons interviewed. In nap-of-the-earth or low-altitude flights in general, rotor-

craft having lifting rotors In basically horizontal positions during high-speed maneuvers would

have a definite operational advantage over those having vertical rotor discs. This is especially

true for aircraft equipped with large diameter lift generators (for example, conventional tilt.

rotors). Horizontally located rotors would have a better chance of avoiding contact with tree

branches and lower vegetation such as bustles and tall grass. This operational aspect woldd also

favor application of torque-compensating and propulsive devices of enclosed (e.g., NOI'AR

and Fenestron), or shrouded types such as Piasecki's ring-tail.

Another requirement of nap-of-the-earth and low-altitude flights is quick response

maneuvers; i.e., the capability of pulling high g's in both vertical (g > 3.0) and horizontal

(g > 0.25) directions. This requirement can be satisfied better by compounds than by pure

helicopters. With respect to improving the high vertical g capabilities, the addition of a wing

or wings appear as the simplest solution for maneuvering at higher flight speeds (above the

power bucket). However, one shuuid note that to some extent, the same goal may be achieved

through 'overblading' of the lifting rotor; i.e., by providing a higher rotor solidity than re-

quired for a good figure-of-merit value in hover. However, wings would represent an addi-

tional advantage with respect to agility requirements, as ailerons could contribute to a quicker

initial response and a higher rate of roll than those obtainable through hclicopter-type con-

trols. As to horizontal acceleration and deceleration requirements, installation of a thruster

of sufficiently high capacity would probably represent the most desirable solution. This would

be due to the possibility of executing horizontal acceleration or deceleration without the

necessity of tilting the fuselage, as might be required in the case of the pure helicopter. Tilting

the fuselage may be detrimental to the accuracy of firepower from various weapons.

In addition to the above opinions offered by the experts cunsulted, it should also be

noted that thrusters based on such concepts as Piasecki's Ring.Tail and possible future evolu-

tion of the NOTAR would represent devices wherein the main rotor torque compensation and

horizontal propulsion features are combined in a single unit.

In summary, it appears that compounding offers some potential operational end

performance improvements over pure helicopters, which may be of interest to civilian, but

especially to military applications. However, one should keep in mind that various penalties

in performance (chiefly, hover and vertical climb), structural weight, and overall complexity

may be considered as the 'cost' of compounding.

It is believed that the material presented in this chapter will hell) the 0eaders to

formulate their own opinions regarding the benefits versus penalties of compounding.

3.1.2 HistOrical Perspective

Basic ideas of compoun_ling can be traced to the de la Cierva Autogiros from the

twenties and thirties, since the',' relied on horizontal thrusters (propellers) as a source of
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propulsion,whilesomeof themachineswereequippedwithawing,producinglift incombina-
tion with therotor.However,thefirst practicalcaseof incorporatingcompoundingprin-
ciplesIntoa helicopter-type rotorcraft was probably represented by the Fairey Gyrodyne,

developed under the leadership of J.A.J. Bennett in the late forties (Figure 3. I).

Figure 3.1 The Fairey Gyrodyne

As shown in the above figure, this single-rotor machine was characterized by the

absence of a tail rotor. A tracking prop located at the tip of the starboard wing compensated

for main-rotor torque. The aircraft was powered by a 525 hp Alvis Leonidas nine-cylinder,

fan-cooled, engine. The tip-path plane of the rotor was maintained nearly level in cruise.

This was achieved by arranging the torque compensating propeller so that it provided the

required thrust for forward flight, while balancing the residual torque from the limited power

applied to the rotor (Ref. 7).

The Gyr0dyne proved to be faster than contemporary pure helicopters by establish-

ing an official speed record of 124.3 mph on June 28, 1948. Its relative empty weight

amounted to 0.72, which was only slightly higher than for the helicopters of that time.

Jet Gyrodyne; The original Gyrodyne was modified in 1953 (first flight in January

1954) into the so-called Jet Gyrodyne (Figure 3.2) in order to investigate various design

features to be incorporated into the Fairey Rotodyne.

The original, shaft-driven, three.bladed, 52-ft diameter rotor was replaced by a two-

bladed, tip driven, 60-ft diameter rotor. Compressed air was pumped through blade ducts to

tip burners, where fuel was injected. Instead of a single tractor propeller torque compensator,

two pusher propellers were installed.
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Figure3.2TheFaireyJetGyrodyne

Thepowerplantsystemconsistedof anAlvisLeonidas engine (similar to the original

Gyrodyne engine) driving two propellers. However, it could be set to drive two Rolls-Royce

Merlin air compressors in parallel through a friction clutch. These compressors supplied air

to the blade-tip units.

The compressors were engaged for takeoff, and the rotor was driven by tip jets, while

the propellers were set to give zero thrust. The aircraft was then flown in forward flight as a

helicopter, while the propeller pitch was increased to maintain zero thrust. The compressors

were declutched at cruise altitude, and the engine power was directed to the propellers, while

the rotor was tilted back Into autorotation. The above-described transition was first achieved

in March 1955 (Ref. 7).

Fairey Rotodyne. The main features of the Fairey Rotodyne (Figure 3.3) developed

under the leadership of G.S. Hislop are described and discussed in Refs. 21 and 22, and

may be summarized as follows.

Development of the Rotodyne was aimed toward the creation of a rotorcraft capable

of carrying 40+ passengers, or cargo, at cruise speeds higher than those of contemporary heli-

copters. Further goals were: (a} elimination of the tail rotor with its complexity in trans-

mission and control, and (b) simplification of the power drive to the rotor 21, This, hope-

fully, would lead to achieving an operating economy competitive with fixed-wing aircraft

over stage distances of around 200/250 miles.

Two prototypes of the Rotodyne were built, and the first flight took place in Novem-

ber 1957. The aircraft was powered by two Napier Elend turboprop engines of 3150 hp each,

which either supplied air to the rotor-tip combustion units (Figure 3.4] or each driving a

four-bladed, 13-ft diameter propeller.

For takeoffs and landings as well as during initial forward flight, the aircraft operated

as a tip jet-driven helicopter. In cruise, the aircraft operated as an autogiro with all forward

thrust provided by the propellers, while a large portion (unlike the autogyro) of the gross

weight was carried by the wing.
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__. 21

46 FT. 61N.

lENGTH 46 FT.

LOADING DIMENSIONS.
FREIGHT LOADING DOORS

SHOWN OPEN.

Figure 3.3 The Fairey Rotodyne

FAIREY ROTODYNE

PRESSURE JET DRIVE

PRESSURE JET UNIT

Figure 3.4 Diagram of air duct and tip-jet system 21
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The Rotodyne was very quiet and smooth in the autogiro stage. However, in the heli-

copter regime of flight when the tip burners were functioning, the noise level was so high

that it excluded the possibility of operating close to populated areas. Attempts were made to

alleviate this situation through application of various silencers (Figure 3.5). However, the

most effective silencers contributed a considerable blade drag in autorotational stages of rotor

operation.

__.__. I , ROTOR __ NOISE OUTPUT --NOZZLES

s'_ IIIInl@ Jf_"_ ¢URRIr NT

..Hi.
------ (_I_ STATIC NOZZLES ._,/StL£NCER

ATTENUATION .,"_ ...... n--

, =b. ' llll _ _\II/ _ . *_\II/ __ __

NOZZLE _

Noise Suppression Test Results

' ,IO¢

IO

2$

Figure 3.5 Attenuation with various silencers 21

Westland Rotodyne. Further development of the Rotodyne was undertaken by West-

land. The load-carrying capacity of the intended Westland Rotodyne would have been increased

to 70 passengers or 18,000-1b of cargo. Powerplants were to consist of two Rolls-Royce Tyne

turboprop engines with a maximum rating of 4240 shp. The proposed rotor diameter would

have increased from the gO ft of the Fairey prototype to 109 ft, while the corresponding gross

weight would increase from 39,000 to 58,500 Ib, thus retaining almost the same disc loading of

6.14 psf as the original version.

Several dozen provisional orders were received for the enlarged version of the aircraft.

However, the orders were never executed, and an actual aircraft was never built. This turn

of events was caused by a ¢ombination of several factors, the most probable being (a) fear

of, and, in some cases, certainty of unacceptable noise levels during takeoffs and landings

making it unlikely that the aircraft would be licensed to operate at heliports located close to

populated areas, and (b) there was some indication that actual performance levels would not be

as good as originally anticipated. But these investigators were unable to verify this point.

McDonnell XV-1. The XV-1 (Figure 3.6), officially first flown in July 195423, was

developed under the leadership of F. yon Doblehoff and K.H. Hohenemser, the latter being

chiefly responsible for aerodynamic and dynamic aspects of the design 24.
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Figure 3.6 Two-view drawing of the XV-1 compound

Along with the Jet Gyrodine and Rotodyne, the XV-1 is an example of a compound

where basic elements of compounding (i.e., provision of independent forward thrusters and

rotor unloading) were combined with a rotor that was tip-driven for takeoff and landing maneu-

vers as well as low-speed flight. However, in cruise, the rotor autorotated at about half of its

hover rpm, supplying 15 percent of the total lift, while conventional fixed wings produced

the remaining 85 percent. A Continental R975 550 hp reciprocating engine powered a pair

of radial compressors during helicopter flight and a fixed-pitch pusher propeller in airplane

flight. Air from the compressors was ducted through hub and blades to supply the pressure

jet units.

The blades were attached to a gimbal-mounted floating hub by use of two bundles

of stainless steel straps per blade arranged in a horizontal plane so that each blade may freely

flap. Pitch was changed by bending these straps collectively or differentially.

Directional control in hover was produced through the use of two hydraulically driven

fixed-pitch fans, which were controlled by rudder pedals. At high speed, directional control

was obtained by conventional rudders.
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Lateral control at slow speed was produced by lateral rotor tilt and, in high-speed flight,

by ailerons. Both ailerons and lateral rotor controls were permanently connected to the stick.

Longitudinal control in low-speed flight was produced by longitudinal rotor tilt, where-

as a floating tab-controlled stabilizer was used in high-speed flight.

Sud Ouest 1310 Farfadet. The S.O. 1310 Farfadet (Figure 3.77) was first flown as a

helicopter in May 1953, and achieved first conversion in July 1953. This rotorcraft is still

another example of the combination of the application of tip-driven rotors to compounds.

Figure 3.7 The S.O. 1310 Farfadet with nose-mounted turboprop and jet-driven rotor

As in the preceding cases, this rotorcraft was operated as a jet-driven helicopter during

takeoffs, landings, and low-speed flights. A 360-hp Turbomeca Arius II turbo-compressor,

located in the fuselage aft of the cabin, supplied compressed air to the blade tips, where small

combustion chambers were located. During forward flight, the rotor turned in autorotation

producing a small amount of lift, while the fixed wing provided the primary aircraft support.

Forward thrust was generated by a variable-pitch propeller driven by a 360-hp Turbomeca

Artouste II turboprop engine. Thus, the power to the Farfadet was provided by two inde-

pendent gas-turbine units: the Aeriel III for helicopter regimes of flight and the Artouste II

for cruise. The Farfadet was never put into production.

VFW-Fokker H3 Sprinter. The idea of incorporating a jet-driven rotor into the com-

pound helicopter was still alive in the late sixties and early seventies, as witnessed by the

development of the VFW-Fokker H3 Sprinter (Figure 3.8).

However, in contrast to the preceding cases of this design, no fuel burning at the blade

tips was present. Instead, for vertical takeoff, landing, and hover, a turbo-compressor provided

compressed air to tip-drive the three-bladed rotor. The H3 in these modes functioned as e

conventional helicopter. For transition to forward flight, the power was transferred pro-

"gressively to shrouded propellers on each side of the fuselage and the rotor began autorotating
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Figure3.8Prototypeof theVFW-FokkerH3Sprinterthree-seatcabinrotorcraft

oncetheaircraftwasin horizontalflight.The method of propulsion eliminates the need for

conventional transmission and drive-shaft systems, hydraulic systems, clutches, and torque

compensation (i.e., tail rotor). Full rotor autorotation is maintained in the event of engine

failure.

Among the advantages claimed for the design are its simplicity, both to fly and to

maintain; and improvements in safety, cost-effectiveness, and noise reduction compared with

conventional aircraft.

It should also be noted that the anticipated relative weight empty of 0.51 was quite

good for a compound. But the cruise speed of 135 knots, basically on the same level as that of

pure helicopters of that time and of the same weight and power class, was not spectacular.

As to the more important details of this design, one would find that the rotor had

three fully articulated, constant-chord blades having NACA 23015 sections. The rotor rpm

range was from 280 to 480. The powerplant consisted of one Allison 250-C20 turboshaft

engine with a maximum constant rating of 346 hp (400 hp for takeoff), which either supplied

compressed air to drive the rotor, or drove (through mechanical transmission) two seven-bladed

shrouded propellers mounted on stub fairings on the sides of the fuselage.

Remarks re Compounds with Jet-Driven Rotors. Of the six compounds reviewed up

to this point, five of them, namely, the Jet Gyrodyne, Rotodyne, XV-1, Farfadet, and Sprinter,

represent the same basic design philosophy of combining a single jet-driven lifting rotor

with an air=crew type forward propulsor. Wings carrying a substantial lift (up to 85 percent

of gross weight) were used on all of the above aircraft, with the exception of the Sprinter.

Also, with the exception of the Sprinter, the rotor jet propulsion consisted of blade-tip

burners. The cold-jet principle was applied to the Sprinter. Nevertheless, in all cases, jet

propulsion of the rotors was used for takeoffs, landings, and low-speed flights only, while

in high-speed regimes of flight, the aircraft were flown basically as autogyros; i.e., with rotors

in autorotation.
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The chief justification for the above-outlined design philosophy was the desile to

eliminate the need for main Iotor torqup, compevlsating devices as well as the whole mechav}-

ical rotor drive system and thus, to simplify the whole coflfiqflralion. Furthermore, designers

of these compounds believed that a rotor i=_ autorotation would generate lower vibratory

irrputs irl cruise than its mechanicatiy dr iven co(ir=terpart. In addftiolL a rotor atready ill a(Ito.

rotation would contribute to safety aspects i=1 case of powel faihHp..

In spite of the many attractive characteristics, none of the jet-_otov compound types

reviewed so far were put into production. Fol the tip.burning configt,ration, the opmatinwally

unacceptable noise level was probably r.hiefly responsible for its failure. For the cold.jet type

(Sprinter), the high noise level was not the problem. However, according to ,lanes, 1972,

"The method of propulsion intended originally ploved unsuitable fm airmaf! of this site;

thus current flight testing is being concentrated on system develf)pment. Flight testing of a

second H3 ivrolotyl)_., which has a m,)v_ I_)wm rill miqine awd atl hvll)V(we(I f:Olnl)ir'ss_)l, he(lml

in early 1972 and was proglessing satisfactorily at Ihe lime of lhi_ wliting." Nevmthele_s,

neither the !-13 nor its larger derivative, the. t-I/I, wa_ put inlo production.

Corrlpounds with Mechanicall¥__D!ive_u Roto_rs !ri.AIIRe_ g!mesof F!i_ght: The rotorcraft

reviewed below represent a different approach to the compounding concept. All have

mechanically-driven rotors in all regimes of flight (except, of course, in the case of a complete

engine failure). These configurations are chiefly represented by sivlgle-rotor types, but some

side-by-side designs are also discussed (one actual, arrd one hypothetical).

To facilitate an investigation into possible future trends in compolmding, advantage

is taken of a Soviet study by Tishchenko et al (Ref. 25) of 52-ton gross-weight covnpounds

having up to 450 km/hr (243 kn) cruise-speed capabilities, lhese rotorcraft are designated

as 'hypothetical'.

Piasecki 16H-1 Pathfinder. The Piasecki 16H-1 Pathfinder (Figure 3.9), first flown

in February 1962, was the second single-rotor compound in the world with a mechanically-

driven rotor. The original Gyrodyne was the first, but its rotor autorotated in high.speed

flight, while in the Piasecki design, some fraction of the ellgine power was directly t_ansmitted

to the lifting rotor.

|

Figure 3.9 Piasecki 1611 1 Palhfindm
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Because of the mechanical drive concept, the Pathfinder design team (headed by F.N.

Piasecki, D. Meyers, and Z. Ciolkosz) had to face the problem of providing a main rotor

torque-compensating device in addition to the forward propulsor. The basic idea of dealing

with this problem was somewhat similar to that of the Gyrodyne: one major component

would serve both purposes. However, the practical incorporation of this basic idea was

different in the two cases. Instead of an offset propeller as in the Gyrodyne, the Pathfinder

was designed with a so-called ring-tail consisting of a shrouded propeller mounted along the

aircraft's longitudinal axis, and a set of controllable vanes capable of side-deflecting the

propeller slipstream through almost 90 degrees. This solution provided the necessary main-

rotor torque compensation in hover and slow-speed flight maneuvers. In high-speed flight, the

ring tail served as the main propulsor of the aircraft since the lifting rotor, unloaded by means

of a wing, provided only a fraction of the necessary horizontal thrust.

Powered by a 400-hp, PT6 shaft-turbine engine, the 16H-1 logged a total of 185

flight hours, during which speeds of up to 170 mph were attained.

"The 16H-1 evoked interest throughout the military, but their armament and

armor needs tripled the gross weight. Convinced that this was the best path

for a new attack helicopter, the Army initiated a competition for the 'Ad-

vanced Aerial Fire Support System' (AAFSS), and for supporting technology

programs, one of which was the 16H.A." (Ref. 26).

Piasecki 16H-1A Pathfinder. The Piasecki' 16H-1A Pathfinder (Figure 3.10) repre-

sented e modification of the original 16H-1 model. The new rotorcraft was developed under

an Army contract which specified a required high.speed capability of over 200 mph. Conse-

quently, a GE %58 turbine rated at 1050 shp, new drive system, new propeller to absorb

the increased power, and a 44-ft diameter rotor (H-21} were added, end the fuselage was

lengthened to accommodate eight people.

Figure 3.10 Piasacki 16H-1A Pathfinder
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A three-bladedHartzellpropellerhubwasmodifiedso that it would be directly con-

trolled through the 16H servo control system.

The 16H-1A made its initial flight in November 1965, and logged more than 150 hours

under a joint Army/Navy test program, including flight at forward speeds of up to 225 mph.

It was highly maneuverable in forward flight, flew sideways up to 35 mph, was flown back-

wards at 32 mph, and numerous autorotative tests were made 26

The 'ring-tail' antitorque, forward propulsion, and integrated control subassembly

provided many advantages in compounding the helicopter. The 16H-1 was normally flown

in forward flight with the main rotor pitch reduced, the aircraft level, and the cyclic pitch

stick slightly forward. In case of engine failure, this gives the pilot an opportunity to enter

into autorotation while decreasing the rotor pitch. It is not time-critical, as in the case of

a conventional helicopter which requires conversion from power pitch to autorotative pitch

in less than two seconds, In the Pathfinder-type configurations, the propeller absorbs the

energy of the air flowing by and drives it back into the rotor, thereby assisting in maintaining

rotor rpm while the pilot arranges the collective pitch of the rotor and pitch of the propeller.

The success of the compound helicopter flight-test program sparked a large Army com-

petition for a full-scale development and production program for 375 aircraft. The winner

was the 'Cheyenne' helicopter, which will be discussed later.

Piasecki 16H-3. The Piasecki 16H-3 (Figure 3.11) represents a project for a commer-

cial or military compound developed Iplong the lines of the Pathfinder.

Figure 3.11 Projected Piasecki 16H-2 compound
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Itsmaximumgrossweightfor verticaltakeoffwasestablishedat 10,400Ib, incom-
parisonto thatof 8000Ibfor the16H-1A.Althoughtherotordiameterofthenewmodelwas
expectedto bethelame(44ft) asthatof itspredecessor,thenumberofbladeswasincreased
from3 to 4. Thepowerinstalledwasalsohigher,astwoPT6-830turboshaftenginesrated
at a maximum continuous power of 750 hp each were installed. The above modifications

should assure a maximum cruise speed of 170 kn at 5000 ft, and a maximum flying speed of

200+ knots.

In concluding this review of the Piasecki compounds, it should be noted that wind-

tunnel tests of the improved version of the full-scale ring tail are scheduled for 1992.

Lockheed AH-56A Cheyenne.. The Lockheed AH-56A Cheyenne (Fig. 3.12) was

develol_d as • result of a US Army competition for an Advanced Aerial Fire Support System

(AAFSS). The initial order v4as for 10 prototypes, all of which were delivered by July 1968.

However, prior to their delivery, a production order for 375 AH-56A compounds had been

issued but, because of main-rotor instabilities, the Army cancelled the production order.

Lockheed continued work on the Cheyenne until the early seventies, when all activities in

this area were stopped.

Figure 3.12 Lockheed AH-56A Cheyenne

The AH-56A was a two-seated compound helicopter with a small low-set fixed wing

and a retractable wheel landing gear. The powerplant consisted of one 3925 SHP General

Electric 764-GE-16 shaft-turbine, driving a four-bladed rigid main rotor, a four-bladed tail

rotor mounted at the tip of the port horizontal tail surface, and a 10-ft diameter pusher pro-

peller at the extreme tail.

The small low-set cantilever wing contained preset tab deflectors, but no ailerons or

flaps. The wing provided almost complete unloading of the main rotor in high-speed flight.
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It shouldbenotedthatthequoted figures regarding speed capabilities at the design takeoff

weight of 16,945 Ib were as follows: at SL$, Vma x = 220 kn, Vcrma x = 210 kn, and at 10,000

ft, Vcrma x = 205 knots.

Lockheed XH-61A. The design of the Cheyenne was, to a large extent, based on ex-

perience acquired in the development and flight testing of the Lockheed Model 186, military

designated XH-51 research compound (Fig. 3.13).

Figure 3.13 Lockheed Model 186, military XH-51A compound

The compound version shown above was developed from the research helicopter

designated as XH-51A, which used the then so-called rigid rotor. The aircraft was char-

acterized by a low drag, as its equivalent plate area totaled 8.8 sq.ft 7. This amounted to an

equivalent flat-plate area loading of 512.5 psf, which should be considered good for a hell-

copter having a maximum gross weight of 4100 Ib (for comparison, see Fig. 7.5, Ref. 5). A

mechanical stabilizing gyro was located in series between the blades and the pilot's controls.

The powerplant consisted of one 500 shp Pratt & Whitney(UAC) T74{PT6B) shaft-turbine

engine.

The compound version (Fig. 3.13) was obtained by modifying the original XH-51

helicopter. This was done by installing a 2600-1b (1180 kg) st Pratt & Whitney J6(_P-2 turbo-

jet engine mounted on the port side of the cabin, and a cantilever mid-set wing, spanning

16 ft, 11 in. Its normal takeoff weight was 4500 lb. The first flight, without using the

turbojet, was made in September 1064. During subsequent flight testing in June 1967,

it attained a speed of 263 kn (302.6 mph, 487 km/hr), the fastest speed recorded for any

rotorcraft at that time 7.

Bell Model 533. The original Model 533 was a YUH-1B Iroquois helicopter which

Bell modified under U.S. Army contract for service as a high-performance research vehicle

to evaluate various rotor systems and methods of drag reduction.

The jet compound was developed in 1063 by the addition of a small swept wing

and two Continental J6_T-29 turbojets, rated at 1700 Ib (771 kg) st, mounted in pods on

each side of the fuselage (Fig. 3.14).
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Figure 3.14 Compound version of Bell Model 533

In October 1964, the Model 533 became the first rotorcraft to exceed a speed of

200 kt, by attaining 236 mph (380 km/hr) during a test flight.

In April 1965, it became the first to reach 250 mph in level flight. During the same

test flight, it attained 254 mph (40g km/hr) in a slight dive and demonstrated its maneuver-

ability by performing 28 turns and 60-degree banks at speeds of around 200 mph. A Mach

number of 0.985 was achieved at the tips of the advancing blade of the two-blade rotor,

which has special tapered tips. Takeoff weight of the aircraft was 8600 lb.

Early in 1968, the Model 633 was again modified to take more powerful auxiliary

turbojets, this time, two wing-tip-mounted Pratt & Whitney JT12A-3's, each rated at 3300

Ib st, for further testing in the 250-kn speed range. It was announced in May 1969 that the

Model 533 had attained a speed of 274 knots. The two-blade main rotor was then followed

by a four-blade flex-beam rotor system 7.

Other Western Compounds. It should be noted that in addition to the above re-

viewed compounds, practically every major Western helicopter company either built, de-

signed or, at least, studied some form of .the compound concept.

Some of these aircraft simply represented modifications of standard configurations

by the addition of turbojet engines and, in most cases, a wing.

For instance, the UH-2 Kaman compound (Fig. 3.15) was created by installing a

G.E. J8B turbojet engine and a wing. In 1964, the so-modified aircraft achieved a speed of

216 mph 2° (188 kn).
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Figure 3.15 Kaman UH-2 compound helicopter -1964

It is indicated in Ref. 20 that a Sikorsky S-61F with two Pratt and Whitney J60

engines in addition to the normal twin T5B powerplant, reached 241 mph (210.2 kn) in

July 1965.

Figure 3.16 Sikorsky S-61F compound helicopter - 1965
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Advancing Blade Concept (ABC). Of helicopter configurations that appear especially

suitable for compounding through installation of a horizontal thruster, the Sikorsky ABC

(Advancing Blade Concept) comes to one's mind. In this configuration, lift in the high-speed

regime of flight is created almost entirely on the advancing blades of the rigid coaxial rotor

system. The retreating blades are unloaded, thus eliminating the blade stall problem. Conse-

quently, there is no need for auxiliary wings to unload the rotor and/or to assure a high degree

of roll control at high speeds and tow density altitudes, as the rotors remain highly responsive

even under these conditions.

By contrast, it appears that compounding through installation of auxiliary thrusters

would be quite advantageous as, with respect to the flight path, it would permit one to retain

the most desirable inclination of the rotor discs independently of the flight speed.

In this way, an aircraft can be obtained that unlike all other VTOL concepts, would

go from vertical takeoff, through high-speed regimes of flight, and back to vertical landing

with no change in the basic configuration (Figure 3.17).

ABC

Figure 3.17 ABC high-speed aircraft does not require reconfiguration from hover

to cruise, back to hover, and landing

It appears that horizontal propulsors based on shaft driven concepts; i.e., propellers

and ducted and unductad fans, should be the most suitable types, as a single powerplant

system would serve as a source of energy in all regimes of flight.

Of all possible shaft-driven horizontal propuIsors, ducted fans located either at the

sides of the fuselage or in the tail section, appear to be the most desirable configuration as far

as operational safety requirements are concerned. A two-ducted fan system is shown for

example in Figure 3.18.
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Figure3.18ExampleofABCdynamicsystem based on two ducted fans

Development of the ABC concept began in 1972 when Sikorsky announced that the

company was designing and building a research aircraft, designated S-69, to flight test the

Advancing Blade Concept rotor system, under a US Army contract. Subsequently, the value

of the contract was increased to cover detair design changes and the construction of two

demonstrator aircraft under the Army designation XH-59A. The first aircraft made its first

flight; on 26 July 1973 (Ref. 7, yr 79-81).

Following completion of flight tests in the pure helicopter configuration in March

1977, two Pratt & Whitney J60 turbojet engines were added for auxiliary forward thrust in

a high-speed configuration (Figure 3.19).

Figure 3.19 Sikorsky S-69 (XH-59A) prototype for evaluation of the ABC rotor system

On 21 April 1980, the S-69 attained a speed of 238 knots (441 km/hr: 274 mphl

in level flight. Its maximum design =peed is 300 knots (555 kin/h: 345 mph) at a 2g load

factor y .
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Numerous design studies were performed at Sikorsky regarding the possibilities of

the ABC application to aircraft designed for various missions ranging from light helicopters

(LHX) to civilian transports, Mission requirements influenced, in turn, the design of the ABC

rotor =7. It appeared, however, that in any case, lift to equivalent drag ratio of the ABC

rotor, although better than for conventional helicopters, would still be much lower than

for fixed wings--even of moderate aspect ratio of, say, 6. Figure 3.2027 based on flight

test results of the XH-SgA illustrates this point.
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Figure 3.20 Lift to equivalent drag ratio of the ABC rotor vs. speed of flight

The relative weight of the ABC rotor group would probably be higher than for other

compound helicopters, but one should remember that there will be other weight savings,

because there is no need for auxiliary wings and e main-rotor torque compensating system.

For instance, the relative weight of the XH-59A rotor group amounted to 17.6%. However,

it should be noted that it was designed using conventional materials and fabrication methods

from the early seventies period. A considerable relative weight reduction of the ABC rotor

system can be expected through the application of lighter weight high-strength structural

materials.

In spite of promising possibilities, technical interest and actual design and experi-

mental efforts devoted to the ABC system appears to be at e low level as of this writing.

Rotor Systems Research Aircraft (RSRA). In conclusion of this glance at the history

of Western compounds, it should be emphasized that in this country there is a very versatile

research tool fop investigating various aspects of compounding; namely, the Sikorsky RSRA

(Rotor Systems Research Aircraft) shown in Figure 3.21.
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Figure 3.21 The Sikorsky RSRA in flight

The load-measuring system of this aircraft permits one to measure, in flight, the loads

experienced by all the major components of a compound (Figure 3.22),

ROTOR FORCES ./_"_ .J___'

7= _ _ "- I-"" 7/" TAIL.ROTOR

ENGINE/' .r_-_ q""" .J" THRUST

THRUST _ f_.. _'_.-_

 .IYc-" i RUT
i

W,NG_O, ._-_AND MOMENTS _"

Figure 3.22 Load-measurement systems of RSRA 2 s

Remarks re Soviet Compounds. To the best of these investigators' knowledge, no

Soviet compound has ever been put into production. Probably, there were experimental

rotorcraft of this type in the USSR, but no published data can be found in written litera-

ture. However, one Soviet experimental compound; namely, the Kamov Ka-22, became

better known in the West because of establishing a rotorcraft speed record of 221.4 mph
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(192.3knots)inOctober1961.Furthermore,someinsightintotheapproachof theSoviet
designersto helicoptercompoundingphilosophycanbegainedfromastudybyTishchenko,
et al 2 s of that configuration in application to a 52-ton gross-weight transport. Consequently,

the Ka-22 and the Tishchenko compounds (Ref. 25), which will be called hypothetical air-

craft, are briefly reviewed in the following sections.

Kamov Ka-22. The Kamov Ka-22 compound helicopter (Figure 3.23) was conceived
=

as a large transport, probably capable of accommodating up to 100 passengers 7.

Figure 3.23 Kamov Ka-22 compound transport

The Kamov Ka-22 was powered by two turbine engines of 5622 hp each, which

drove four-bladed lifting rotors for takeoffs, landings, and low-speed maneuvers. In cruise,

all of the engine power was probably absorbed by the propellers, while the rotors auto-

rotated as in an autogiro. The chief designer, N. Kamov, indicated in 1966 that interest.
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in thatconfigurationwasstillactivein theUSSR.However,it appearsthatthisinterestwas
nevertranslatedintofurtherdevelopmentoftheKa-22derivatives.

Hypothetical Soviet Compounds of Tishchenko. Apparently, a broad study was

performed by the Tishchenko design team before selecting a final configuration for a large

52-ton gross-weight rotorcraft transport. Eventually, the study led to the development of the

Mil Mi-26 helicopter. However, other configurations were investigated, including side-by-side

(Fig. 3.24) end single-rotor (Figure 3.25) compounds =s .

I-

Figure 3.24 Tishchenko's hypothetical 52-ton gross-weight side-by-side compound.

Figure 3.25 Tishchenko's hypothetical 52-ton gross-weight single-rotor compound

These aircraft, which will be celled hypothetical compounds, were supposed to have

a gross weight of 52 metric tons, while cruise speeds were postulated as equal to 350, 400, and

450 km/hr; i.e., 189, 216, end 243 knots. Their competitive position with respect to conven-

tional end winged helicopters of various configurations was evaluated. On the basis of data

contained in Ref. 25, a graph showing relative payload (Wpl = Wpl/W) vs. distance flown

were made (Figure 3.26}. This was done for all six of the hypothetical compounds.
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A glance at Figure 3.26 would indicate that the single-rotor compound is definitely

superior to the side-by-side configuration as far as load-carrying capabilities at all three design

cruise speeds are concerned. It can also be seen that for both types, the payload decreases

as the design cruise speed goes up.

In order to see whether the higher cruise speed would compensate for the loss of

payload-carrying capacity, Figure 3.27, showing the absolute ideal productivity, was pre-

pared: i-i = Wpl X Vcr, where Wpl is in metric tons and Vcr is in knots.

- 5000 i _l _ ,i,i !: li il,,1 I1_i[llll!lilill!lllllt!lllllll!l!llllil!llllllI!!il!l, DESIGN CRUISE SPEED, KN,i," _,1,,
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iiIiiiHi!i tiUliil ii tlUtlltt!Utltlt!ittttitttt!tItlili 
171:_ o _,oo. 400 eoo _ooKM
4: 0 1 2 300 4()0 i500 N.MI

Figure 3.27 Absolute ideal productivity vs range of single-rotor hypothetical compounds
designed for various cruise speeds

Figure 3.28 was prepared to give the reader a still better insight regarding the influence

of design cruise speed on productivity. Here, absolute ideal productivity for three selected

ranges (0, 200, and 400 n.mi) is plotted vs design cruise speed.
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An examination of Figures 3.27 and 3.28 would suggest that for single-rotor transport

compounds, the design speed within the 200-230-knot range would probably represent a

sound performance requirement. It can be seen that for operational ranges of up to 200 n.mi,

which would probably be of prime interest for compound applications, the loss in produc-

tivity with increasing design cruise speed is small (up to some 220 knots). On the other

hand, 200-220-knot cruise speeds would give the compound an advantage of about 50 to

70 knots over pure helicopters. This differential could, in principle, contribute to the creation

of a competitive edge over pure helicopters in short-haul transportation.
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Figure 3.28 Ideal absolute productivity vs. design cruise speed

3.2 Discussion of Historical Trends

General. All compounds being reviewed in this chapter are divided into two gross-

weight classes; one representing maximum flying gross weights up to 30,000 Ibs, and

another with gross weights higher than a0,000 Ibs. Some of the important characteristics

of the considered compounds are summarized in Tables 3.1A and 3.1B, and trends exhibited

by some of those characteristics are illustrated by the appropriate graphs and discussed in

some detail in the following sections.

Disc Loadin.g. Disc Ioadings of the compounds listed in Tables 3.1A and 3.1B are

plotted vs. maximum flying gross weight in Fig. 3.2g.

A glance at this figure would indicate that disc Ioadings of the majority of past com-

pounds are within the 5 to 7 psf bracket. However, exceptions are the Fairey Gyrodyne at

2,26 psf, which is well below, end the AH-56A at 11,03 psf, which is above those values. It is

interesting to note that disc Ioadlngs of the Soviet hypothetical single-rotor compounds are all

higher than that of the AH-66A and decrease with the increasing design cruise speed levels:

13.9 psf for V©r = 189 kn, and drops down to 11.8 psf for the 243-kn cruise compound.

Looking at Figures 3.29 and 7.1 of Ref. 5 where disc Ioadings of typical Western and Soviet

helicopters are also presented vs. gross weight, one would find that disc Ioadings of com-

pounds are, in general, similar to those of pure helicopters of the same gross weight class.
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Figure 3.29 Disc loading vs. maximum flying gross weights of compounds

Power Loading & Specific Power. Trends in the installed power loading presented

in Fig. 3.30 are based on the shaft power of the powerplants, and do not include power

generated by the tip-burning of fuel in cases of jet-driven rotors. This approach is justified

by the fact that rotor jet propulsion (when present) was used exclusively for takeoff, landing,

and low-speed maneuvers. During high-speed flights, shaft power was the only source of pro-

pulsion. Consequently, the trend represented by Fig. 3.30 should basically reflect power

needs resulting from high-speed requirements.
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Figure 3.30 Trends in installed power Ioadings
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Figure3.31waspreparedin orderto still betterillustratethisrelationship.Here,
theinstalledspecificpower;i.e.,installedpowerperpoundof maximumflyinggrossweight,
isplottedvs.cruisespeed.
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Figure 3.31 Installed shaft horsepower loading vs. cruise speed

Approximate relationships between installed specific power and cruise speed are

depicted in this figure. A number of points showing (SHPins/W) = [(Vcr) were added for

contemporary single-rotor pure helicopters to show how they compare with the compounds.

Examining the location of the helicopter points with respect to the compound trend curve,

one would note that the installed power Ioadings of helicopters are, in general, close to

those of compounds designed for the same cruise speed.

Wing Area & Span vs. Rotor Disc Area and Diameter. With respect to the configura-

tion geometry of the compound, it may be of interest to examine whether any definite trends

exist regarding the ratio of wing to disc areas as well as wing-span to rotor-diameter. Further-

more, both ratios will appear in the simplified expression for estimating relative download in

hover. These latter aspects will be discussed later in this report.

Ratios of the wing areas (both total and exposed) to those of rotor disc(s) are shown

in Fig. 3.32, which indicates that for single.rotor compounds, the total wing area usually

amounts to about 5.5%, and the exposed portion to about 4.5% of the rotor disc area.

The Fairey Gyrodyne with its total wing area to disc area ratio of 3% (exposed area to

rotor disc area of 1.8%), obviously represents an exception to the norm with its lower levels

of these ratios, while the McDonnell XV-1 having the same ratios equal to 13% and 9.7%,

respectively, represents another exception-this time, to the higher levels of the area ratios.

For side-by-side compounds, one may expect that because of the basic geometry of the

configuration, the designer would have less freedom in optimizing the wing geometry, with
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Figure 3.32 Ratios of wing areas (total end exposed) to rotor-disc area(s)

the result that the wing area would probably be larger than its optimal value. While not shown

on the graph, this reasoning seems to be confirmed by the wing to the rotor disc area values

for the Kamov Ka-22, where this area is equal to 21%, and approximately equal to 11.5% for

the hypothetical side-by-side compounds.

Ratios of the wing span to rotor diameters are shown in Figure 3.33.
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As in the preceding case, one can see from this figure that there is no appreciable

scatter of points for single-rotor configurations from the average value of the wing span/

diameter of approximately 45%. Again, the Fairey Gyrodyne represents an exception of

the lower value level of 34%, and the XV-1 is well above other configurations at the higher

value level of 84%. It is obvious that the ratio for side-by-side configurations is about 100%.

High-Speed Capabilities of Past and Hypothetical Compounds vs. Helicopters. Fig.

3.34 was drawn in order to give the reader some idea regarding a comparison of the high-speed

capabilities of compounds vs. those of helicopters.
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figure 3.34 Speed of flight records for helicopters and compounds

In this figure, official high-speed records and years of their establishment are shown

for helicopters, while for compounds, both official and unofficial speed record points are

marked. It can be seen from this figure that up to the late sixties, not much difference can be

detected as far as the high-speed capabilities of both configurations are concerned. However,

jet-assisted compounds seem to indicate that the compounds could, in principle, but not

necessarily in operational aircraft, have an advantage of about 70 knots with respect to the

high-speed capabilities of pure helicopters.

From a practical operational point of view, it may be interesting to see what advantage

the compound may have as far as Cruise-speed capability is concerned. The graph presented

in Figure 3.35 was prepared to answer this question.
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Figure 3.35 Temporal trend in fast cruise speed for helicopters and compounds

A glance at this figure would indicate that judging from the optimal boundary of

helicopters extending up to 1980, the compounds may have an advantage up to about 60

knots as far as cruise speed is concerned. However, should helicopter cruise speeds be close

to 200 knots as predicted for the Boeing helicopter Model 360, then the potential cruise

speed advantage would decrease to some 20 to 30 knots.

Temporal Trends in Relative Weights Empty_ To complete this review of actual

past, as well as hypothetical, compounds of the Soviet Union, a temporal trend in relative

weight empty values in comparison to those of helicopters is presented in Figure 3.36.
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Figure 3.36 Temporal trend in relative empty weights of compounds in comparison with
those of helicopters
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This figure shows that, as might be expected, relative empty weights of compounds

appear, in general, to be higher than empty weights of helicopters of the same time frame.

The reader's attention should be called to the trend exhibited by the Soviet hypothetical

single-rotor compounds. Here, one can see how the relative weight-empty values increase

with the increasing design cruise speed requirements from 189 to 243 knots.

3.3 Advantages and Penalties of Compounding

3.3.1 Hover

General. With respect to hover, there are probably no advantages when one com-

pares compounds with pure helicopters. As far as penalties resulting from compounding are

concerned, the most significant will probably be as follows: (e) increase in download due to

the wing and, possibly, larger horizontal control surfaces than those for helicopters, (b)

greater loss of power required for main-rotor torque compensation for single-rotor configure.

tions should the torque compensating devices be less efficient than the classic tail rotor, and

(c) increase in relative weight empty of the compound because of the presence of • wing

and the forward propulsion system.

Problems expressed by items (a) and (b) will be discussed in this section, while those

related to weight-empty aspects (item (c)) wiil be discussed in the Concluding Remarks.

Increase in Download Due to Win_l. In order to estimate the penalty resulting from

the dowload OGE associated with the presence of the wing, the following approximate

formula of Vil'dgrube (Ref. 29) will be used:

A_w _ Dvw/W = 0.3755-'wbw. (3.1)

Where the relative rotor thrust increase (A_ w) required to overcome the wing down-

load (Dvw) represents the ratio of this download to the gross weight of the rotorcraft, S w -=

5w/TrR 2 is the ratio of the total wing area to the lifting rotor disc area, and Ew_ b/R is the

relative wing span.

The relat;onship given in Eq. (3.1) is graphically presented in Fig. 3.37. In addition,

the estimated AT w values for various past Western and Tishchenko's hypothetical single-rotor

are also marked. Again looking at this figure, one could come to the conclusion that on the

average, the thrust of the lifting rotor in hover OGE would increase by about 2.5% of the

gross weight, unless special devices such as highly deflected flaps and drooped leading edges

are used.

Specific Power Required in Hover OGE. Specific shaft power (in ft.lb/sec) required

per pound of gross weightin hover OGE at air density p for helicopters can be simply ex-

pressed as

"" /FMO,.o5Phe = (3.2)

and for compounds,
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Figure3.37Relativewingdownloadshownasafunctionof therelativewingareaandspan

5Pco = IFMovco. (3.3)

It can be seen that Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) differ only in the subscripts identifying the

type of aircraft; otherwise, the symbols have the same meaning: w is the disc loading, and

FMov is the overall figure of merit-expressing the ratio of the ideal power to the shaft power

required in hover OGE. The so-defined ratio can be written as follows:

which leads to

FMov = V_ / (T_/'ToW /2p lFM'qov _ (3.4)

FMov = FM_lov/ ( To )3/2 (3.5)

where To is the ratio of total thrust required to hover OGE to the gross weight (T o - Treq/W),

FM is the figure Of merit of the rotor, and _ov is the power utilization coefficient, which also

can be called the overall transmission efficiency, expressing the ratio of the rotor power to

the shaft power.

Now, assuming that both conventional helicopters and compounds have the same disc

loading and the figures of merit of their lifting rotors are identical and that the air density is

identical, the ratio of _Pco/SPh; can be expressed as follows:

*Because of forward-flight considerations, the assumption that FMco = FMhe may be uncon-

servative since, in compounds, a smaller built-in blade twist may be favored; thus leading to

less favorable figure-of-merit values in hover. However, the influence of FM values on the

5Pco/_Phe ratio would probably be less significant that those of T o and X/or.
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To can, in turn, be written as

(3.6)

TO = 1 + (AT/u s + AThe m) + L_Tw (3.7)

where ATfu = is the relative download on the fuselage, AThe m is the relative download on the

horizontal empennage, and AT w is the relative download on the wing.

The two terms shown in parentheses in Eq. (3.7) are common to both compounds

and helicopters. Again, making a somewhat nonconservative assumption that AThemco =

AThemhe (download due to the horizontal control surfaces of the compound would probably

be higher than for helicopters) and further assuming that (ATfu s + AThe m) _ 0,025 (see Ch.

2, Part II, of Ref. 30), and AT w _ 0.026. the ratio of the total download factor of compounds

to those of helicopters would be

_Oco/_'Ohe _ (1.05/1.025) = 1.024.

For a wing with a large flap (44% choPd) deflected 80 degrees, the relative download

could be reduced to about AT w _ 0.016 (Ch. 4,Part II of Ref. 30), thus decreasing the total
m

download coefficient ratio from 1.024 to Toc o / Tohe _ 1,015,

With respect to the overall power utilization coefficient (troy), it can be expressed as

,o. = 1- - #ooo,- (3.8)

for both single-rotol mechanically-driven conventional helicopters and compounds, where

_/_x is the relative power lost in the transmission(s) (_x = _Ptx/SHP); Z_ceo/ is the rela-

tive power expended in cooling (_U°coo/ = _Pcoo//SHP) and _°rr is the relative power re-

quired to balance the main rotor torque (_/_r = RHPtr/SHP) where RHPtr is the tail-rotor

horsepower needed for torque compensation.

Relative transmission and cooling losses should not be much different from those

for pure helicopters, and will be assumed as follows: _Ptxco _ _Ptxhe _ 0.045; _Pcoolco "_

_%coo/he = 0.015. However, the Zl_r values may be higher for compounds than for hell-

copters using the open-airscrew type tail rotors.

For the single-rotor helicopters examined in Ref. 5, the average ratio of tail-rotor to

main-rotor power amounts to RPrr/RPmr = 0.108 or, assuming rlov _ 0.85, the relative

shaft-power based tail-rotor losses become _Ptr = _lov(RPtr/RPmr ) = 0.092, and the second

approximation of overall efficiency would amount to "rlovhe = 0.85.

Now, the l_ovco/17OVhe can be expressed as

17OVco/rlovh e = (0.94 -- Z_l_rrco )10.85. (3.9)

Figure 3.38 will give the reader some idea regarding the influence of _Prrco values on

the _iOVco/rlOVhe ratio.
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Assuming that ToeolTohe = 1.024 for wings without deflecting flaps, and that

Toco/_he - 1.015 for those with large flaps, the ratio of the specific shaft-power in hover

OGE of compounds to those of helicopters of the same disc loading was computed from Eq.

(3.36) and graphically presented vs. the relative tail-rotor power of compounds in Figure 3.39.
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Figure 3.39 Ratio of specific power required of compounds to that of helicopters in hover OGE
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A glance at this figure will indicate that the dominant factor in achieving specific

shaft powers in hover for compounds comparable to those of single-rotor helicopters of the

same disc loading would be to have the main-rotor torque compensating devices using fractions

of the shaft power required similar to those of helicopters. However, obtaining this equality

of _r values with respect to classic helicopters (with open tail rotors) is not very probable,

since an open tail rotor (still widely used in conventional single-rotor helicopters) would proba-

bly be unacceptable because of the operational requirements. It appears, hence, that designers

of compound configurations must accept the fact that specific shaft power required in hover

OGE of their rotorcraft will be higher than that of conventional helicopters having the same

disc loading.

In hover, the penalty in SP values may not prove to be too important for pure heli-

copter operations, as hover and near-hover flight modes would represent only a small frac-

tion of the whole operation. But, for military applications where 'hiding' in hover may be a

tactical necessity, reducing a gap in the SP values in hover between compounds and helicopters

may become quite important.

Figure 3.39 clearly illustrates the significance of the Z_tr levels in comparison to those

of the reduction of the wing download. It appears, hence, that if one wants to contribute to

the survival of the compound configuration, one should direct a considerable fraction of the

total research effort devoted to compounds .to the development of rotor power torque-

compensating devices requiring main-rotor power fractions not excessively higher than those

for contemporary helicopters, including the Fenestrone and NOTAR.

3.3.2 Horizontal Flight

Power Required. The following considerations are chiefly aimed at an understanding

of the importance of the various components comprising the total power required by the

compound in horizontal flight, and possible methods of reducing these components.

It should be assumed for simplicity that in high-speed horizontal flight all forward

thrust needed to overcome aerodynamic drag is exclusively generated by the propulsor and

also that the weight (W) of the aircraft is jointly supported by the rotor thrust (T R) and wing

lift (Lw). Consequently, along the vertical axis, the following force equations become valid:

TR + Lw = W

which can be rewritten as

TR+Lw=I,

whereTR= TA/Wand#w= Lw/W.

(3:10)

(3.11)

Along the horizontal axis, the force balance equation is as follows:

Th = Dpm r + Dlnd R + Dindw + Dpr R + Dpr w. (3.12)
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whereDpa r is the parasite drag of the whole airframe, excluding the blades and the wing,

L)indR is the induced drag of the rotor resulting from developing thrust TR = WTR while the

influence of the wing is neglected. Dtndw is the induced drag resulting from developing a lift

L w = W(1 - TR) and experiencing an additional drag _L_indw due to the influence of the

rotor. Opt R is the drag resulting from the profile drag of the rotor blades, and L)pr w is the

profile drag of the wing.

The specific shaft horsepower required by a compound in horizontal flight can be

written as follows:

5HPf = [(Dper + Dind R + Oind w + Dpr R 4- Dprw)V/325W_rr_pr ] 4- _LSHp R (3.13)

where the speed of flight V is in knots, fltr is the transmission efficiency (including coolina and

accessory-drive losses), 1/pr is the propulsive efficiency of the forward thruster, and _Lg'-HP is

specific shaftpower going directly to the rotor.

In order to show a practical way toward optimization of Eq. (3.13) all terms appeari,lg

on the right side will be discur_ed separately. Furthermore, since the importance of the pro-

pulsive and transmission efficiencies will be considered separately, all contributions enclosed

in the parentheses in Eq. (3.13) will be examined, disregarding the influence of the fltr and

r/pr coefficients, and represented by the symbols _ with suitable subscripts; thus symboliz-

ing various components of the airframe specific horsepower.

Parasite Power. The specific airframe parasite horsepower can be written as follows:

A"_per = (1"693/1100)fPo (P/Po} V3/W' (3.14)

which can be rewritten as

A-'_per == 1.04 X 10 -s (P/Po) V31wf' (3.15)

where the speed of flight V is in knots, the equivalent flat-plate area (t') loading wf = W/f" in psf,

and P/Po is the ambient air density ratio.

Auuming various values of the equivalent flat-plate area loading, Eq. (3.15) is plotted

In Fig. 3.40. This figure clearly illustrates the importance of aerodynamic cleanness as ex-

pressed through high wf values, especially at V > 200 knots. Consequently, in order to retain

their competitive position with respect to modern high-speed helicopters where projections

are made for wf ;= 1000 psf (Refs. 5 and 31), designers of compounds should strive for 1500

psf. Practical possibilities of achieving that level of aerodynamic cleanness represent some of

the most important challenges of the compound design.

Induced Power. Expressions for the specific airframe induced power of the compound

as a whole was developed under the following assumptions: (1) thrust carried by the rotor

(T R ,, W_ R) leads to generation of induced power {AH-PindR ), which can be computed in much

the same way as for an isolated helicopter rotor; ie, neglecting the influence of the wing, (2}

induced power associated with lift carried by the wing (L w = W(1 - T'R)) is computed as the
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Figure 3.40 Specified airframe parasite power vs. speed of flight

sum of the induced power corresponding to the isolated wing, and power resulting from the

presence of the rotor induced velocity-assumed to be equal to the ideal induced velocity

of the rotor times the factor hf.

Using common expressions for rotor induced power in forward flight (Ref. 30, Ch. 2),

the specific airframe induced power due to rotor becomes

A'-_indR = hf(T R W) 2/1100p 1.69 V W trR 2 (3.16)

which, assuming hf = 1.1, can be rewritten as follows:

"_-PindR = 0.249TR =wI_V (3.17)

where w is the nominal disc loading (W/ltR 2 ),/_ is the air density ratio (p-= P/Po) and speed

of flight V is in knots.

The average induced velocity (equal to ideal induced velocity times the hfw factor for

the wing) for an isolated wing having span b w can be expressed as

I/indw = 2hfwW(1 - TR)/lrb2wp1.69V (3.18)

or, expressing wing span in terms of the rotor radius bw = bwR, and assuming hfw = 1.1, Eq.

(3.18) can be rewritten as follows:

I/indw = 547.0(1 -- _R)wl_V'b2w . (3.19)
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The induced velocity of the rotor will be

VlndR = hf_RW/27rR= p l.69V

or, assuminghf =, 1.1,

(3.20)

vindR = 136.TTRw/_V (3.21)

and specific induoed airframe power of the wing becomes

AH--Pin.dw = (1 - TR)(Vindw + VindR)/550" (3.22)

The total specific induced airframe power of the compound will be obtained by substi-

tuting the right-hand sides of Eq. (3.19) and (3.21) for Vindw and VindR into Eq. (3.22) and

adding the so-modified Eq. (3.22) to Eq. (3.17) Thus, an expression for the total specific

induced airframe power for the compound is obtained:

=  i0.249T,'+ (1-  1[(0. 94(1- 0.249T,,] w/ v.(3.23)

Assuming w = 7 psf and b'w = 1 as tyl_ical values for the compound (see Tables 3.1A

and 3.1B), t_e AHPindc o values as given by Eq. (3.23) were plotted vs. speed of flight at

SL.STD for.three ._jt .leve!s (Figure 3.41).
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¢_ , .'- , ; _ , , ! _ , 1.u: : ! ' - i i.._ _._. 1 __ .! i !. :-
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SPEED OF FLIGHT: KN

Figure 3.41 Specific airframe induced power for the compound as a whole, shown vs. speed of

flight and various levels of the relative rotor loading
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Fig.3.41and Eq. (3.23) clearly illustrate that for the practical relative wing span

bw<_ 2.0, the transfer of lift from the rotor to the wing leads to an increase in the total

specific induced power of the compound as a whole. However at say, 250 knots, even at

almost complete rotor unloading (T R = 0.2) would result in AHPtndc o _- 0.025 hp/Ib, while

for a relatively aerodynamically clean rotorcraft having 1000 _ wf _ 1500 psf, the corre-

sponding specific airframe parasite power would be 0.115 _ AHPpe r _ 0.170 hp/Ib. Conse-

quently, paying a penalty in a higher specific induced power resulting from low TR values

may be acceptable if this action would permit one to: (1) reduce the aircraft parasite drag,

say, through a more favorable airframe attitude with respect to the flight path than for

pure helicopters, and (2) decrease the specific profile power considerably below the level

characteristic for helicopters.

Profile Power. According to Eq. (3.13), the portion of power resulting from the

contribution of the blade profile power drag to the airframe drag (L)pr R term in parentheses)

should be considered separately from the portion of the rotor profile power directly affecting

the power transmitted through the rotor shaft (the last term in Eq. (3.13)). However, for the

sake of simplicity, the specific profile of the whole compound will be treated here as a single

unit, as is usually done in the case of pure helicopters 3°. Consequently, it will be called

the specific rotor profile horsepower (RHPpr) and expressed as follows:

i_'-_pr = oTrR_Po-P_-do V3( f + 4.7p2)/4400w (3.24)

where o is the rotor solidity, C--do is the average blade profile drag coefficient, Vt is the tip

speed in fps, and iv is the advance ratio.

Remembering that the nominal blade loading is Wbl -- W/olrR 2 , Eq. (3.24) can be re-

written as follows:

b

RPHpr = 6.41 X 10-7-_'do Vt3(1 + 4.7iv2)/Wb/" (3.25)

In order to get some idea regarding the importance of the contribution of the profile

power to the total specific power required levels of the compound, Eq. (3;25) is plotted in

Fig. 3.42 for SL STD, assuming c-de = 0.01, and wb/= g0.0 psf.
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Figure 3.42 Specific rotor profile power vs. speed of flight
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A glance at Fig. 3.42 will indicate that in the flight-speed region of about 250 knots,

contributions of the profile power to total specific power would be of a similar level as those

of the induced power. It can also be seen that a reduction in the tip speed is quite important,

both as a means of reducing the =pacific power required by the compound and as a provision

for extending the advancing blade compressibility limits to higher speeds of flight.

As to other possibilities of reducing rotor profile power in general, one should note

that reduction of the average blade-lift coefficient (CT/O) through rotor unloading, and

elimination of the rotor thrust inclination through a separate propulsor should prove bene-

ficial. This point is illustrated in Fig. 3.43 (based on cross-plots from Figs. 4.6 and 4.7 of Ref.

29), where the effects of rotor tilt and average blade-lift coefficient values are quite visible.

0.07

CTIO = O.Og

SPEED OF FLIGHT = 172.7 KN

Vt" 721.6 FPS

g

--30 -20 -10

ROTOR THRUST INCLINATION: 0"

Figure 3.43 Example of the influence of rotor thrust inclination and CT/O values on

specific rotor profile power at 172.7 knots

However, the most effective means of reducing the rotor profile power would be

through the application of the variable diameter rotor concept; for instance, as outlined in

Refs. 32 and 33.

Assuming a structurally simpler concept wherein the rotor rpm remains constant as

its radius varies, the following expression for the ratio of rotor specific profile power at

reduced radius to that of the fully extended position (R = R 0) can be developed from Eq.

(3.25):

R"Ppr/R'Ppr 0 = (R/R o)" [1 + 4.7/_o 2 (Ro/R) 2 ] 1(1 + 4.7/Jo 2 )
(3.26)

where/A 0 symbolizes the advance ratio corresponding to the fully extended ._otors.

Figure 3.44 was drawn in order to give the reader some idea as to how rapidly the

profile power of the retracting rotor decreases at /Jo = 0 (at constant rpm) in comparison

to that of the fully extended rotor.
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Figure 3.44 Relative reduction of specific rotor profile power due to the effect of

telescoping blades at/Jo = 0 and constant rotor rpm

In spite of some detrimental effect of the 4.7Po = (Ro/R) term in Eq. (3.16), in for-

ward flight the relative reduction in the profile power is quite dramatic, even when the re-

traction is as small as that corresponding to R/R o = 0.8 (See Figure 3.45).

O

¢1_ _.--

a. 0 0.t 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

ROTOR ADVANCE RATIO:

Figure 3.45 Relative reduction in specific rotor profile power in forward flight, caused by

the effect of telescoping blades at constant rpm

Looking at this figure, one should conclude that as far as reducing the specific rotor

profile power is concerned, it would, in principle, be best to use a variable diameter rotor.
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This,of course,shouldbecombinedwithunloadingof therotorbythewing.Whendeter-
miningtheamountof rotorunloading,twoaspectsshouldbe taken into consideration: (1)

gains in the reduced specific profile power vs. losses resulting from higher aircraft induced

power, and (2) dynamic consequences of decreased blade loading, leading to reduced damping

in flapping (see, for instance, Fig. 1.9, Ref. 30). However, probably the most important

aspect regarding possible application of the variable diameter rotors would be weighing

potential performance gains vs. additional complexity, airframe weight increase, and cost.

Transmission and Propulsive Efficiencies. Looking at Eq. (3.13), one may note that

transmission efficiency would influence the term appearing in the parentheses as well as the

A_Hp term although, in this latter case, r/rr does not appear as explicitly as in the other

specific shaft horsepower components given in this equation. It is obvious that, similar to

the case of pure helicopters, the T/rr level of compounds should be as high as possible. The

rtrr values for the compounds could be expected to be slightly higher than for single-rotor

helicopters of the same gross-weight class. This would be due to the fact that in cruise and

high-speed regimes of flight, only a small fraction (if any) would be channeled to the main

rotor, along the way requiring a considerable reduction in rpm. The main engine power

would go to the forward propulsors through the transmission system, requiring much smaller

rpm variations.

For the same reason that _._HP R values are much smaller than those appearing in the

square brackets in Eq. (3.13), the main-rotor torque compensating losses, which are often

'charged' to transmission efficiency, would also be smaller for a compound than for a heli-

copter of the same gross-weight class.

Propulsive efficiency ('rlpr) affects the main portion of the to_al specific shaft horse-
power required in cruise and high-speed flight. Consequently, it is desirable to use propulsive

devices capable of high "rtpr values in the 200-275 knot speed range. In this respect, an open

propeller would probably be the most efficient. However, for operational safety and overall

design reasons, there may be a tendency to combine foward propulsion functions with torque

compensation in hover by creating • single device based on the enclosed airscrew concept.

This approach would probably require some compromise between torque compensa-

tion effectiveness in hover end low-speed flight, and high propulsive efficiency in cruise

end at high speeds.

In principle, the direction for this compromise would be dictated by the envisioned

mission of the compound (time in hover vs. time in cruise). However, in practical applica-

tions, cruise and high-speed capabilities of the compound would probably take priority

over hover and low-speed requirements. Consequently, designers of these universal units

should probably lean toward assuring the highest possible l_pr values at high-speed forward

flights, even if this would mean some lowering of the main-rotor torque compensating effec-

tiveness in hover and near-hover conditions.
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3.4 ConcludingRemarks and Recommendations

3.4.1 Concluding Remarks

General. Helicopter compounding consists of providing a source of horizontal pro.

pulsion, independent of propulsive forces generated by the lifting rotor(s). This approach

brings many operational advantages, which appear especially valuable in military applications

(e.g., retention of a basically horizontal position of the fuselage at all flight speeds, as well

as during forward acceleratiqns or decelerations).

From a performance point of view, the presence of auxiliary horizontal propulsion

also helps to move the rotor high-speed barrier (blade stall and compressibility effects) toward

higher levels. Utilization of a wing(s), unloading the rotor in forward flight, further helps

to improve high-speed capabilities of the compound, making it, in principle, some 40-50

knots higher than for pure helicopters. In addition, the use of wing ailerons could contribute

to an improvement in roll controllability of the aircraft, especially in the case of unloaded

articulated rotors with moderate flapping hinge offsets. Movable horizontal surfaces may

contribute to a sensitive pitch control.

Unfortunately, compounding can not be achieved without some penalties.

Hover. In hover, the presence of wings and, usually, large horizontal empennages,

leads to download factors higher than for conventional helicopters. Furthermore, if rotor

geometry favoring high.speed performance is applied, the rotor figure of merit levels for

compounds may be lower than for helicopters. Finally, the fraction of rotor power spent

on torque compensation in single-rotor configurations may be higher than for conventional

helicopters, especially those having open airscrews as tail rotors. This higher power expendi-

ture of compounds would result from the probable use of main-rotor torque compensating

devices (for example, Notar, Fenestrone, Piasecki ring-tail) or propellers requiring more power

per pound of thrust developed in hover than conventional tail rotors.

Hence, in summary, it may be stated that the power required per pound of gross

weight in hover for compounds may be some 10 to 15 percent higher than for conventional

helicopters of the same disc loading.

From the structural weight point of view, compounding, in general, leads to higher

relative weight-empty ratios (up to 10 percent higher) than those of conventional helicopters.

This, obviously, means that the relative zero-time, and hence, zero range payload, of com-

pounds would be some 5 to 10 percent lower than for conventional helicopters.

As a result of the higher fuel consumption per unit of gross weight and unit of time

for compounds in hover, accompanied by the lower zero-time relative payload values, a

comparative character of the relative payload vs. time relationship in hover would be as

shown in Figure 3.46.
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Horizontal Fli_lht. In forward flight, auxiliary propulsion as well as unloading of

the lifting rotors by use of a wing(s) moves the blade tip Mach number/stall barrier of com-

pounds to higher speed levels than for conventional helicopters.

From the performance point of view, the main design task would be to select the

principal design parameters of the aircraft, including lift distribution between the lifting

rotor(s) and the wing(s) in such a way that the resulting W/D e vs. speed of flight relation-

ship for compounds would be, in comparison to conventional advanced helicopters of the

same gross-weight class,of the character depicted in Fig. 3.47.
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Fig. 3.47 implies that at some high speeds of flight (about 130 kn in the figure), the

SHP required per pound of gross weight should become lower for the compound than for

helicopters of the same nominal disc loading and gross-weight class. This would not be an easy

task for the reasons explained below.

At a given speed of flight, the induced SHP per pound of gross weight for the com-

pound carrying some load on the wing will, in general, be higher than for helicopters of the

same nominal disc loading. Fortunately, at high speeds of flight, the induced portion repre-

sents only a small fraction of the total power required.

At high speeds of flight, the parasite portion obviously constitutes the largest contribu-

tion to the total power required per pound of gross weight. In this respect, the general aerody-

namic cleanness of compounds (as e_xpressed by equivalent flat-plate area loading) can not be

expected to be much better than for conventional helicopters of the same class. Nevertheless,

because of a more favorable attitude of the body of the compound with respect to the air-

stream, some gains in the parasite drag to gross-weight ratio of compounds over those of

helicopters can be expected. However, these gains will not be very significant.

The brightest hope for the designer to reduce the SHP per pound of gross weight

values of the compounds during high speeds of flight to levels lower than for corresponding

helicopters lies in controlling the profile power. Here, the designers have three factors which

could be applied toward that goal: (1) reduction of the rotor tip speed, (2)lowering CT/O

levels through unloading of the rotor by the wing, and (3) zero, or close to zero angle of

attack of the rotor disc with respect to the flight path.

Telescoping blades could, in principle, represent a very powerful tool toward reduc-

tion of the profile power, but mechanical complexities and structural weight penalties make

the practicality of that approach somewhat doubtful.

Finally, it should be emphasized that during high speeds of flight all, or at least, 8 large

fraction of the SHP of the compound is channeled toward forward propelling devices. Conse-

quently, a high propulsive efficiency of such devices becomes an important factor in re-

ducing the SHP required per pound of gross-weight levels.

In closing, looking at the weight aspects, one should note that the higher the design

cruise speed of the compound, the higher its relative weight empty.

This trend is depicted in Fig. 3.48, where We values for some actual, as well as three

hypothetical compounds of Tishchenko (half-black points), are shown vs. high design cruise

speeds.

Looking at this figure, it can be seen that BID increasing the design cruise speed from

some 210 knots to 240+ knots would be associated with an increase in We values from about

0.6 to 0.7. The resulting losses in the zero.range relative payload may not be compensated by

the higher cruise speed, with the result that relative ideal productivity of the fastest com-

pounds would be considerably inferior to that of their slower, but structurally relatively

lighter, counterparts.
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Figure 3.48 Trend in relative weight empty vs. high cruise speed of compounds

3.4.2 Recommendations

Because of the potential advantages of compounding, especially in military applica-

tions, the following programs appear desirable.

Gaining a better than the present understanding of the aerodynamic interaction

between major components of the compound at high speeds of flight through ana-

lytical studies of the total flow field around the aircraft.

, Indication of the way toward optimization of the W/D e vs. speed of flight for

shaft-driven configurations, or (FCw) t vs. V as a more general criterion applicable to

all types of proPulsion using jet fuel. This would include study of the influence of such

design parameters as (a) ratio of wing area to rotor(s) area, (b) ratio of wing span to

rotor diameter, and (c) distribution of the total lift between the rotor and the wing.

3. In-flight check on the RSRA of analytical prediction re W/D e vs. V or (FCw) t vs.

V for a selected set of (a), (b), and (c) parametric values.

. Perform design studies of aerodynamically optimal or near-optimal configurations in

order to obtain an insight into structural problems in general, and weight penalties

associated with compounding in particular.

, Conduct studies and support development of enclosed, or shrouded, forward pro-

palling devices with good propulsive efficiency in the 200-250-kn speed range, and

still il capable of serving as acceptable main-rotor torque compensators in hover.
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CHAPTER4

HIGHSPEED CONFIGURATIONS USING OPEN AIRSCREWS FOR VTOL

4.1 Introduction

The tip-driven helicopters and compounds discussed in the preceding two chapters

exhibited cruise speed capabilities well below those of propeller-driven and jet-propelled

fixed-wing aircraft of similar, gross-weight classes. The same, of course, is true with respect

to shaft.driven helicopters. Consequently, it may be stated that some 180-knot limit may be

seen as a rather optimistic limit set as a practical cruise speed for helicopters (either shaft or

tip-driven), and 220 knots for compounds.

The main source of the high-speed limitations for these configurations in forward

flight stem from the rotating rotor(s) or open airscrews in general with discs making a sharp

angle with respect to the flight path. It becomes clear, hence, that the following options can

be executed in order to overcome the high.speed barrier of aircraft relying on rotors or

propellers for VTOL operations: (a) rotation of the lifting airscrew to the position where

it can serve as a propelling device, (b) complete elimination of the rotor or propeller from an

active participation in the proeeu of flight by stopping and stowing it, and (c) converting rotor

blades of the stopped rotor into fixed wings.

There are, of course, many possible design schemes and concepts aimed at reducing

to practice the above outlined approaches (for instance, see Ref. 34). However, because of

limitations placed on this study, only the following configurations will be discussed in some

detail: (a) tilt-rotors, (b) tilt wings, and (c) retractoplanes.

It should be noted at this point that because of the large research effort already made

in conjunction with the development of the tilt-rotor configuration, discussions here will be

chiefly limited to the accumulation and interpretation of performance data presently avail-

able regarding the most important -- actually flight tested - representatives of the tilt-rotor;

namely, the Bell XV-15 and the Bell-Boeing V-22. Furthermore, generalized performance of

these two aircraft will serve as a baseline for gauging transport capabilities of other con-

figurations, There will also be a brief discussion of one possible way toward improvement of

the inherently low wing aspect ratios of tilt-rotors.

In the tilt-wing study, emphasis will be placed on the possibility of extending high-

speed capabilities of these aircraft up to M = 0.8 regions through the application of propellers

incorporating technological advances resulting from the development of pro_fans (PF).

Problems associated with this approach will be indicated and areas of required additional

research efforts will be briefly outlined. A more detailed look at stoweble rotor concepts

will be limited to two configurations: one, representing stoppable and stowable helicopter

rotors and two, the tilt-rotor with folding blades. These studies will be preceded by a general

discussion of stowable-rotor concepts.
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The above-outlined detail studies will be supplemented by a glance at the concepts

of converting rotor blades into fixed wings. This will be done on the examples of the X-wing

and the Rotafix. A large research and development effort has been devoted to the X-wing

concept. Consequently, without trying to add to the wealth of already existing material, only

the present status of this project will be briefly summarized. The Rotafix concept will be

briefly described, since it appears to these investigators that at least, in principle, it repre-

sents one of the simpler, but still feasible, approaches to the idea of converting rotor blades

into fixed wings.

4.2 Tilt-Rotor

4.2.1 General

The Bell XV-3 convertiplane (Figure 4.1), developed under the leadership of R.

Lichten, was the first tilt-rotor aircraft that accomplished complete transition from the heli-

copter to airplane regimes of flight and vice versa in December of 1958. Subsequently, during

the flight research program, this aircraft achieved gO full conversions and, by June 1060,

had attained 125 hours of actual time in flight, a speed of 157 knots, and an altitude of

about 12,000 ft (Ref. 7).

Figure 4.1 The Bell XV-3 convertiplane (450 hp Pratt & Whitney R-985 engine)

The flight-test program conducted on the XV-3 proved the basic feasibility of the

tilt-rotor concept, thus opening the way toward design and development of a more sophisti-

cated flight-research aircraft; namely, the Bell XV-15 (Fig. 4.2).

The XV-15 went through a very successful flight-test and demonstration program

from 1977 to the present. A strong research program, both analytical and experimental,

including full-scale wind tunnel and stand tests of the whole aircraft and its major dynamic

components, complemented the actual flight testing.
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Figure4.2 BellXV-15flit-rotorresearchaircraftin low-speedflight

Theseeffortsledto avastaccumulationoftechnicaldataandahighconfidencelevel,
whichresultedin a multi-billiondollarprogramfor an operational tilt-rotor aircraft, the

Bell-Boeing V-22 (Fig. 4.3).

Figure 4.3 Bell-Boeing V-22 tilt-rotor
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Severalprototypesof thisaircrafthavebeenbuiltandflighttested,andafull transi-
tionfromthehelicopterregimeofflighttofixed-wingflightandviceversa,wasaccomplished
inSeptember 1989.

Development of short-haul civilian transport aircraft based on tilt-rotor principles

became feasible, and several studies were made to investigate possibilities of this concept

(Refs. 35, 36, and 37). Some of the studies were based on the concept of an evolutionary

development of civilian versions starting with the XV-15 and V-22 as baseline designs (Fig.

4.4), and others looked at completely new approaches to the civilian transport tilt-rotor

aircraft (Fig. 4.5).

CTR 800 XV-lS Size
(8 P_rl)

CRR 1900

• New High-Wing Design

New TlllrOlor(le Pu=enpr=)

• New Low-Wing Design

crR22mB v-22 MinChange
(31Pluengers)

• NontxmurlzedFu_a_

Cl"R_C V-22I_rh_l_e

• NewPmnlmzld Ful_lge

NewTinrolor
CTR_00 (7'SP=_engers)

Figure 4.4 Civilian transport tilt-rotor configurations, evolved from the XV-15 and V-22

aorcraft
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Figure4.5 Exampleofan independent look at the civilian transport tilt-rotor configuration

European designers and manufacturers also became interested in the tilt-rotor concept

and an international team composed of Aeritalia, Aerospatiale, Agusta, Casa, MBB and West-

land was formed in 1987 in order to design and develop the so-called EUROFAR (Fig. 4.6) -

a civilian commuter aircraft capable of carrying 30 passengers over 600 miles at a cruise

speed of 300 knots and an altitude of 7500 m (Ref, 38).

Figure 4.6 EUROFAR -- 3-view drawing of the baseline configuration
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Present,widelypublicized,difficultiesencounteredby theV-22program stem more

from national fiscal policy and political interplay than from any technical problems. Conse-

quently, regardless of the future of the V-22 program, one may assume that because of the

amount of effort already spent on the development of this aircraft, many performance items

and weight characteristics could be considered as representing, in general, the true state of the

art of the tilt-rotor configuration. However, it should also be remembered that because of the

special operational requirements associated with ship-board operation (folding of rotors, wing

rotation, and rear cargo loading), aerodynamic cleanness and weight-empty values of civilian

transports may be better than for the V-22. For this reason, when establishing a baseline

figure for generalized performance and relative weights, data from the V-22 and XV-15 will

be supplemented by inputs (where available) from studies of the civilian tilt-rotor.

At the conclusion of these general remarks regarding the tilt-rotor configuration, a few

important characteristics of two existing and some hypothetical aircraft of that type are shown

in Table 4.1.

4.2.2 Hoverinl]

Shaft horsepower required per pound of aircraft gross weight in hover OGE (SHP h)

for the tilt-rotor will be expressed by the same relationship as for any other shaft-driven VTOL

aircraft. Consequently, Eq. (1.19) can be rewritten as follows:

_'h-_ = o.02e4k,3_ V_"_/ FM_o," (4.1)

In discussing the influence of various parameters appearing in the above equation, it

should be noted that the disc loading (w) of the tilt-rotors shown in Table 4.1 range from about

14 to 24 psf. It appears, hence, that a disc loading of about 26 psf represents the upper limit

for conventional tilt-rotor aircraft.

The overall ratio of rotor power to engine shaftpower of the tilt-rotor configuration

will probably be close to that of the V-22 and XV-15 which, including accessory drive, amounts

to l"lov _= 0.92.

In the overall examination of hovering capabilities of the tilt-rotor, an investigation of

the figure of merit (FM) and download factor(h v) values is of particular interest.

Figure of merit levels for isolated rotors appears quite high, as can be seen from Fig.

4.7, which shows the FM vs. average blade-lift coefficient (_/) plots for the XV-15 and V-22

models (see Refs. 40 and 41).

Furthermore, one should take note from Figure 4.7 that the high FM values of about

0.8, or even slightly higher, extend through a considerable range of the average blade-lift

coefficient levels from _/ _- 0.5 to 1.0 and possibly higher. This FM vs. _/characteristic has

definite operational advantages, as it permits one to have the rotor working efficiently through

various combinations of disc Ioadings, tip speeds, and relative air densities (_).
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TABLE4-1

PRINCIPALCHARACTERISTICSANDPERFORMANCE
OFACTUAL& HYPOTHETICALTILT-ROTORS

ITEM

APPLICATION

POWERPLANT

Numberof Engines
OutputShaftRPM
TotalTOorMILSHP
TotalMax.Con't.SHP

ROTORpRADIUS,FT
Directionof Rotation
Numberof Blades
BladeChord,Ft
BladeChord,Ft
Articulation
TipSpeed,FPS
RotorSolidity

WING
Span,Ft
Area(Total),Sq.Ft.
Area(External),Sq.Ft
AspectRatio

EXTERNALDIMENSIONS
Overall Length, Ft

" Heigh t to Rotor Disc

ACTUAL

BELL

XV-15

FLT. RES.
I

LYCOMING

LTC1K-4K

2

3,100

12.5

TtFF*

3

1.17, 0.7R

BELL-BOEING

V-22

MILITARY

T406

2

15,000

12,300

11,780

19_0

TtFF*

3

2.85 Root

1.83 Tip

Restrained Gimbal

779/662

0.089

35.0

169.0

127.0

6.1

41.0

(12.8)

0.12 T

46.0

382.0

302.0

5.5

57.3

21.6

HYPOTHETICAL

NASA

CTR-22C

NASA

CTR-7500

EUROFAR

PASSENGER TRANSPORT

T406

2

13,610

19,.0

TtFF*

3

G ROWTH

T406

2

25,766

23;.0

TtFF*

3

2

(8046)

6892

18.37

TaFF*"

4

779/662

45.83

382.0

302.0

5.5

68.8

21.6

Restrained Gimbal

63.0

722/677

0.095 "T

18.47

NOTES: * In hover, tips advance toward fuselage front

** In hover, tips move away from fuselage front

( ) Estimated

T Geometric Solidity
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TABLE4-1(CONT'D)

ITEM

WEIGHTS(ABSOLUTE)
Max.GW,Lb
NormalGW,VTO
WeightEmpty,Lb
ZeroRangePayload,VTO

i

RELATIVE WEIGHTS

WeANmax

We/Wnormal

Wopl_normal

DISC LOADING

Normal GW, PSF

Max. GW, PSF

TOTAL WING LOADING

Normal GW, PSF

Maximum GW, PSF

BELL

XV-15

15,000

13,000

9,570

(3,000)

0.64

0.74

(0.23)

13.2

15.2

76.92

88.76

INSTALLED POWER LOADING, VTOL

ACTUAL

BELL-BOEING

V-22

55,000

47,500

31,886

(15,155)

0.58

0.67

(0.32)

NASA

CTR-22C

46,230

30,242

(15,320)

0.65

(0.33)

20.4

HYPOTHETICAL

NASA

CTR-7500

79,821

53,795

(25,360)

EUROFAR

30,100

19,290

(10,140)

0.64

(0.34)

14.2020.95

24.24

Maximum GW, Lb/SHP
m

PERFORMANCE, KN

Max. Flight Speed, N.E.

Fast Cruise @ 17,000 Ft

Economic Cr @ 20,000 Ft

124.34

144.0

121.0

(0.67

0.32)

24.03

(82.7)

3.86

364

303 300***

200 275****

3.4

282

3.1 3.74

300

300

NOTES: *** Optimum Altitude

**** Sea Level
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Figure 4.7 Figure of merit valuesvs. cI for V-22 and XV-15 rotors

A closer investigation of Figure 4.7 would indicate that the wing has a beneficial 'ground'

effect' on FM values. However, this beneficial wing effect disappears'in the presence of the

image plane, simulating the presence of a second rotor, which would cause some downstream

flow to turn upward.

When one looks at the tilt-rotor configuration, one of the first questions that comes to

mind is: How .serious is the download problem or, in other words, what is the kv value? It

is indicated in Ref. 40 that the download (D) to the rotor thrust (T) ratio amounts to Dv/T =

0.10 for the V-22 and 0.11 for the XV-15. Consequently, Dv/T = 0.105 can be accepted asa

representative value

Since the download factor

k v = 1/[1 - (Dv/T)],

its corresponding representative value can be taken ashv = 1.12.

Having established ranges of the values of parameters appearing in Eq. (4.1), trends in

the 5"_ h vs. w for the tilt-rotor configurations in hover OGE at SL, STD and 4000 ft, 90°F

were calculated, assuming the following values: hv = 1.12, FM = 0.75, and _ov = 0.92. Calcula-

tion results are shown in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8 Trend in shaftpower required per pound of gross weight by tilt-rotors in hover
OGE at SLS and 4000 ft, 90"F '

Fuel consumption per pound of gross weight and one hour can be computed from

Eq. (1.21), which is rewritten in • simpler form as

(FCw) rh = SHPh sfc. (4.2)

Taking the 5-'_ = f(w) values shown in Fig. 4.8 and assuming two values of engine

specific fuel consumption; namely, sfc = 0.4 and 0.5 Ib/hr,hr, the anticipated trends in (FCw) t

values vs. w for tilt-rotor configurations in hover OGE at SL$ were computed end are shown

in Fig. 4.9. An area representing (FCw)rh vs. w for the existing shaft-driven helicopters

examined in Ref, 5 is also marked on this figure.
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Figure 4.9 Trends in fuel consumption per Ib of GW for tilt-rotors in hover OGE at SLS
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Onecansee from Table 4.1 that relative weight-empty values for existing and hypo-

thetical tilt-rotor aircraft amount to 0.64 _ I_ e _ 0.67 for VTOL operations. Consequently,

for tilt-rotors of the 50,000-1b gross weight class, assuming a crew of 2 (360 Ib) and 80 Ib of

trapped liquids, the relative zero-time payload would amount to 0.32 _ Wop / _ 0.36.

Assuming lower relative zero-time payload values close to the lower figure, namely,

Wop/ = 0.32 and the higher, somewhat better, W%p/ = 0.38, the relative payload vs. time in

hover OGE at SLS was computed from Eq. (1.11)and is shown in Fig. 4.10. In these calcula-

tions, two values of fuel consumption per pound of gross weight and hour were assumed:

(FCw) t = 0.110, corresponding to the upper right corner of the graph shown in Fig. 1.10,

and (FCw) r = 0.064 Ib/Ib,hr shown in the lower left corner.

.3

n-

.1

.4 -

(FCw)I, Ib/Ib,

hr

_- 0.064

.... 0.110

0.38

tlllll

0 2 4 6 8

Time In hover (hour)

Figure 4.10 Possible domain of payload vs. time in hover (SLS, OGE) relationship for

conventional tilt-rotors

A glance at this figure would indicate that the domain of the possible payload vs.

time in hover (SLS, OGE) relationships is quite large. This, of course, stems from the fact

that here, wide probable ranges of such parametric values as disc loading, relative weight

empty and engine sfc were taken into consideration. It appears that, depending on the inter-

play between levels of the above-mentioned parameters, the conventional tilt-rotor can,

in principle, be designed as an effective payload-carrying vehicle in hover and near-hover

operations. A truism is also apparent from this figure: a low relative weight empty; i.e.,

high zero-time relative payload is a very important factor in achieving a high effectiveness

regarding payload-carrying capabilities in hover.

Finally, it may be stated that with the exception of a few missions (such as rescue)

for which applications of conventional tilt-rotors can be visualized, the whole payload vs.

time relationship would probably be less important in determining the utilization appeal

of these aircraft than horizontal flight aspects.
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4.2.3Horizontal Flight

Important Factors Affecting Aircraft Effectiveness in Horizontal Flight. Of the many

factors affecting the effectiveness of the open airscrew propeller aircraft in horizontal flight,

the following may be singled out as deserving specific consideration.

1.

2.

3.

w

Shaft horsepower per pound of gross weight (SHP), which also may be interpreted

as gross weight (lift) to equivalent drag ratio (W/De) - (L/De) vs. speed of flight at

some representative attitudes. This, obviously, may be considered as a gauge of the

aerodynamic excellence of the aircraft.

i

Fuel consumption per pound of aircraft gross weight and one hour of flight (FCw) r

vs. speed of flight. Fuel consumption per pound of GW and one nautical mile flown,

(FCw) R vs. speed of flight at selected altitudes. Both of these relationships should be

interpreted as a measure of the aerothermodynamic excellence of the aircraft.

Relative weight empty and thus, relative zero-range payload. These quantities would

reflect the structural effectiveness of the configuration.

4o Trends in relative payload vs. range and typical ideal relative productivity values vs.

range at selected cruise speeds plus Vmu levels would indicate operational capa-

bilities of the aircraft.

The above-listed characteristics will be discussed and then summarized for conven-

tional tilt-rotors--either existing or representing development of existing models. In this way,

baseline information will be established for determining the competitive position of other

VTOL transport concepts end configurations.

General Discussion of Factors Affecting 5HP end LID e Levels; Conventional tilt-

rotors operate in horizontal flight as any other open.eirscrew driven aircraft. Consequently,

their required SHP values can be deduced from Eq. (1.28) as follows:

m

5HP = O.O0308VI(L/D)RprRov (4.3)

where the speed of flight V is in knots, (L/D) is the lift to drag ratio corresponding to that

speed and flight altitude, Rpr is the propulsive efficiency of the airscrew, and Rot, accounts

for power losses resulting from the operation of the transmission system, including instru-

mentation.

The lift (gross weight) to equivalent drag ratio (L/D e ) can be expressed as

m

(L �De) = 0.00308 V/SHP. (4.4)
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m

Looking at Eq. (4.3), one will see that the SlIP level corresponding to a given speed

of flight and altitude depends on the value of the product appearing in the denominator.

In order to get a clearer idea about the possibility of achieving favorable SHP and thus,

(LID e) vs. speed of flight relationships, factors appearing in the (L/D) X "qpr X rlov product

are briefly reviewed.

Starting with r/or-the ratio of rotor power to engine power--one may expect that

its value in horizontal flight would, in general, be not much different from that in hover.

This means that r/or _, 0.92 to 0.94 may be assumed as representative levels for conven-

tional tilt-rotors. With the increasing disc loading, r/or values could become slightly higher

because of the decreasing rpm ratios and fewer gear meshes between those of the engine

shafts and those of the rotors.

Propulsive efficiency of the rotors acting as propellers in horizontal flight would

depend on the possibility of retaining high levels of the two-dimensional ratios (cl/c d) of

the blade elements, especially in the outboard regions.

Since, in horizontal flight, only a fraction, (W/L_ l =- (L/D_ "l, of the hovering thrust

is required, the sectional lift coefficient of the blade elements could become very low; e.g.,

cI < 0.1. Even if quite low sectional c d levels could be maintained (e.g., c d _ 0.007 to 0.009},

the resulting cl/c d values would be quite small.

Consequently, in order to minimize the drop in the blade element c I levels, the rotor-

propeller rpm in forward flight should be reduced with respect to the rpm in hover.

A reduction in the rotor tip speed in forward flight of actually constructed tilt-rotors

(XV-15 and V-22), as well as those presently in the design stage (EUROFAR), is achieved by

lowering the engine rpm within its acceptable limits {85% of the takeoff values). Thus, for the

V-22, the rotor tip speed in hover is 800 fps, while in cruise, it drops to 680 fps. In this way,

the necessity of having a gearshift arrangement was avoided.

The problem of retaining low c d levels at the blade elements, especially in the tip

regions, is usually attained through the following means: (1) Incorporation of thin airfoil

sections, retaining low c d levels at low ClS and elevated helical Mach numbers. (2') Adaptation

of swept blade planforms. This could range from those simply having properly shaped blade-

tip regions, while the blade itself remains basically unswept, to radically curved blade shapes

as in propfans. (3) The previously mentioned rotor-propeller rpm reduction which, in addi-

tion to improving the sectional c I values, also lowers the helical Mach number at given flight

speeds and ambient conditions.

Depending on the degree of geometric sophistication of the blade, a wide spectrum of

propulsive efficiency becomes possible, as illustrated in Fig. 4.11 (courtesy of J. Wilkerson,

Boeing Helicopters Co.).

Looking at this figure, one will see that conventional rotors, when used as propellers,

experience deterioration of their propulsive efficiencies at M _> 0.52. This, of course, would

present a strong constraint against achieving fast cruise and Vrnex dash capabilities by con-

ventional tilt-rotors at M ;_ 0.52; i.e., V > 340 kn at SLS, and 320 knots at, say, 20,000 ft.

In order to penetrate this barrier, properly shaped blades must be used if one relies on open

airscrews for forward propulsion. Otherwide, turbofan or turbojet (unlikely) thrusters must

be used.
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Figure4.11Trendsinpropulsiveefficiencyofopenair=crew-type thrusters

Up to flight Mach numbers where serious deterioration of the propulsive efficiency

is encountered, the L/D values corresponding to various flight speed levels and altitudes,

in other words, dynamic pressure (q) of flight, remain the most important factor affecting

SHP and thus, LID e vs. V relationships.

In order to see what L/L) levels may be exprected in conventional first generation

tilt-rotors, and how various design parameters should be modified in order to improve the

lift to drag ratios of future tilt-rotor designs, the following expression will be used:

L/D = [(COper -F Coo_compr)/CL} Jr (CL/rrARe)]-' (4.5)

where CDpar is the parasite drag coefficient of the nonlifting aircraft components, CDo is

the profile drag of the wing, and Xcomp r is the drag-rise factor due to compressibility effects.

It should be noted that in the above equation, it was assumed that the compressibility

correction (_ompr) would apply to the wing alone, while other components of the aircraft

are of such aerodynamic shape that their parasite drag coefficients (CDp#r) do not measurably

increase up to, say, M = 0.8.

The expression for (L/D)mj x now becomes

(L/D)max = _/wARel(CDpa, + COoXcompr). (4.6)

For a conventional first-generation tilt-rotor, as represented by the V-22, the equiva-

lent flat plate area of the whole aircraft (including the wing) is f = 24 sq.ft'. Assuming that

Xcomp r = 1.0 and the reference wing area is 382 sq.ft, the total noninduced drag coefficient

(CDnln d = CDpe r -I- CDo _compr) would amount to 0.063. Consequently, CDnin d = 0.055

to 0.065 may be assumed as typical for conventional first-generation tilt-rotors.
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The geometric aspect ratio of existing conventional tilt-rotors (as well as those still

in the design stage) ranges from AR - 5.5 (V-22) to _R _ 6.4 (EUROFAR). Assuming a span

efficiency factor, e "=0.85, the effective aspect ratio would be AR e = 4.7 to 5.4.

Using the above determined typical CDnin d and AR e values, and combining the highest

AR e with the lowest COnin d, and then the lowest ARe with the highest CDnin d, the probable

domain of LID vs. CL for conventional first-generation tilt-rotors is charted (Fig. 4.12).
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Figure 4.12 Probable domain of LID and L/O e vs. CL relationships for

first generation tilt-rotors and transport turboprops

The outline of the probable domain of LID e vs. CL relationships is obtained by multi-

plying the L/D'sby _ov_pr, assumed to be equal to 0.93 and 0.82, respectively. The so-obtained

probable domain of the LID e vs. CL relationships for first generation tilt-rotors is also shown

in Fig. 4.12.

It would be of interest to see how the so-established LID and LID e domains for con-

ventional tilt-rotors would compare with similar relationships for turboprop transports.
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In Ref.42,CDn/n d = 0.018 to 0.24 is given as typical noninduced drag coefficients

for transport turboprops, while geometric aspect ratios would range from AR _ 8.0 to 9.2.

Again, assuming ARe = 0.85 AR and, using the above CDnin d values, the probable domain of

the LID vs. CL relationship for clean turboprop transports was established and added to Fig.

4.12.

The LID e vs. CL domain for turboprops was established, assuming the same propul-

sive efficiency (0.83) as for tilt-rotors, but upping the TTov values to 0.97 in view of the fact

that, in turboprops, there is usually no transmission associated with the transfer of engine

power to propellers_ and only some power losses resulting from instrument usage may be

encountered.

The so-established LID e vs. CL domain for turboprops is also shown in Fig. 4.12.

Looking at the completed Fig. 4.12, one would see that as far as the general trend in

LID and L/De levels are concerned, the first generation tilt-rotors appear inferior to transport

turboprops. It is also clear that in order to narrow the LID gap, higher wing aspect ratios

must be used, and a higher degree of aerodynamic cleanness (higher wf; i.e., lower CDnin d

levels) must be achieved. Furthermore, one may expect that along with the requirements

for improvements in the lift to drag ratios, there may appear a demand for high-speed cape-

bilities better than the some 300+ knots of the present tilt-rotor generation. Should the antici-

pated high-speed requirement approach the M = 0.7 to 0.8 range, then designers of future

tilt-rotors would face an ad litional challenge of the drag rise of the unswept, relatively thick

('_ ;_ 14%') airfoils (see Figure 4.13).

DRAG

(Cd)

MAGH NUMBER (M)

Figure 4.13 Compressibility drag increments
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It appears,hence,thatin orderfor thetilt-rotorsinhorizontalflightto havethelift
to dragratiosandhigh-speedcapabilitiesof theirfixed-wingcounterparts (turboprops, prop-

fans, and turbofan types), the following design features should be incorporated.

(1) Higher aspect ratio (AR > 5.5), relatively thinner (t < 14%) and either forward or

back-swept wings.

(2) Degree of aerodynamic cleanness, as measured by an equivalent flat-plate area loading

considerably higher than the present wf _2000 psf.

(3) Means of assuring that the lifting airscrews become efficient pulsors in horizontal

flight, or incorporatiQn of non-open airscrew devices (e.g., turbofan section of the con-

vertible engines) as horizontal thrusters at high subsonic speeds.

Finally, as discussed in Chapter 1, in order to minimize fuel consumption per unit of

gross weight and unit of distance flown, wing loading of the aircraft should be such that at

the intended cruise speed and altitude; i.e, q of flight, the aircraft will be flown at, or close

to, its (L/De)me x. Thus, taking data from Fig. 4.12, Fig. 4.14 was prepared to show what

wing Ioadings of conventional tilt-rotors (aerodynamically similar to the so-called first genera-

tion) would be necessary to assure LID e levels enclosed between their maximum and about

10% lower values.
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Figure 4.14 'Indications of wing Ioadings desirable for tilt-rotors, geometrically similar

to the V-22 for cruise speeds at SL$, or 20,000 ft

Looking at this figure, one will see that for an intended cruise speed of 300 kn at

20,000 ft, a wing loading of about 155 psf should lead to flight at (L/D_)m= x and about

100 psf at L/D e levels some 10% lower than its maximum value.
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WingIoadingsof theV-22,X-15,andEUROFARaremarkedfor referencein Fig.
4.14.

It shouldbeemphasizedthattherelationshipspresentedin Fig.4.14areapplicable
to aircrafthavingtheirnoninduceddragcoefficientswithin0.055to 0.065 and the effective

aspect ratio within 4.7 to 5.4 ranges.

Factual Data re SlIP and LID e for First Generation Tilt-Rotors. From flight-test

established ralationships between the rotor horsepower and speed of flight at SLS for the

XV-15 aircraft (courtesy of McVain, Boeing Helicopters Co), a graph was prepared giving the

power required per pound of gross weight vs. speed of flight at SLS (Fig. 4.15).
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7
8
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Figure 4.15 $HP required per pound of gross weight vs. speed of flight at SL5

for XV-15, V-22, and CTR-22C tilt-rotor aircraft

For the V-22 aircraft, only the estimated SHP required was available (obtained from

Boeing Helicopters, courtesy of H. Rosenstein). SHP values for SLS conditions were added

to Fig. 4.15.

Estimated SlIP required curves for the civilian transport version of an aircraft based

on the V-22 dynamic system and wing (CTR-22C) were also obtained from Boeing Helicopters

(courtesy of J. Wilkerson). SHP values for the SLS conditions for this aircraft are also plotted

in Fig. 4.15. Typical values for the shaft-driven helicopters studied in Ref. 5 are shown (shaded

area) for comparison.

The gross weight (lift) to equivalent drag ratios for the two above-mentioned actual

and one hypothetical aircraft were computed using Eq. (4.4).

The results vs. speed of flight are shown in Figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.16 Lift to equivalent drag ratios vs. speed of flight for tilt-rotor aircraft

One can see from this figure that the lift to equivalent drag ratio of the two existing,

as well as projected, conventional commercial transport tilt.rotor aircraft (CTR-22C)._of the up

to 50,000-1b gross weight class are quite low, a4though somewhat higher than for conventional

shaft-driven helicopters.

It should be noted, however, that studies reported in Ref. 43 express some hope of

improving I/D e values for aircraft basically similar to the first-generation types, to the levels

indicated in Fig. 4.16 by the curve marked 'Advanced Conventional Tilt-Rotors.' This curve

(TR) represents the aircraft in Fig. 4.17, and its L/D vs. speed-of-flight relationship is shown in

Fig. 4.18.

Future Tilt-Rotor Configurations. LID values as high as 14 are projected in Ref. 43

for the canard-configured transport tilt-rotor aircraft (CTR) shown in Fig. 4.17.

One should note that in the CTR aircraft, several features previously indicated as

po_ibla methods of improving LID end LID e levels are incorporated. A higher aspect ratio

and improved aerodynamic cleanness contribute to generally higher L/D's. Considerably

forward swept wings and properly configured rotor blade tips would delay aircraft drag di-

vergence and somewhat improve the propulsive efficiency at higher subsonic speeds. But

without adaptation of the propfan blade planforms, e low propulsive efficiency would still

create an obstacle to flying speeds at about Mach 0.68 and higher (Fig. 4.11).
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Figure 4.18 L/D values for configurations (TR) and (CTR) shown in Fig. 4.17
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Tiltable Winglets-A Possible Method of Improving L/@ Ratios of Conventional Tilt-

Rotor Aircraft. It is evident that aerodynamically cleaner designs, as demonstrated by the

(TR) configurations shown in Fig. 4.17, would be required in order to bring L/L) and thus,

LID e , values of conventional tilt-rotors closer to those of advanced turboprops.

However, in some tilt rotors, for example, the V-22, the relatively high parasite drag

would stem from special military and, possibly, other operational requirements. The question

hence, arises whether an increase in the geometric wing aspect ratio alone would be a practical

means of improving the LID levels of tilt-rotors basically similar to the first generation of

these aircraft. Incorporation of winglets-tilting with the nacelles and, thus, contributing little

to the download in hover-appears as a possible approach.

To get an initial, although very rough, answer to the question of possible gains from

the above approach, tiltable winglets as shown in Fig. 4.19 were assumed, with no attempt

to optimize their size.

r I

HOVER

Figure 4,19 The V-22 configuration with assumed tiltable winglets

In order to create a gauge for measuring potential improvements resulting from the

application of winglets, LID's for the baseline aircraft and another, modified with winglets,

were computed from the following relationship (see Chapter 1, Sect. 1.3.5):

LID = [(CDnindWw/q) _" {q/RAReww)] -1 . (4.7)
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Data required for computations for the above equation are listed in Table 4.2.

TABLE 4.2

AIRCRAFT

BASELINE

MODIFIED

GROSS WT

Lb

45,000

45,000

LI FT-TO-D RAG ESTIMATES

CHARACTER ISTICS

WING AREA

Sq.Ft

382

489

WING/T_

5.5

10.7

WING _Re

4.7

9.1

WING LOADING

PSF

117.8

92.0

fnind

Sol.Ft.

24.0

24._.

CDnind

0.063

0.051

Using inputs from Table 4.2, the LID values were computed from Eq. (4.7) and plotted

vs. q of flight as shown In Fig. 4.20, where speed of flight scales are also marked for SLS and

20,000-ft altitude.
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Figure 4.20 Estimated lift-to-drag ratios vs. q of flight for a tilt-rotor similar to

the V-22 and the same aircraft with tiltable winglets

A glance at this figure will indicate that, indeed, there should be a potential for im-

proving the LID levels of conventional tilt-rotor aircraft (similar to the V-22 and XV-15)

throughout the anticipated speed of flight range by the application of tiltable winglets. How-

ever, various penalties associated with this approach should be expected.
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For example, separate programming of the angular movement of the winglets, when

tilting with the engine nacelles, may be necessary in order to avoid airflow separation and

reduction of the effectiveness of yaw control. This will create some mechanical complications.

Furthermore, an increase in structural weight will be unavoidable. In this respect, very rough

preliminary estimates indicated that in the case of a tilt-rotor similar to the V-22, the weight

penalty would amount to some 370 Ib; i.e., about 0.8% of the gross weight. However, it appears

that in view of the potential gains in LID levels, the whole idea of tiltable winglets deserves a

more detailed investigation.

Possibilities of High Disc-Loading Tilt Open-Airscrew Aircraft. Schneider and Wilkerson

indicated in Ref. 43 that for twin-rotor configurations, disc loading in hover should not be

higher than 40 psf, when the presence of people may be required in the vicinity of hovering

aircraft. However, one can imagine tasks where the presence of people close to the hovering

aircraft would not be needed and, in addition, vertical takeoffs and landings would be per-

formed from prepared areas. Commercial VTOL transport operations may be cited as an

example of possible applications where limitation of the disc loading to some 40- 50 psf may

not be required.

Should this happen, then a possibility presents itself of developing configurations

which, in the two-airscrew, side-by-side types, would be basically similar to the tilt-rotors. But

instead of rotors, they would use highly loaded airscrews, basically similar to the propfans,

as vertical lifters and forward thrusters.

Propfan-based configurations appear attractive as a design philosophy, since the same

thrust generators can be used from VTOL maneuvers to high subsonic speeds up to M _ 0.8.

Another advantage of this approach over conventional tilt-rotors would be more free-

dom in developing various configurations of aircraft-from monoplanes with variously shaped

wings (sweep, taper, and thickness distribution) to tandems somewhat similar to those shown

in Figs. 6 and 7, Ref. 43.

A rough sketch of the highly loaded tiltable airscrew, side-by-side configuration of a

commercial transport aircraft of the 46,000-1b gross-weight class, where hovering disc loading

is 100 psf, and wing loading is 127 psf, is shown in Fig. 4.21.

Figure 4.21 Rough sketch of a commercial high-disc-loading tiltable airscrew aircraft
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AnaircraftsuchasthatshowninFig.4.21can,inprinciple,bedevelopedasanaero-
dynamicallycleanconfigurationwhere,in addition,a greaterfreedomof optimizingwing
loadingcanbeexercised.Consequently,variousaspectsof its forwardflightperformance
mightbe quite good.

Unfortunately, the above-described type would also have many drawbacks--some

immediately noticeable, and some that could probably be discovered during a more detailed

study of the concept.

The so-called obvious objectionable characteristics can be listed as follows:

(1) Except for roll control, which can be achieved by differential thrust changes, pitch and

yew controllability in hover and transition poses a problem. In principle, pitch control

may be achieved by th_ introduction of cyclic controls in propfan units, but this solution

would complicate its design and increase its weight.

(2) A radical decrease in the diameter of the thrust unit (38 ft for the V-22 vs. 17.1 ft for a

hypothetical aircraft with propfens) would also create problems in the case of CG

travel, where possible limits are usually expressed as some fixed fraction of the air-

screw radius.

(3) Cyclic control of the propfans may not solve the yaw problem. In this case, differential

angular tilt of the nacelles could be provided but, obviously, at the price of increased

complexity and weight.

(4) Pitch and yaw control of the tilt propfan aircraft could be achieved by installing tail or

nose control thrusters of the open airscrew or shrouded type, but this solution carries

its own drawbacks due to a more complex drive system, added structural weight, and

generally negative effects on aircraft performance. A four-rotor tandem wing configura-

tion (somewhat similar to the Curtiss-Wright X-14A) could be helpful in solving some

of these problems.

(6) Download on the wing also appears, at first sight, as a potentially serious drawback.

Using a simplistic approach of determining download as vertical drag (D v) experienced

by the part of the wing immersed in the fully developed slipstream (radius equal to 0.707 of

the rotor radius), one would write

2
D v = _p(2V/'w'_} SwdwCDv (4.8)

where w, as always, is the airscrew disc loading, p is the air density, SWd w is the wing area

immersed in the downwash of both rotors, and CDv is the vertical drag coefficient of the wing.

5Wd w may be expressed as follows:

SWdw = (W/ww)OwdwCDv (4.9)

where W is the aircraft gross weight, w w is the wing loading, end owd w is the fraction of the

total wing area submerged in the fully developed slipstream.
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SubstitutingEq.(4.9)intoEq.(4.8),andsimplifying, one obtains

(Dv/W) = (W/Ww)OwdwCDv, (4.10)

For example, for the aircraft shown in Fig. 4.21, w = 100 psf, w w = 127 psf, and

owd w = 0.153. Assuming CDv = 1.3, the vertical drag to gross weight ratio of approximately

0.16 would be obtained. This, obviously, would lead to a higher download factor than the 1.12

for conventional tilt-rotors.

However, in reality, the whole phenomenon will be more complicated than that corre-

sponding to the simple physico-mathematical model used in download estimates. First of all,

the presence of the wing could generate a beneficial 'ground effect,' whose magnitude would

depend on the relative elevation (height to airscrew radius ratio) of the disc plane above the

wing.

Spanwise flow of the slipstream air along the wing toward the fuselage could also

generate some lift on the wing. This benefit may be decreased should the flow from the left

and right wings go upward at the fuselage. Some retractable vanes directing the flow hori-

zontally or, still better, with some downward components, could prove beneficial.

It is obvious, hence, that a better understanding of all aspects of the interaction of

both airrcrews with the whole airframe is required before a final judgement regarding the

download factor can be made.

This need of a better understanding applies equally well to the whole concept of the

tilt propfan aircraft before one can decide whether application of highly loaded open air-

screws would have any practical merit.

Fuel Consumption Aspects. It may be assumed that fuel consumption per pound of

gross weight and hour of flight as well as fuel consumption per pound of gross weight and one

nautical mile for the V-22 represent the present state of the art. Consequently, these character-

istics vs. speed of flight can be considered as representative for the so-called first generation

tilt-rotors basically similar to the V-22.

Taking a glance into the future, it becomes interesting to establish optimal boundaries,

which would indicate possible improvements in fuel consumption aspects that may be made

in coming generations of tilt-rotors, still using open airscrews as vertical thrust generators in

VTOL maneuvers and forward thrusters in cruise.

It may be recalled that in horizontal flight, fuel consumption per pound of gross weight

and one hour is

(FCw)tf = 0.00307 Vsfc/(L/D)riprriov. 14.11)

Omitting, for simplicity, the subscript f and assuming tJ_at riov values for coming generations

of tilt-rotors will be practically the same as for contemporary ones, fuel consumption per

pound of gross weight and hour for the new generation aircraft (subscript n) with respect to

those of the baseline (ie., V-22, subscript b) will be

(FC._),fn = (FCw }rb (sf'Cn/Sfcb }(rip rb �rip rn ) [ (L ID)b I(L ID)n ]. (4.12}
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Lookingat Eq.(4.12),onewouldseethatinorderto establishtheoptimalboundary
ofthe(FCw)t vs. speed of flight for future tilt-rotor generations, ratios appearing in parentheses

and brackets should be determined.

The sfc vs. speed of flight at SLS for the V-22 was computed on the basis of total

fuel flow and SHP data obtained from Boeing Helicopters. The results are shown in Fig. 4.22.
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Figure 4.22 Possible optimal boundary, and sfc vs. speed of flight for the V-22

One can see from this figure that due to the engine partial-power setting--associated

with lower power requirements at reduced flight speeds-the sfc goes up from about 0.43 to

0.58 Ib/hp,hr. It is assumed, however, that in future designs, it would be possible, in principle,

to achieve sfc = 0.4 Ib/hr,hr throughout flight speeds from 160 to 320 knots. This assumption

establishes the possible boundary for engine specific fuel consumption.

Variation of the propulsive efficiency vs. speed of flight and thus, Mach number, for the

V-22 is usumed to be represented by the line marked 'tilt-rotor goal' in Fig. 4.11. It is also

assumed that the line marked 'conventional' in the same figure would be representative for

rotor-props of improved aerodynamics at Mach numbers higher than 0.5, but still not incorpo-

rating radical blade planforms as in the propfans. The required propulsive efficiency ratios

needed in Eq. (4.12) will be obtained from these two trends.

LID's will be established, assuming that the line marked 'Original V-22' in Fig. 4.20

represents the LID vs. q of flight relationship, while the line marked 'CTR' in Fig. 4.18 is the

best that can be expected in the coming generations of tilt-rotors.
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Figure 4.23 Possible domain of fuel consumption per Ibof GW and hour for tilt-rotors

in horizontal flight at SLS
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Usingtheabove-describedapproachesfor determiningvariousratiosin Eq.(4.12),
theoptimalboundaryfor (FCw)r vs. speed of flight at SLS was established for (near) future

tilt-rotors. Data from the predicted fuel flow vs. speed of flight at SLS for the V-22 (courtesy,

Boeing Helicopters) were used to obtain the upper limit of the (FCw) t vs. speed domain (Fig.

4.23).

Fuel consumption per pound of gross weight and nautical mile flown was computed (see

Eq. (1.13)) from the relationship presented in Fig. 4.23 and shown in Fig. 4.24.
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Figure 4.24 Possible domain of (FCw) R vs. V value for tilt-rotors at SLS and
optimal boundary at 15,000 ft

Here, again, the upper limit for the SLS case is represented by the line based on

V-22 predictions, and the optimal boundary corresponds to the (FCw) R vs. V relationship

possible to achieve for a tilt-rotor having aerodynamic characteristics similar to those of the

CTR aircraft depicted in Fig. 4.17, while sfc = 0.4 Ib/hp,hr.

In Fig. 4.24, an additional optimal boundary for the 15,000-ft flight altitude is also

indicated.

Looking at Figs. 4.23 and 4.24, one would realize that great improvements in fuel

consumption aspects per pound of aircraft gross weight over those represented by the present

state of the art (V-22) are potentially possible.

A degree of success in moving toward and, perhaps, reaching or even exceeding, the

optimal boundaries of Figs. 4.23 and 4.24 would largely depend on the ability to achieve

LID vs. V levels as high as those shown in Fig. 4.18 for the CTR aircraft of Schneider and

Wilkerson.

It should also be recalled that the optimal boundaries reflect assumptions that engine

sfc = 0.4 Ib/hp,hr can be maintained throughout the whole range of flight speeds shown in

Figs. 4.23 and 4.24. Fulfilling, or approaching, this requirement does not appear impossible

in future generations of turboshaft engines.

Finally, one should be reminded that in order to achieve the fuel consumption levels

represented by the optimal boundaries, propulsive efficiencies should not be lower than some

82 percent. This looks like an achievable goal for the flying speeds up to 360 kn at 15,000 ft

(M = 0.58) shown as the abscissa limit in Fig. 4.24.
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Relative Weight Empty and Zero-RanQe Payload. Relative weight empty of the V-22

for VTOL operations is 0.67. It can be seen from Fig. 4.25 that similar ];17e levels are fore-

casted, not only for the civilian version of the first generation tilt-rotors (CTR-22C) in Ref.

35, but also for future generations (CTR and TR, Ref. 43).
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Figure 4.25 Trend in relative weight empty of tilt-rotors

It is hoped, however, that in future generations of tilt-rotors, further reductions in

structural weight (say, about 6%) will be possible. Thus, W-'_= 0.61 is assumed as the optimal

boundary for relative weight-empty trends.

The relative zero-range payload for current and next generation tilt-rotors will be

0.32, and the optimal value as foreseen for future generations could be 0.38.

Relative Payload vs. Range Trends. It would be of interest to have some idea of the

progress in relative payload vs. range relationships that can be expected for future tilt-rotor

generations in comparison with those representing the current state of the art (V-22). To

achieve this goal, the relative payload vs. range relationship is computed from the following

formula (see Sect. 1.2.3):

Wpl -- WOpl - 1 + exp[-(FCw)R] (4.13)

where, for current tilt-rotors, WOpl = 0.32 and (FCw) R = 0.00025 Ib/Ib,n.mi, while for the

optimal trend, Wopl = 0.38 and (FCw) R = 0.0001 Ib/Ib,n.mi are assumed.

The Wpl vs. R relationships computed under the above-outlined assumptions (Fig.

4.26) would represent the best payload-carrying characteristics, as the aircraft are assumed

to be flown at cruise speeds corresponding to the lowest fuel consumption per pound of gross

weight and one nautical mile.
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Figure 4.26 Relative payload vs. range trends for tilt-rotor aircraft

A glance at this figure will clearly indicate that dramatic improvements with respect

to the current state of the art in payload-carrying capabilities are potentially possible to

achieve for future generations of tilt-rotor aircraft. However, it is also clear that in order to

attain, or at least approach, the payload-carrying characteristics indicated by the optimal

boundary, substantial improvements should be made in the (FCw) R levels, and relative weight

empty reduced; i.e., relative zero-range payload increased.

Relative Ideal Productivity. It may be recalled that the relative ideal productivity

associated with range (Section 1.25) can be expressed as follows:

PRid = WplR V/W e (4.14)

where Wpl R is the relative payload that can be carried over range R, V is the cruise speed,

usually in knots, and We is, asalways, relative weight empty.

In order to determine the improvements that may be expected regarding the ideal

relative productivity for future tilt-rotors when compared to the first generation aircraft as

represented by the V-22 and similar configurations, the following computations were per-

formed.

Assuming the (FCw) R vs. V relationships as given for SLS in Fig. 4.24, relative payloads

that can be carried over 200, 400, and 800 n.mi. were computed and, then taking We = 0.67

for the first generation, and 0.61 for future tilt-rotors, the relative productivities were de-

termined from Eq. (4.14). The results were plotted vs. cruise speed for the three above-selected

ranges (Fig. 4.27).
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Figure 4.27 Relative ideal productivity

In order to give the reader some idea of how the PRid vs. I/character varies, R = 0

was added, although, per se, it obviously has no physical meaning.

Looking at Figure 4.27, one will note that for short ranges (e.g., 200 n.mi), the differ-

ence between the ideal relative productivity of the present generation of tilt-rotors and their

optimal projections is not too great. Furthermore, it stems more from the assumed higher

zero-range relative payload levels (0.38 vs. 0.32) than from the better values of (FCw) R at

the same speed. However, as the operational ranges become longer, the ideal relative produc-

tivity foreseen for future genPrations of tilt-rotors becomes much better than for the V-22

(for example, at R = 800 n.mi.).

It also appears from Figure 4.27 that over short ranges, the cruise speed value is one

of the most important factors influencing the ideal relative productivity level. In real life,

however, an a priori conclusion that faster aircraft will obviously be more productive may not

be correct. It was shown in Ref. 1, for instance, that actual transport productivity depends

on the block speed based on the time elapsed between consecutive transport operations.

Consequently, a slower aircraft, as far as cruise speed is concerned, but using less time for

ground operations, takeoff, and landing maneuvers, might show a higher block speed than

the faster one.
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4.2.4Concluding Remarks

At present, the tilt-rotor, as represented by the Bell-Boeing V-22 configuration, is the

only nonhelicopter open-airscrew type VTOL aircraft that has been developed to the stage

of readiness for quantity production and incorporation into the Armed Forces. In addition,

studies conducted jointly by Boeing Commercial Airplane Company, Bell Textron, Boeing

Vertol, and NASA (Ref. 36) indicate that tilt-rotors having wings and dynamic systems

basically the same, or generally similar, to those of the V-22 may find an application in the

civilian transportation field. Efforts in Europe, as exemplified by the EUROFAR project-

configurationally similar to the V-22-also indicate that even the so-called first generation

of the tilt-rotor may represent aircraft which could find practical applications in the con-

temporary short-haul transportation system. Furthermore, smaller tilt-rotors similar to the

V-15 can probably be applied as executive and commuter aircraft, as well as play a practical

role in various specialized fields of applications (for example, medical evacuation and forestry).

However, one should realize that tilt-rotors representing the so-called first operational

generation of these aircraft are characterizad by relatively low lift to effective drag ratios-

although better than for compound end conventional shaft-driven helicopters, but worse than

for fixed-wing turboprops of the same gross-weight class. As a result of this, the fuel consump-

tion per pound of gross weight vs. speed of flight is, in general, inferior to that of fixed-wing

transports of the same gross-weight class. This obviously means that fuel consumption per

pound of gross weight and one nautical mile for tilt-rotors will be worse than for their con-

ventional fixed-wing counterparts. This gap in the energy consumption aspect would widen still

more, once unit of payload, instead of gross weight, is selected as a basis.

Finally, high-speed (dash capabilities) of the first-generation tilt-rotors are limited to

some 320-340 knots, chiefly because of the deterioration of propulsive efficiency at M > 0.55

of rotors working as propellers.

It appears from very cursory studies that the lift to effective drag ratio of tilt-rotors

representing first-generation configurations can be considerably improved through incorpora-

tion of winglets basically tilting in unison with the nacelles. But more study is required to

evaluate the practical advantages of this concept.

For missions where high-velocity downwash in hover may be acceptable (for example,

in urban transportation), application of the propfan or such similar type airscrews as lifting and

propelling devices appears to open the possibility of pushing the high-speed barrier to M _ 0.8.

However, as in the case of winglets, more analytical and experimental studies are required

before passing final judgement on the practical value of this concept.

In future generations of tilt-rotors using relatively lightly loaded (w _ 25psf) rotors

(which become propellers in the airplane mode of flight), considerable improvements in their

lift to equivalent drag ratios can be achieved, as indicated by recent design studies. But poten-

tial improvements in high-speed capability would be minor. It appears that in order to achieve

high-speed capabilities in tilt-rotors, it is necessary to abandon the idea of using geometrically

unchanged, lightly loaded (w _ 25 psf) rotors, which Convert to propellers in the airplane mode

of flight. Application of the variable diameter rotor (Ref. 44) appears as a half-measure toward
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achievingthisgoal.Butstoppingandstowingtherotor,whileforwardpropulsionisprovided
bytheturbofansection of the convertible engine, seems to provide a more efficient solution

to the high subsonic capability problem of tilt-rotors. This approach will be discussed in

Section 4.4.

4.3 Tilt-Wing

4.3.1 Historic Perspective

It is difficult to establish the exact time when the idea was first proposed for a VTOL

aircraft based on an open airscrew wing assembly tilting from the vertical prop axis posi-

tion for vertical takeoff and, landing operations, to the horizontal prop axis position for

forward flight regimes. However, as far back as 1952, during the Convertible Aircraft Congress

at Franklin Institute in Philadelphia, a rubber band powered model was demonstrated that

performed transitions from hover to forward flight.

The first flight article of the tilt-wing type (U.S. Army VZ-2) was designed and built

in the 1955-57 time period by Vertol (now Boeing Helicopters) under the direction of the

author of this report who remained in charge of the program until the termination of the

contract in 1964. P. Dancik served as chief design engineer from the beginning of the project

through 1962. In that year, he was succeeded by J. Cline, who remained with the project

until its completion. The coauthor of this report was also a member of the design team,

responsible for the design of propellers and tail fans.

The VZ-2 (Boeing Vertol 76). This machine was conceived as an inexpensive flight-

research aircraft with the single purpose of demonstrating the basic feasibility of the tilt-wing

concept. This was intended to be done by proving that the aircraft could be flown with ade-

quate control in hover, demonstrate transition to forward flight in the aircraft mode, and

then go back through reversed transition, ending with a vertical landing.

Consequently, the original version of the VZ-2 incorporated a simple wing without

flaps or any other lift increasing devices (Fig. 4.28). Pitch control in hover and transition

consisted of a horizontal fan submerged in the horizontal stabilizer, while a vertical fan en-

closed in a lift-augmenting ring provided yaw control. Rolling motions of the aircraft were

generated through differential collective pitch control of the propellers. The powerplant

consisted of a Lycoming T-53 turbine limited to 700 hp.

Continuous flight testing of the VZ-2 began in September 1957, and complete con-

version was demonstrated on 15 July 1968.

Extensive modifications were performed to improve partial-power descent and to

check the feasibility of eliminating vertical fan as a means of yaw control in hover and

low-speed flight. A low-altitude ejection seat was also installed, and full-span flaps were

incorporated (Fig. 4.29). The aircraft underwent an extensive flight-test program, chiefly

at NASA Langley, that continued until 1964.

In addition to the flight-test program, full-scale wind-tunnel testing was performed

at NASA Langley in 1961 to investigate the influence of various lead,ng edge lift-increasing

devices on potential improvements of partial-power descent characteristics.
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Figure4.28OriginalversionoftheVz-2aircraft

Figure4.29FinalversionoftheVZ-2

A briefsummaryoftheVZ-2developmentand testing program can be found in Ref. 45,

where a list of publications related to this program is also included.

The whole program of the development and testing of the VZ-2 was, in general, quite

successful; thus encouraging the design and construction of tilt-wing aircraft in the U.S. and

Canada, as well as design studies in England and other countries.

Chance Vought-Hiller-Ryan VHR-447 (Military Designatio__n the X_C-!42A). The design

of the XC-142A aircraft won a competition in September 1961 for a VTOL transport for the

U.S. Armed Forces, and five prototypes were ordered.

The XC-142A was a large four-engine, four-propeller military transport aircraft with

a maximum STOL takeoff weight of 44,500 Ib (Fig. 4.30).
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Figure4.30XC-142AlargemilitarytransportVTOLaircraft

ThefourT64turbopropenginespropelledconventionalairscrewsandahorizontally-
mountedthree-bladevariable-pitchtail rotor througha system of cross-shafting and gear

trains, making it possible to maintain flight on any two engines in an emergency. The wing

was able to rotate through an angle of 100 degrees, giving the XC-142A the ability to hover

in a tail wind.

During VTOL flight, roll control was achieved by means of differential collective

propeller pitch, yaw control by means of ailerons working in the propeller slipstream, and

pitch control by mean= of the variable-pitch tail rotor. During transition, a mechanical mixing

linkage integrated the VTOL control system with conventional ailerons and tail control sur-

faces in correct proportions as a function of the wing tilt angle. In normal cruising flight, con-

trol was achieved by conventional control surfaces, with the tail rotor locked.

A dual four-function stabilizer system ensured stability during IFR flight, hovering,

and transition.

The flight of the XC-142A was successfully completed on 29 September 1964 and,

after the ensuing flight test program, it appeared that production orders would follow, but due
• . "7

to changes in requirements, and political and fiscal aspects, the program never mater,ahzed •
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Canadair CL-84. After preliminary studies, which began in 1956, Canadair and the
. ., . .

Canadian Government announced in February 1963 that a decision had been made to go ahead

with further engineering work, Ill development and construction of the Canadair CL-B4

prototype. Construction was started in November 1063, and the prototype was rolled out in

December 1964. The first flight on 7 May 1965 was in the hover mode. In December 1965, a

series of flights in the conventional mode were made, showing that there were no significant

problems at either and of the transition regime. On 17 January 1966, the first complete transi-

tion was accomplished _ •

The aircraft can be defined as a medium size (VTOL, 12,200 Ib GW, and STOL, 14,700

Ib GW} tilt wing (Fig. 4.31) capable of performing the following tasks: reconnaissance and

surveillance, tactical-support, transport, helicopter escort, attack, casualty evacuation, search

and rescue, antisubmarine warfare, liaison and communications, and city-center to city-center

transport.

Figure 4.31 CL-84 tilt-wing aircraft

In conventional flight, the CL-84 achieved a speed of 265 kn in level flight at 8000 ft

(2440 m) and carried out acrobatic 360-degree rolls in less than five seconds.

During 1966, the CL-84 performed three live demonstrations of various hoisting in

simulated air rescue from land end water.

In spite of quite successful flight demonstrations for the U.S. Navy, the aircraft was

never ordered into serial production, although attempts to regenerate the government's interest

have been undertaken; soma quite recently.

Hiller X-18 (Fig. 4.32). The Hiller X-18 had two contrerotating propellers of 16.08-

ft diameter, end was powered by two Allison YT40-A-14 turboprop engines rated at 5850 shp

each. Exhaust from a single Westinghouse J34WE-36 turbojet engine was used for pitch control

it was first flown In November 1950. On its 20th flight, propeller control malfunctions re-

sulted in an unintentional roll and spin. The pilot managed to recover the aircraft and land it

safely, but the contract was terminated. Nevertheless, experience gained from the development

of the X-18 contributed to the award of the CX-142A contract to the Chance Vought-Hiller-

Ryan Team.
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Figure 4.32 The Hiller X-18

At Boeing Vertol, serious design efforts were made to create tilt-wing aircraft in

response to Armed Forces competitions for a large military transport 46 (eventually won by

The Chance Vought-Hiller-Ryan team with the CX-142A design} and for the AAFSS mission.

An artist's sketch of the aircraft proposed for the AAFSS mission is shown in Fig. 4.3347.

Figure 4.33 Artist's Concept of Boeing Vertol entry into AAFSS competition

Ishida/DMAC TW-68. According to Ref. 48, the Ishida Group of Nagoya, Japan,

plans to build a new tilt-wing transport aircraft in the U.S. if development work, now under

way, is completed successfully.
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Theaircraft,undergoing extensive design and wind-tunnel studies (Figs. 4.34 and

4.35), will be a 14-passenger transport powered by two 2200 shp turboprop engines capable

of 300-350-kn cruise speed and a range of about 600 n.mi.

'T

Figure 4.34 Three-view drawing of Ishida DMAC TW-68 tilt-wing transport

Figure 4.35 Artist's concept of the TW-68 with wings in a partially tilted position

The basic design philosophy of the DMAC TW-68 was summarized as follows 4 e :

'_riltrotor aircraft are essentially helicopters, with all of the advantages and disad-

vantages of a helicopter. They have helicopter rotors, helicopter controls, and helicopter

vibrations."

"The TW-68 is a turboprop aircraft with beta controls on the propellers and a wing-

tilt system. It can hover like a helicopter, although it is not as efficient in hover as a helicopter,

and it can fly like a turboprop, and in that regime it is much more efficient than a tiltrotor

in forward flight."

Tip speed in hover will be about 750 fps and in cruise, will come down to 650 fps.
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.Sumlniry of_Datq. The .los! i,lq)o, tnnt r.hnznctetislics .I m:tl,el till-willy ai,c;nlt a,e

su.u.azized tn Table 4.3. which also ,:olllailzs (Jnln ,_lnlflfl t,)hyl)¢Hh,etiz:_l till.wings which

will be. discussed later.

TABLE 4-3

PRINCIPAL CHAI'IACIERISI'ICR ANt) PEIIF(JI1MAN(:E ()C At:II)AI. ANU

HYPOI HE'I ICAL "rlL I-WING AlrtCrlAP I

ACTUAL HYPOTHETICAL

ITEM BOEING VZ-2 HILLER X-18 LTV XC 142A CANADAIR CL-8,= CTW-22C-1 O0

/I_PUCATION FUGIHT _ MlUTARY MIUTARY P/I_SSENGER
TEST BED _ TRANSPORT _T

POWER_ GE T.-64 LYCOMING T-53

NO. O= F.NGIC=S
TOTAL T.O. SHP

R.aJDR..16,FT

NO.OFpU s
ARTICULATION

TP SPEED, FF=.3
I:_ RPM

DISC LOADING, PSI:
IND. VELOCITY, FT/SEC

WriNG

SPAN, FT

AREA (TOTAL) SQ. FT
ASPECT RATIO

EXTERNAL BMENS,

OVERALL LENGTH, FT

OVE_ HEK_'T, FT

_=IGH_

MAX. GW, LB
WEIGHT EMPTY, lib
RELATIVE WEIGHT

WING LOADING, PSI:
INST. POWER LOADING

LB/SHP

FLT. SPEED AT S.L, KN
FLT. SPEED AT 20,000 FT

LYCOMING T-53 ALLISON"

(700 HP LIMIT) YT-40-A-14

1
700

4.75
3

FLAPPING

7OO
410

23.84
70.77

24.88

118.18

5.24

26.12

9

3,723
3,329
0.89

29.6

5.32

2

11,700

8.04

2X4t
RIGID

81.2
130.8

48

528
4.36

6.3
24.8

33,000

4

11,400

7.75
4

52.69

105.21

67.5
524.8

6.66

58.33

26.1

37,474

2
2,800

7.00
4

85.06

33.33
233.3

4.16

45.54
14.58

12,200
27,052 22,545

0.85 0.60

82.2 71.4

2,82 3,29

220 355

7,300
0.60

52.3

4.36

287

4
20,000

6.05
8

6001680
126311074

100

149.9

58

389
8.8

72

21.5

46,000
30,210
0.656

118

2.3

470
488

"lit.US SINGLE WES_ J-34-WE-36 TURBOJET FOR PITCH CONTROL

tCONTRAFK)TATING
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Fig.4.36isshowninorderto getabetteridearegardingtrendsin thediscandwing
Ioadingsof tilt-wings.
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Figure 4.36 Trends in disc and wing Ioadlngs of actually built tilt-wing aircraft

4.3.2 Remarks re Basic Design Philosophy of Tilt-Wings.

New Opportunities. Relatively recent efforts directed toward development of prop-

fans (PF) and open airscrews in general, capable of efficiently operating at elevated subsonic

Mach numbers, have opened new opportunities for tilt-wing configurations. There appears a

possibility of using the same thrust generators for vertical takeoffs and landings to cruise

speeds up to M _ 0.8, or even slightly higher.

However, in order to take advantage of this new situation, designers and concept

formulators of tilt-wing aircraft should free themselves from "the helicopter complex," and

not try to visualize the tilt-wlng performing tasks that can be much better accomplished by

helicopters or tilt-rotors. Instead, they should direct their efforts toward the creation of the

most efficient transport machine with true vertical takeoff and landing capabilities. In other

words, the aircraft should have flight characteristics enabling them to safely perform opera-

tionally required approaches, initial climb (up to conversion in the airplane configuration)

under all weather conditions, and execute actual VTOL maneuvers under specified surface

wind conditions.

Controls in Hover. The last requirement translates into the need of effective aircraft

controls in hover and near hover. It appears that differential collective pitch control of the

eirscrews should provide, as in the past, the most effective means of roll control.

As demonstrated on the VZ-2 end then later used on all actually built tilt.wing air-

craft, the differential deflection of ailerons submerged in the airscrew slipstream should

provide adequate yew control.
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Finding 8 relatively simple and, at the same time, effective pitch and c.g. travel control

appears to be the most challenging task in the whole domain of hovering and near hovering

controls of the tilt-wing. Three methods of pitch control of tilt-wing aircraft in hover and

transition may be taken into consideration: (1) the use of tail propellers or fans, (2,_ intro-

duction of cyclic pitch change in propellers or propfa_s, (3) Churchill geared-flap concept.

The first method of pitch control was used in VZ-2, XC-142, and CL-84 tilt-wing air-

craft, and is also anticipated for the TW-68. The second, under the name of monocyclic pitch

control was proposed by Boeing Vertol Corporation in competition for the Advanced Aerial

Fire Support System (AAFSS), and triservice VTOL transports 46 (Fig. 4.37). Nevertheless,

this concept was not brought to the hardware stage. In addition, the level of moment available

for pitching motions and/or,c.g, travel control is usually related to the airscrew radius. Conse-

quently, this type of pitch and/or c.g. travel control will be less effective for the high disc

loading configuration than for helicopters and conventional tilt-rotors.

Therefore, the most conservative method of a tail propeller unit driven either by an

interconnecting shaft system or by hydraulic motor, appears at present as the only prac-

tical approach for single-wing tilt-wings. In the aircraft mode, the tail unit will be covered

by folding doors.

The problem of pitch and c.g. travel control for the tandem-wing configuration can

easily be solved through differential collective pitch variation of the front and rear airscrews.

However, this solution will entail the even more difficult problem of mechanical interconnec-

tion of airscrews on both wings.

Since the basic justification for the development of a tilt-wing aircraft would be its

potential capability of high-speed cruise, the whole configuration should be oriented toward

this goal. Wings should be adapted to high-speed regimes of flight. Consequently, in external

appearance, modern tilt-wings should, in principle, be similar to modern subsonic turbofans

and propfans as far as their fuselage and wings (planform and airfoils) are concerned. Unfor-

tunately, it appears that direct adaptation of the swept-back, moderately tapered, wings of

contemporary subsonic transport configurations to four-propeller, tilt-wings having a disc

loading of about 50 psf or lower is impractical, as can be seen from the following considera-

tions.

In order to submerge the whole wing in the propeller slipstream (which is essential

in tilt-wing concepts) and, at the same time, assure a wing aspect ratio suitable for aircraft

performance, the installation of multiple propfan units per half-span is preferable. A single

propfan unit (i.e., two per aircraft) seems to be impractical, considering the fact that the

diameter of the propfan is, at the present time, limited to the already tested or, at least,

designed high-speed props.

To gain a further insight into the sweep-wing problem and, later, performance aspects,

a commercial version of the Bell/Boeing tilt-rotor V22, designated the CTR-22C, was used

as the aircraft with which the tilt-wing configuration will be compared.

Whereas the disc loading of the CTR-22C is 20.3 psf, the tilt-wing baseline configura-

tion, designated as CTW-22-50 will feature a disc loading of 50 psf. This figure is the maxi-

mum disc loading which, as per wording of the contract, is to be used in this study. However,
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Single Axis Cyclic Pitch in PropeilerJ _.___

The pitching moment on the aircraft due to cyclic pitch in a flappin 8

propeller i8 made up of two components:

I. The hinse offset component.

t

2. The thrust vector tilt component.
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Figure 4.37 Artist's sketch of Boeing Vertol Model 137 tilt-wing aircraft and

explanation of the monocyclic control principle
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for the sake of an evaluation of the effect of disc loading on performance of tilt-rotor air-

craft, higher disc Ioadings (75 psf and 100 psf) were used, leading to three versions of hypo-

thetical tilt-wing aircraft differing in propfan size and wing geometry (see Table 4.4).

TABLE 4.4

TILT-WING CTW-22 CHARACTER ISTICS

(Disc Loading 50, 75, and 100 psf, and GW = 46,000 Lb)

WING WING WING

AIRCRAFT AREA SPAN AFt

FT 2 FT

CTW-22-50 697 76 8.3

CTW-22-75 494 64.5 8.4

CTW-22-100 389 58.0 8.6

*Approximate

WING

LOADING

PSF

66

93

118

F.F.

DIA.

FT

17.1

14.0

12.1

DISC

AREA

FT 2

g20

613

46O

DISC ESTIMATED
i

LOADINGI WE TREND

PSF LB

50 33,000

75 31,50O

100 30,00O

TOTAL WET

AREA"

FT 2

5300

49OO

4700

All three aircraft will be of the same gross weight (46,000 Ib), and will use the same

fuselage as the CTR-22C (except for modifications in the tail portion). However, they will

differ in the disc loading of lift/propulsion units as well as in the wing loading.

Assuming a LE sweepback of 17 °, the location of the tilt axis at 33 percent, and a wing

taper ratio of 2.6 for the 50 psf disc-loading version, we arrived at the configuration shown

in Fig. 4.38 which, for the same landing-gear height and width as in the CTR-22C, becomes

impractical since, in the wing-up position, the wing tips will dig into the ground under condi-

tions of ground rocking or slope landings.

Attempts to solve the wing-tip clearance problem by making the landing gear taller

would require an unacceptable lengthening of the landing gear (Fig. 4.39).

With a sweepback as shown in Fig. 4.38 ruled out in tilt-wing aircraft featuring the

above-described geometry and disc loading of 50 psf, the forward swept-wing configuration

was investigated with negative results. Looking at the wing planform shown in Fig. 4.40, one

will note that the wing tilt axis would be moved well outside of the wing planform, rendering

this approach impractical.

Kuchemann, In Ref. 49, Ch. 5 indicated that good high subsonic performance can be

obtained with backward-forward swept wings. Consequently, cursory attempts were made to

adopt this approach for tilt-wing aircraft (Fig. 4.41).

Once the idea of a forward-backward swept wing plan is accepted, there appear many

possibilities for developing shapes best suited for the tilt-wing configuration (Fig. 4.42).
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CTW-22-50

Hypothetical tilt wing AJC with lour props and tall prop
control, counterpart of tilt rotor CTR-22C

C
VTO GW = 46,000 Ib

Power Installed = 16,000 hp

Prop diameter = 17.1 It

Dlim loading ----60 Ibllt 2

Wing AR = 8.3

Wing span = 76 It

Fuselage length = 72 It

Wing loading = 66 Iblit 2

Wing area = 697 II 2

o

©

Figure 4.38 Hypothetical tilt-wing aircraft with 50 psf disc loading

Fronl vlew ol CTW-22-50 wllh wlng up

sweep back 17"

....

Figure 4.39 Proximity of wing tips to the ground when wing is in the vertical position
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I WARD SWEEP OF CTW-22-50 WING

,S/T
Figure 4.40 Sketch showing impracticality of tilt-wing forward-sweep concept

Front

view
with

wing up

HypotheUcal tilt wing A/C

CTW-22-50 with "W" wing
w#h Ioor UDF unit| and

mE prop control.

CountMpart Of Illtrotor CTR-22C

VTO gross might • 46,000 Ib

Power Installed • 16,000 hi)

Prop diameter • 17.1 ft

Disc loading • 60 IJ)/ft 2

Wing area • 097 It 2

Wing AR • 8.3
Wing loading • 66 Ib/fl 2

Wing span • 76 fl

Fuselage length • 72 ft

Figure 4.41 Four-prop, multiple-sweep, tilt-wing configuration
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Figure 4.42 Possible wing planform for tilt-wing aircraft with high subsonic speed capabilities

It should be realized, however, that at present there is little, if any, experimental mate-

rial on such shapes, especially on the problems of propeller slipstream/wing interaction in

situations reflecting transitions between hover and horizontal flight and vice versa, as well

as partial-power descent. In conjunction with this latter point, special studies would be needed

regarding the behavior of the leading and trailing edge lift-increasing devices on multi-sweep

wings. Structural aspects of such wings should also be examined.

One may note that the previously-discussed wing-tip clearance problems pertain to

tilt-wing aircraft with • disc loading of 50 psf. Once high disc Ioadings of, say, 100 psf is

featured as in the CTR-22-100 tilt-wing shown in Fig. 4.43, the wing sweepback becomes

practical and even attractive, considerably simplifying the wing structure and interconnecting

shaft systems.

Keeping the same LE sweep (i.e., 17°), it became possible to obtain a reasonable wing

tip to ground clearance of 15 °, while still conserving the LG feature of the CTR-22C. A slight

increase (measured in inches) of height and width of the LG would considerably increase the

tilt angle.

Thus, the smaller wing span of this aircraft provides acceptable lateral tilt angles with

the wing in the up position. Furthermore, the weight empty of the aircraft is considerably

smaller (about 3000 Ib less than for the 50 psf disc-loading version). This weight difference

results from a substantial wing weight saving (wing area of 389 sq.ft vs. 694 sq.ft) and lighter

propfan units (diameter, 12.1 vs. 17.1 ft), in spite of a higher weight of the powerplant (20,000

hp vs. 16,000 hp).

A question may be asked concerning the practical use of tilt-wing aircraft having such

a high disc loading. One possibility which is open is intercity high-speed transport. A hard

surface heliport landing pad would not be affected by high downwash velocity (149.9 ft/sec

for the 100 psf disc loading vs. 102.5 ft/sec for 50 psf), while the lower weight-empty of

100 psf disc-loading aircraft will contribute to a higher payload or range.

As a result, it was decided to examine only the 100 psf disc-loading version in some

detail.
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HYPOTHETICALTILTWINGNC

•CTW.22-1,,Oo 1

4_- V.T.O. GROSS WEIGHT
4

• / POWER INSTALLED
PROP DIAMETER
DISC LOADING

( '" - WING AREA
WING AR
WING LOADING
WING SPAN

-1 FUSELAGE LENGTH

". _ogar_.-ir.,w-wl_*.-.J-*-e°_.mv_n/"-'-'r- ....... .-o,**...

- 46,000 Ib
- 20,000 hp
•, 12.1 II

-_ 100 psi389 fl_
- 8.6
- 118 psf
- 38ft
- 72ft

Various performance aspects of tilt-wing aircraft will be discussed in the following

sections.

4.3.3 Hove.___[r

As for all other open.airscrew VTOL concepts, the shaft horsepower required per

pound of aircraft gross weight in hover OGE will be

= 0.0264kv 3,'z V_/'_/FM_o v. (4.15)

It would be of interest to examine the values of h v. FM, and _ov that can be expected

for tilt-wing configurations.

Download Factor, h v. Assuming that the whole exposed wing area (SWexp) iS sub-

merged in the fully developed airscrew slipstream, the resulting vertical drag can be expressed

as follows:

D v = WSwexpCDo

where w is the airscrew disc loading, and CDo is the wing drag coefficient at CL _ O.

(4.16)
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DividingbothsidesofEq.(4.16)bythegrossweightW, one obtains

Dv/W -- (W/Wwexp)CDo
(4.17)

where Wwexp is the exposed wing area loading.
The old 'rule of thumb' resulting from conversion and partial power descent require-

ments in the tilt-wing design was that the wing chord should be approximately equal to the

propeller radius. Although with more effective lift-increasing devices, this ratio could probably

be reduced to lower values. It will be conservatively assumed here that the wing chord Cw =

R. Further assuming that the wing is rectangular, its exposed area can be expressed in terms

of the propeller radius as follows:

SWexp = 2nR 2. (4.18)

where n is the number of propellers.

The corresponding total disc area will be

5disc = nTrR 2. (4.19)

In Eq. (4.17), one can see that

W/Wex p = SWexp/Sdisc = 2/1r (4.20)

and thus, Eq. (4.17) becomes

(Dr�W) = 0.64CDo. (4.21)

Since CDo would probably be <0.01, one can see from Eq. (4.21) that the relative

download value in the tilt-wing will probably not exceed 0.6 percent. Consequently, it may

be assumed that the download factor h v < 1.006 and, thus, the download problem is negli-

gible.

Figure of Merit. It should be emphasized that the following discussion of figure-of-

merit aspects should be considered as only a rough guide regarding the possibilities of adapting

current propfan technology to tilt-wing configurations. More analytical and experimental

studies would be required to obtain a better insight into the possibilities and problems of

designing a propfan that would be efficient in hover, and exhibit high propulsive efficiency

in forward flight.

As far as future tilt-wings are concerned, the most attractive feature of the propfan

concept is its high propulsive efficiency up to a flight speed of M _. 0.8. Thus, the necessity

of maintaining high 17pr values would shape the design philosophy of tilt-wing airscrews.

However, for the new generation of tilt-wings, as well as for conventional tilt-rotors,

the problem is to design an open airscrew which would work efficiently both in hover (high

figure of merit) when the total thrust of the airscrews is about equal to the aircraft gross
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weight, and in the airplane mode of flight (high propulsive efficiencies) when the total re-

quired airscrew thrust representsonly a small fraction of the gross weight (Fig. 4.44).
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Figure 4.44 Example of total airscrew thrust to GW ratio vsspeed of flight for tilt-wing

This, obviously, means that sectional lift coefficients along the blades would con-

siderably vary between the vertical and airplane regimes of flight. Reduction in the airscrew

tip speed could partially alleviate that problem. But, if one wants to avoid the complexity

and weight of a gearshift arrangement, the possible tip-speed reductions would not go much

above the 15 percent variation presently available in the V-22.

With this in mind, tilt-wing airscrews must be designed with the constraint of limited

operational tip-speed variation.

Achieving high propulsive efficiency at elevated subsonic flight Mach numbers favors

rather low (c I _ 0.2) sectional lift coefficients in order to avoid drag risedue to compressibility

effects. However, the sectional lift coefficients cannot be too low, as the c//c d ratio becomes

very low, even in the absenceof compressibility.

Should the blade sectional lift coefficients be about 0.2 when the thrust of the air-

screws is equal to, say, one-tenth of the gross weight, and tip speed amounts to 85 percent

of that in hover, then they would have to grow to c/_ 0.2 X 10 X 0. 852 =1.44 or even

higher in hover and vertical flight maneuvers. The c/ ;_1.44 coefficient is, unfortunately,

impossible for the thin airfoil sections required for propfans capable of operating efficiently

in the high Mach number environment.
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Figure 4.46 Examples of Figure of Merit and SLS disc-loading levels vs. thrust

coefficient values for propfans

Because, unlike tilt-rotors, for tilt-wings there is little influence of the wing on the

airscrew, data for the isolated propfans can be considered as being directly applicable to the

aircraft installation. Thus, looking at Fig. 4.46, one may expect that for propfans having

disc Ioadings optimized for hovering, maximum figure-of-merit levels between 0.75 and 0.78

may be expected. Therefore, FM = 0.73 may be assumed as the operational average value.

One can also see from Fig. 4.46 that, assuming a hover tip speed of 800 fps, the optimal

disc loading for SLS operations would be between 50 and 90 psf.

Propfan Power to Shaft Power Ratio. In the tilt-wing as well as tilt-rotor, the overall

transmission efficiency level (17ov) would reflect (a) mechanical losses in the transmission

system, and (b) power needed for running instruments and accessories. However, in the tilt-

wing case, power required to operate the pitch fan would represent an additional source

of lost power.

PRECEDING P/:II_E _LANK r_oT FILME_.
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Powerlost in thetransmissionsystem between engine powerplant shafts and air-

screw(s) is reflected in the transmission efficiency (r/tx) values. Assuming the same tip speed

for the two configurations, rpm for the four-prop tilt-wing vs. rpm of the two-rotor tilt-rotor

of the same gross weight will be

rpmtw = rpmrr%/_Wrw/Wrr (4.26)

where the subscripts tr and tw mean tilt-rotor and tilt-wing, respectively. It can be seen

from Eq. (4.26) that for the tilt-wing having a disc loading in hover of about 50 psf, the

propellers or propfan rpm will be more than two times, and for the 100 psf configuration,

about three times, higher than for the V-22 tilt-rotor. Consequently, transmission losses

for the tilt-wing should be lower, and the transmission efficiency higher, than for the tilt-

rotor of the same gross-weight class.

Power losses associated with running instruments and accessories should be practically

the same for the tilt-wing as for the tilt-rotor.

Further assuming that about five percent of the engine power would be used for pitch

control, it may be expected that for the tilt-wing, _ov _" 0.9 vs. 0.92 assumed for the tilt-

rotor.

In view of the above considerations for the by, FM, and "rlov factors, the shaft horse-

power required per pound of gross weight in hover at SLS for the tilt-wing equipped with

propfans will be

5HPreqo = 0.04_w'- (4.27)

and at 4000 ft, 95 ° F,

5HP're q = 0,045,_/'w. (4.28)

Using Eqs. (4.27) and (4.28), specific power required in hover for propfan type

tilt-wings was computed and is shown vs. disc loading in Fig. 4.47.

4.3.4 Horizontal Flight

Propulsive Efficiency. It has been indicated many times that the most attractive

aspect of using propfans as lifting and propelling airscrews in the tilt-wing is the potential

of high propulsive efficiency at high subsonic speeds. Consequently, it would be of interest

to determine the levels of propulsive efficiencies that may be expected from propfans when

they are used as vertical lifters in VTOL operations and as forward thrusters in horizontal

flight.

Propulsive efficiency (flpr) expressed in terms of power coefficient (CpI, thrust

coefficient (CT), and advance ratio Or} becomes

"qpr = CT/ /CP (4.29)
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Figure 4.47 Anticipated tlen(.ts in specific power 0eqtlilerl lot i.Ol)l,an till wings in hover

wilele, using notations from Ref. 51), the sylnl_)ls Spl_=,minq ¢_n Ihe liqhl sidn of E(I. (4.29)

ale del,ined as l,ollows:

C r - 1/66.1 (NI)/I, LI,(JO0} _ I)Z/3 (4 30)

Cp -'- 1_5;ltP/20(NI) /lO,O0(I)_ l)2 i') (4.31)

/ = 101.4 V/N/) (4.32)

where D is the prnpfan diametel in l,t, N is tile pInllfS, Ipnl, !/ is speed of Ilight ill knots,

is the relative air density, and PSI/P replese=lts prol')ellel-shal,t ho_sel)ower.

In terms of the disc loading (w}, disc ales llOWm loading (4PSI/I'/IIIP), sn(I till _llnnrl

(V r), the above equations can he lewrillen _s Iolk)ws:

("r - 3257.1 w/V_ _ _ (4.33)

Cp - I, 175,793(41'Sltl'l/n I)?)l'l/t _ p (4.34)

/ = 5.31WV_ (4.35)

where, in the above thlee equslinns, th_ di_l: hmdinq i_ iu ll_l,. ,li_," ,-ilia i._wm hmdi,iq is iu

hp/sq.l,t, tip speed is in l,ps, slid lira. speed ill Iliflh! i_ ill kn, ll_.

In order to get sonle feeling legaltling I,OPiJl_ive el,l,ir:im.:y liOs_ilrililir+.s of' I,{llda*r_

IJsed in tilt-willg COllfigulations, lip++levels wel_. ¢:l=lnllulml ml vnii,_llm Slm+_+ll+of Iliqht sl ?I.),I)(XJ
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ft for a propfan of the Hamilton SR-7L type, assuming that its disc loading in hover was, in

one case, equal to 50 psf, and 100 psf in the other. It was then assumed that the disc loading

in horizontal flight would vary vs. speed in a manner corresponding to the 20,000-ft line in

Fig. 4.44, while the propfan rpm and thus, the tip speed as well, would amount to 85 percent

of that in hover.

Some important inputs are given in Table 4.5, and the results of calculations are shown

graphically in Fig. 4.48.

TABLE 4.5

PROPULSIVE EFFICIENCY OF THE SR.7L-TYPE PROPFAN AT 20,000 FT

SPEED OF

FLIGHT

V, Kn

0

300

350

4OO

450

0

300

350

400

450

491

MACH

NUMBER

M

0

0.488

0.569

0.651

0.732

0

0.488

0.569

0.651

0.732

0.800

TIP

SPEED

V t, fps

800.0

680.0

p

800.0

680.0

qt

ADVANCE

RATIO

J

0

2.34

2.73

3.12

3.51

0

2.34

2.73

3.12

3.51 •

3.83

DISC

LOADING

W, psf

50.0

4.00

4.51

6.01

7.51

100.0

8.00

9.02

12.02

15.02

19.00

THRUST

COEFF.

CT

0.255

0.0529

0.0595

0.0793

0.0992

0.510

0.1058

0.1190

0.1586

0.1984

0.2510

POWER

COEFF.

Cp °

0.142

0.205

0.260

0.370

0.510

0.432"

0.410"*

0.330

0.435

0.620

0.870

1.200

PROPULSIVE

EFFICIENCY

"qpr

FM = 0.73

0.604

0.624

0.669

0.682

FM = 0.68

FM = 0.71

0.75

0.76

0.80

0.80

0.80

NOTES:

* Interpolated from appropriate tables in Ref, 50

** From Figure 6.4, Ref. 51

FM values for SLS conditions
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Looking at Table 4.5 and Fig. 4.48, one can see that even for an 'off the shelf' prop-

fan, not specially designed for tilt-wing applications, a high propulsive efficiency of 0.8+

could be obtained when the disc loading in hover amounts to 100 psf. The Figure of Merit

in hover OGE at SLS would be above 0.7.

For the case of disc loading in hover equal to 50 psf, the propulsive efficiency in high-

speed flight would be considerably lower (below 0.7), but the Figure of Merit would be

slightly higher.

These authors believe that for propfans designed exclusively for the tilt-wing, higher

propulsive efficiencies and Figures of Merit than those shown in Table 4.4 and Fig. 4.48

can be achieved for airscrews having disc Ioadings in hover as low as 50 psf. It also appears

that Figures of Merit at least 5 percent higher would be possible for the 100 psf hovering

disc loading, class of propfans, which would still be accompanied by some further gains in

propulsive efficiency. However, even now in the light of the off the shelf technology of the

eighties, the tilt-wing concept having a disc loading of 100 psf in hover looks quite attractive

from an aerodynamic point of view. Furthermore, straight leading-edge wings, which appear

possible in the wh = 100 psf concept, represent definite structural simplification (both the

wing itself and interconnecting shafting} over the zig-zag leading-edge designs, which may

be needed for high cruise-speed machines having wh _ 50 psf.

In view of the above and the limited scope of this investigation, a somewhat more

detailed look at performance capabilities of the tilt-wing concept will be limited to a glance

at structural weights and some horizontal flight performance aspects of the w h = 100 psf

concept only. In analogy to the studies reported in Ref. 35, this aircraft will be designated

as CTW-22-100.
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4.3.5 Structural Weight Aspects

Basis for Comparison. It is of prime interest to see how structural weight as reflected

in relative weight empty of the tilt-wing CTW-22-100 concept compares with other configura-

tions of the same gross-weight class. In order to determine weight empty of the aircraft,

a direct comparison is made between weights of its major components and those of the

CTR-22C, whose gross weight is 46,230 Ib (W e = 30,024) vs. 46,000 for the tilt-wing. The

actual weight estimate was performed as follows:

The weight of the total tilting system and weight of the wing assembly was subtracted

from the weight empty of the CTR-22C, and the estimated weight of the tail rotor, its drive

system, and additional weight of the aft portion of the fuselage was added, giving the weight

of the whole nontilting portion of the weight empty of the aircraft. Then, the estimated

weight of the tilting portion was added: wing assembly (including integral fuel tanks, flaps,

slats, etc.), four engines (including nacelles), four gearboxes, four propfan units, intercon-

necting shafting, tilt-wing gearbox, and tilt-wing actuators.

It should once more be emphasized that because of the limited scope of this investi-

gation, the predicted weight empty of the CTW-22-100 aircraft should be considered as only

a rough indication of the possible trend in the relative weight empty values of the tilt-wing

vs. tilt-rotors of the same gross-weight class.

Power Installed and Engine Weight. In design studies of the adaptation of the tilt-

rotor to civilian transportation (Refs. 35 and 36), the design requirements stipulated that

the vehicle be capable of hovering OGE at SLS conditions with one engine inoperative. It

was also assumed in these studies that a 30-second OEI emergency rating could be achieved,

providing about 125 percent of the takeoff rating.

Consequently, should the four-engined tilt-wing be designed to the same ground

rules as accepted in Refs. 35 and 36, the installed power required for a 46,000-1b gross

weight, 100 psf disc loading aircraft would amount to 46,000 X 0.4 = 18,400 hp.

However, taking a more conservative approach, it will be assumed that the total

installed power will amount to 20,000 hp; i.e., 5000-hp per engine. Assuming an engine

specific weight of 0.139 Ib/hp, the dry weight of each engine would amount to 695 lb. Output

rpm will be takeri as equal to 15,570 - same as given in Ref. 35.

Weight of the Propfan Assembly. It is assumed that the propfan designed for 100 psf

disc loading in hover will have the following characteristics needed for the weight estimate

outlined in Ref. 50: diameter, 12.1 ft; tip speed, 800 fps; number of blades, 8; blade activity

factor, 180; and maximum horsepower per foot of the disc area at a tip speed of 800 fps, 40.0

hp/sq.ft.

The weight of the propfan assembly at the above-indicated diameter, tip speed, and

disc power loading of 70 hp/sq.ft would, according to Fig. 24, Ref. 50, be equal to 940 lb.

This, corrected to the anticipated disc power loading of 40.0, would amount to

940 X (40/70) °"3 _ 795.0 lb.
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It shouldbeemphasizedat thispointthatthe above weight is based on 1987 tech-

nology and, thus, may be considered as conservative for future designs.

Weight Empty. Weight empty of the CTW-22-100 model was computed using the

CTR-22, depicted in Ref. 35 as a baseline aircraft. According to this reference, the weight

empty of the CTR-22 is 30,242 lb. The weight of the wing, rotors, nacelles, transmission,

etc., which will be called nonfuselage components and symbolized by the subscript 'nf'

amounts to Wnftr = 15,548 Ib. Consequently, the weight of the total fuselage group (sub-

script 'fu') of the CTR-22 would amount to

Wfut r == 30,242 - 15,548 = 14,694 lb.

In the tilt-wing model, the basic fuselage group remains the same as for the CTR-22

aircraft, but the following items are added:

Tilt Gearbox 300 Ib

Tail-Rotor Drive 50 Ib

Tail-Rotor Gearbox BO Ib

Tail Rotor 1B0 Ib

Delta Weight of Rear Portion of Fuselage 200 Ib

Tilt-Wing Actuators and Support Structure 200 Ib

1,010 Ib/tWfutr =

The weight of nonfuselage components of the CTW-22-100 are as follows:

Complete Wing (389 ft 2 X 4.9 Ib/ft 2 ) 1,906 Ib

Propfan Units (795 X 4) 3,180 Ib

Dry Engines (700 X 4) 2,800 Ib

Main Gearboxes (886 X 4) 3,544 Ib

Center Gearbox 200 Ib

Engine Installation (250 X 4) 1,000 Ib

Nacelles (300 X 4) 1,200 Ib

Wing Shafting 250 Ib

Air Induction 150 Ib

Wnftw = 14,230 Ib

Consequently, the total weight-empty of the CTW-22-100 would be

Wet w = Wfurr + P,Wfurw -I- Wnftw

or

Wet w -- 14,694 + 1010 + 14,230 = 29,934 Ib

It can be seen from the above approximate estimate that the weight empty of the

CTW-22-100 model should be slightly lower (by about 300 Ib) than for the CTR-22 tilt-rotor,

and the relative weight empty of the tilt-wing aircraft would amount to 0.65.
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4.3.6Per;formance in Horizontal Flight

LID and LID e vs. Speed of Flight. Lift-to-drag ratio was computed from the following

formula-

LID = [(q/Wftor) + (Ww/nAReq)] I (4.36)

where q is the dynamic pressure of flight, Wftot -- W/fro t is the total equivalent flat-plate

area loading based on the f values for the whole aircraft, w w is the wing loading, and AR e

is the effective aircraft aspect ratio.

The lift-to-equivalent-drag ratio will be

LID e = (L/D)_tpr X _ov (4.37)

where r/pr is the propfan propulsive efficiency, and r/or is the ratio of propfan shaft power

to engine shaft power in forward flight; i.e., reflecting transmission and accessory running

losses in that particular regime of flight.

The total equivalent flat-plate area was determined to be 14.1 sq.ft by estimating the

total wet area as being equal to 4710 sq.ft and assuming that the skin friction drag coefficient

C# = 0.003, which may be even slightly conservative for a tilt-wing transport that has been made

aerodynamically clean. The total flat-plate area of 14.1 sq.ft resulted in a wftot of 3,262 psf

at the assumed gross weight of 46,000 lb.

The wing geometric aspect ratio is B.6; thus assuming a span effectiveness factor of

0.85. The effective aspect ratio would then be 7.31.

When calculating the lift-to-equivalent-drag ratio from Eq. 4.37, it was assumed for the

sake of simplicity that rtpr = 0.82 and Roy = 0.96 remain constant throughout the speed range.

The lift-to-drag and lift-to-equivalent-drag ratios, computed under the above outlined

assumptions are shown vs. speed of flight at SLS and 20,000 ft in Fig. 4.49.
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Figure 4.49 Lift-to-drag and lift-to-equivalent drag ratios for the CTW-22-100 tilt-wing aircraft
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Powerrequiredperpoundof grossweightvs.speedof flightat SLSand20,000ft

, llll I;

is shown in Fig. 4.50.

illl
o.

'SI.$

SHPm .

I

oi

Figure 4.50 SliP required per pound of gross weight at SLS and 20,000 Ib

m

3HP available per pound of gross weight at SLS is 5HPav = 20,000146,000 = 0.435

hp/Ib. Assuming a lapse rate of 0.62 at 20,000-ft altitude, one would obtain a SHP available

amounting to 0.27 hp/Ib. Marking the so-obtained powers on Fig. 4.50, one would find that

the maximum flying speed would amount to about 470 kn at SLS, and 485 kn at 20,000 ft.

Fuel consumption per pound of gross weight and one n.mi flown was computed from

the following:

i

(FCw) R = SHPsfc / V (4.38)

where the speed of flight is in knots.

The (FCw) R vs. speed of flight at SLS and 20,000 ft was determined, assuming sic = 0.4

and 0.5 Ib/hp,hr as shown in Fig. 4.51.

The 0.4 sfc lines in Fig. 4.51 appear as optimal boundaries of (FCw) R values at SLS

and 20,000 ft. However, looking further into the future, the sf'c of 0.4 Ib/hp,hr may be con-

sidered as conservative. This can be seen from Fig. 4.52, where trends in future sic values

as envisioned by General Electric Company are shown.

One can see from this figure that a sfc as low as 0.33 is projected for the 1990-2005

time period. Furthermore, a representative from G.E. indicated to these authors that low

specific fuel consumption at reduced power settings will also become available for future

turboshafts.
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Figure 4.51 Fuel consumption per Ib of GW and n.mi. for CTW-22-100 at SLS and 20,000 ft
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Figure 4.52 GE projections of future st'c turboshaft trends
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Relative Payload vs. Range Trends. In order to have some idea regarding the relative

payload vs. range trends which may be expected in the coming generation of tilt-wing air-

craft, Wp/vs. R relationships were determined under the following assumptions.

Optimal Boundary: W%p/= 0.38; i.e., 5 percent better than the 0.33 corresponding to

W'--e = 0.656 for the CTW-22-100, and (FCw) R = 0.000125 Ib/Ib,n.m{-optimal values from

Fig. 4.51.

Conservative Boundary: Wop / = 0.33; (FCw) R = 0.000170 Ib/Ib,n.mi.

The relative payload vs. range relationships were computed from Eq. (1.10) under the

above assumptions, and are shown in Fig. 4.53.

Figure 4.53 Trends in relative payload vs. range for the CTW-22-100 tilt-wing

It should be noted that the so-called optimal boundary shown in this figure probably

contains some degree of conservatism. This is due to the fact that future tilt-wings of the

CTW-22-100 configurations could probably achieve a higher degree of aerodynamic clean-

ness than that assumed in these calculations. Furthermore, propulsive efficiency will probably

be higher than the 82 percent assumed here. Higher structural weight efficiency in future

designs might lead to higher zero-range relative payloads than the assumed 38 percent and,

finally, the sfc of future turboshafts will probably be better {as indicated in Fig. 4.52) than

the assumed 0.4 Ib/hp,hr. However, assessment of possible improvements in the optimal

boundary in Fig. 4.53 would require detailed studies, which are out of the scope of the

present contract.
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Relative Ideal Productivity. Relative ideal productivity was computed for a 20,000-ft

altitude, assuming optimal fuel consumption per pound of gross weight and n.mi values as

given by the broken line in Fig. 4.61. Furthermore, the relative zero-range payload was

assumed as 0.38 and the corresponding relative weight empty as 0.61.

Relative ideal productivity was computed from Eq. (1.17) for the following four ranges:

0, 200, 400, and 800 n.mi, and plotted vs. speed of flight (Fig. 4.54).

In view of the assumptions made in preparation for the graph shown Fig. 4.54, one may

consider this figure as representative of a close to optimal trend as far as ideal relative pro-

ductivity of the first generation of tilt-wings based on highly loaded (close to 100 psf) prop-

fans are concerned. It is obvious that better values than those shown could be expected for

more advanced future generations.
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Figure 4.54 Optimal trends in ideal relative productivity for CTW-22-100-type tilt-wing aircraft

Partial Power Descent. Retention of an unseparated airscrew slipstream flow over

the wing surface in all regimes of flight has always presented a difficult problem regarding the

tilt-wing concept, especially during the conversion process, where the wing must generate

lift required .to compensate for the decrease of the vertical thrust component of the partially

tilted airscrews. The situation becomes worse in partial power descent maneuvers when, due

to the reduced slipstream velocity and elevated angles of the incoming flow, additional wing

lift must be generated at high two-dimensional angles of attack at the wing elements.

Application of classical mechanical leading edge (Kruger flaps and slats) and trailing

edge (various flaps, but especially, the Fowler type) lift-increasing devices combined with

the proper wing chord to airscrew diameter ratio (usually about 0.5) allows one to develop

designs which retain acceptable flight characteristics, not only during the conversion process,

but also in partial-power descent. However, more freedom in selecting lower wing chord to

airscrew diameter ratios (favorable for high aspect ratio wings) may be obtained while still
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maintaining good partial power descent flight characteristics, if more effective lift-increasing

devices that the present mechanical ones were used in tilt-wings. Circulation control in general,

and super-circulation through strong leading-edge vortices come to one's mind in this respect.

Finally, it should be emphasized that fulfillment of the no wing-flow separation require-

ment through transition maneuvers greatly contributes to very good STO characteristics of the

tilt-wing configuration. This was originally demonstrated on the VZ-2 (Ref. 46) and then

reconfirmed by flight tests of the XC-142A and CL-84 aircraft.

4.3.7 Concludin_l Remarks re Tilt-Wings

It appears that in departing from the constraint of 60 psf airscrew disc loading in hover,

new possibilities of creating an attractive tilt-wing VTOL/STOL transport aircraft open up.

Cursory studies presented in this report seem to indicate that through application of

single-rotation propfans having disc Ioadings in hover as high as 100 psf, aerodynamically clean

tilt-wing aircraft can be designed.

Furthermore, the tilt-wing exhibits a very important conceptual feature; namely,

that the same open airscrew-turboshaft assemblies can be used from hovering to dash speeds

in excess of 480 knots. This is, of course, well beyond the capability of conventional tilt-

rotor concepts of present and even future generations. Relative payload vs. range and ideal

relative productivity relationships of high disc-loading tilt-wing aircraft is also superior to their

tilt-rotor counterparts.

The only drawback of this configurationally attractive picture of the basic simplicity

of the tilt-wing is the apparent need for a horizontal tail fan, or rotor, as a means of pitch

and c.g. travel control in hover and transition. This device obviously represents an unnecessary

burden in the airplane mode of flight.

It should be emphasized that inputs regarding aerodynamic characteristics and weight

trends of propfans used in the present study represent 'off the shelf' data related to tech-

nology levels of the eighties.

Consequently, since application of the propfan is essential to the high-speed tilt-wing

concept, it would be desirable to perform indepth studies-both analytical and experimental-

of propfan airscrews specifically designed for tilt-wing operations. Such a study should investi-

gate the influence of the following parameters on figure of merit values in hover and pro-

pulsive efficiency in forward flight.

1. Disc loading in hover and its deviation at various stages of forward flight.

2. Tip speed in hover, and its possible reduction in forward flight within limits of

engine rpm range, and through gearshift arrangements.

Investigation of the influence of the above outlined paramettric variations should also

include noise considerations.

Structural weight aspects of propfans designed for tilt-wing configurations should

complete this study. Once the basic knowledge regarding aerodynamic characteristics and

structural weight trends of propfans specially designed for tilt-wing applications is assembled,

then realistic design studies of transport aircraft based on this concept can be performed.

Possibilities of the propfan tilt-wing configuration as indicated by these cursory in-

vestigations appear to justify en indepth study of the concept.
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4.4 Stowable Rotors

4.4.1 General

A constant requirement for higher performance of rotary-wing aircraft forces the

industry to look for new concepts, allowing for increased maximum speeds. The question is

how may the maximum speed of rotary-wing aircraft be increased beyond the present practical

limit of tilt-rotors. This question was discussed with respect to classically configured tilt-rotors

in Section 4.2, and tilt-wings in SectiOn 4.3. Here, the concept of the stowable rotor is con-

sidered as still another possible way leading to high-speed rotary-wing aircraft.

The goal of stowable rotors can be achieved by either (a) elimination of the rotor by

reducing its diameter and stowing it in the fuselage, or (b) folding the blades along the fuselage

(in the single-rotor configuration} or nacelles (in the side-by-system). The use of one of these

methods is a must, if the industry is to face the problem of designing a rotary-wing aircraft

of low disc loading, which is essential in some military and commercial operations and, at

the same time, have the capability of attaining high subsonic speeds.

4.4.2 Reduced Diameter Rotors

One method would be to reduce the diameter of the rotating rotor, stop its operation,

and then to lower it into the cavity of the fuselage, leaving the cleanest possible configuration

of the aircraft, which could be propelled by airscrews or, as an ultimate goal, by jet engines.

In the latter case, the use of convertible engines ,should be necessary.

The concept of a reduced diameter rotor in the form of telescoping, three-segmented

blades is shown in Fig. 4.55 (Ref. 32, Fig. 4.A).

324"

Figure 4.55 Piasecki/Vertol retractable rotor assembly and blade components
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Kineticenergy of the rotor was used to retract two outboard segments of the blade as

shown in Fig. 4.55, by means of cables, drums brakes, etc. (Fig. 4.56).

C_N_.CTEO _OV_ mJtalN8CU/TCHF

Figure 4.56 Schematic view of a blade retraction mechanism

The main objective was the application of this solution to high-speed aircraft with a low

disc loading rotor which, after stopping, would be housed in the fuselage (Fig. 4.57).

Figure 4.57 Artist's concept of a flight research aircraft with stowable rotor
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This type of telescopir_g rotor was broLJght In the hardwaJ_, stage i=1 the form of a

three-segmerlted blade applicahle, to a 27-1t dialnetm tntor. Fulthm developMellt was haltml

by lack of funds.

High-speed convertible aircraft IIsillg the teln, scopir_g at_d stowahle iotf_l is depictp, d iN

in Fig. 4.58.

Figure 4.58 Retractoplane using rotor blades with reverse taper

It should be noted that the aircraft shown in this figure (eatures a reverse con-

figuration of the blade where, aerodynamically, the most important outboard segment tele-

scopes, not inside, but outside two inboard segments, reducing the weight of the rotor and

lowering its drag. The three-segmented blade allowed for reduction of the rotor diameter up to

42 percent of the original size. A further reduction could be, achieved by increasing the number

of blade segments, but weight and complexity may not justify this approach.

The telescoping blade idea was also studied by Sikorsky _'_. In their case, a two-seg-

mented blade was telescoped by means of a jackscrew (see Fig. 4.59). In the Piasecki and

Sikorsky concepts, the kinetic energy of the rotor was used as the source of powm wequired

to reduce the diameter. The difference was in mechanical solutions. Sikorsky applied the

concept of differential drive to achieve this goal (Fig. 4.60).

blade

Figure 4.59 ]wo-seqmettted Sikorsky blade
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Figure4.60Sikorskybladeradiusreductionmechanism

Thetwo-segmentedSikorskybladerotor system was successfully bench tested, but

its application to the stowable rotor concept appears less attractive than the segmented blade

of Piasecki, since Sikorsky's rotor diameter could be reduced to only 60 percent of the fully

extended diameter compared with the 42 percent of Piasecki.

A high performance aircraft featuring a two-segmented rotor blade stowed in the

fuselage, as studied by Sikorsky (Ref. 33), is shown in Fig. 4.61.

I

Figure 4.61 Sikorsky's stowed-rotor aircraft, designed for 400-knot cruise.

A radical reduction of the rotor diameter could be achieved by a 'winding' method

that was considered for space application• In this case, cables and sheets of fabric were con-

templated in blade structure.
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4.4.3BladeFolding

Various schemes of blade folding were, and are, being studied, although none have

been brought to flight status. Among then= are: (1) blade folditlg rearward, (2} tilt-fold method,

and (3) zig-zag blade folding. Unlike the case of telescoping, where the initial stowing process

is performed while the blades are rotating, all of the th=ee above methods require bringing

the rotor to a complete stop prior to folding. Methods (1} and (3) a=e suitable for incorpora-

tion on single-rotor aircraft, whereas method (2) is applicable to side-by-side corlfigurations.

The first method, which seems to be the simplest from a rnechanical point of view,

was thoroughly studied by Lockheed under U.S. Army Contract. (Ref. 52 contains a wealth

of information on this subject.) An artist's P,oncept of thi._ P,orll'iquratiorl is shown if_ Fig.

4.62, and schematic details ale depicted ia=Fiq_lre 4.63 (Ref. 57).

Figure 4.62 Lockheed's proposed 'composite' aircraft with stopped, folded, and stowed rotor
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Figure 4.63 Scheme of mechanical system of Lockheed's 'composite' aircraft

A full-scale model of this aircraft was tested in the NASA-Ames wind tunnel (see

Fig. 4.64).

Figure 4.64 Lockheed full-scale model of three-bladed stopped/folded rotor

mounted in the NASA-Ames wind tunnel

The second method was studied by various companies and individuals as a mealls of

developing aircraft faster than the current high.speed helicopters. A technical report (Ref.

54) by Boeing Company, Vertol Division, deals with a side-by-side rotor system capable of

attaining speeds of 350 to 400 knots (Fig. 4.65).
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Figure 4.66 Boeing stowed tilt-rotor concept (lg71;)

In the field of tilt-fold rotor blades, more ambitious as far as speed is concerned, were

the studies by Bell Helicopter Textron, Inc., reported by Drees in Ref. 37 (Fig. 4.66).

Figure 4.66 High-speed tilt-rotor concept
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An unusual scheme of stoppable rotor blades is shown in Fig. 4.70. It features a

circular wing in which the blades are retracted. A low aspect ratio and poor wing airfoil

characteristics are the miin drawbacks of this scheme.

Figure 4.70 Stoppable rotor concept

It appears, hence, that the nacelle folding and fuselage stowable main rotor schemes

represent the two most likely ways toward the retractopiene concept. A short list of the

important characteristics of both types of aircraft considered here is shown in Table 4.5,

and a brief review of their performance in hover and horizontal flight is examined in the

following sections.

TABLE 4.5

ABBREVIATED LIST OF PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE

CONSIDERED R ETRACTOPLANES

MODEL

PIASECKI

PHT5

LOCKHEED

CL-946-400

SIKORSKY

TRAC

BOEING 71

I2 ROTORS)

BASELINE AC

BOEING 90 _

(2 ROTORS)

GROSS

WEIGHT

LB

3,451

31_00

25JS43

(Approx)

67,000

S3_O0

DISC DISC WING WING

AREA LOADING AREA LOADING

FT 2 PSF FT 2 PSF

672_6 9.52

3,210 9.54 280.0 110.7

2,048.2 13.0 288.6 99.23

3)900.4 17.62 744.0 90.0

2,144.0 26.0 595.0 90.0

WING BLADE

BPAN' RADIUS

FT

40.0

37.84

(Apwoxl

61.0

FT

13.5

32.0

25.54

24.6

18.48

WEIGHT

EMPTY

LB

2_591

20_00

8,000

(Approx)

WE/GW

0.75

59. 3

(Approx)

44,220

0.66

0.67

0.66

• - Figure 4.65

,_ Figure 4.67
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4.4.4 Hover

One of the frequently stressed advantages of retractoplanes is their ability to per-

form missions where either hovering with relatively low downwash velocities (as in rescues)

or vertical takeoffs and landings from, or on, either unprepared or otherwise downwash-

restricted areas, is an important requirement. Consequently, one may expect that the disc

loading of retractoplanes would be close, or slightly higher, than for helicopters, and would

not much exceed the values acceptable for tilt-rotors. This trend seems to be substantiated

by Fig. 4.71, where disc Ioadings for a few hypothetical retractoplanes are plotted vs. gross

weight.

t" : "i : :

Figure 4.71 Indications of trends in disc loading levels in retractoplanes

Long hovering periods would probably never enter the mission requirements for

retractoplanes. Thus, relative payload vs. time relationship will be of little interest. But

shaft horsepower requirements per pound of gross weight in hover OGE is of interest, since

this characteristic may play a role in the determination of the installed power level.

As in preceding cases, the shaft horsepower required in hover values would be de-

termined by Eq. 4.1, and the role of various parameters appearing in that equation will be

examined.
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Retractoplanesof the two-nacelleconfigurationare,in hover,nodifferentfrom
conventionaltilt-rotors..Consequently,theirshafthorsepowerperpound of gross weight

required in hover at given ambient conditions should be the same as for tilt-rotors of the

same disc loading. Then, Eq. 4.1 will also apply to retractoplanes of the side-by-side con-

figurations with folding blades (as in the Boeing case). However, should variable diameter

features be incorporated in the main rotor design, then the SHPreqh values woulO be some-

what higher than for the clauic tilt-rotor at the same disc loading. This increase in power

required would be caused by somewhat lower figures of merit for variable diameter rotors

where, because of mechanical constraints, it may be impossible to achieve blade twist and

airfoil thickness distribution as advantageous as in the classical tilt-rotors.

With regard to single-rotor retractoplanes, it would be of interest to determine to
t

what extent the power required per pound of gross weight of this configuration would be

different from that of the side-by-side type, using the same disc loading and under the same

ambient conditions. This can be done by examining the differences between the two types

in the expected values of the parameters appearing in Eq. (4.1).

The figure of merit for the Lockheed type stowed rotor configuration may be close

to that of the conventional tilt-rotor. But for the variable diameter types, the figure of merit

will be lower--for reasons already explained. Consequently, for the Lockheed type retracto-

plane, FM ,, 0.75 and for the Sikorsky, FM ,, 0.65 will be assumed.

Download factor levels are estimated using the modified approximate formula of

Vil'dgrube (Eq. (20), Ref. 55). Since the wing area to the disc area ratio (S w) can be ex-

pressed as the wing loading (w w) to disc loading (w) ratio, the expression for the required

thrust increment due to wing download (AT w) can be written as follows:

o

AT w = 0.375(Ww/W)b w (4.39)

where the relative wing span b w = bw/R.

The formula for the thrust increment due to download on the fuselage end nacelles

(_Tf& n) can be expressed as

A'_t& n = 0.238(Sf + Sn)hrR 2 (4.40)

where Sf is the horizontally projected area of the fuselage enclosed between the wing and

the rotor-tip circle, and S n is the horizontally projected area of the nacelles exposed to

downwind.

Trends in disc loading of stowable rotor aircraft were given in Fig. 4.71, while those

in wing loading are shown in Fig. 4.72.

Values of the relative wing span (b w) as well as of other parameters appearing in Eqs.

(4.39) and (4.40) ere shown in Table 4.6, where total AT values are also indicated.

Looking at the results shown in Table 4.6, one can see that for the Sikorsky type,

the download factor would be h v _= 1.1, which is quite similar to those of tilt-rotors and

side.by-side retractoplanes. However, for the case of Lockheed, the download factor would

be approximately 1.065, which is somewhat lower.
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Figure 4.72 Trends in wing loadings of retractoplanes

TABLE 4.6

INPUTS FOR DETERMINATION OF DOWNLOAD FACTOR VALUES

m

AIRCRAFT wp#t wwp_f ! bw ATw (5_+SnlhrR=
I I

Lockheed

CL-945-400

Sikorsky

TRAC

9,64 110.7

.13.0 ! 99.23

1.25 10,0408 0.097

1.52 10.0746 0.156

I

im

&T, sH AT

0.023 0.0638

0.037 O.1116

With respect to the rotor power to shaft power ratio, one may expect that the overall

transmission efficiency level values for the single rotor configuration will be considerably

lower than the 0.02 which is accepted as typical for conventional tilt-rotors and thus, for the

side-by-side retractoplanes as well.This decrease in the _ov level will be chiefly caused by

the power losses associated with the main rotor torque compensation requirements. In order

to achieve aerodynamically clean configurations, main rotor torque compensating devices

such as the Fenestrone or NOTAR type will probably be used. Power losses higher than

those for conventional helicopters would reduce the _ov levels to 0.8 or 0.75. Consequently,

0.77 may be assumed as a representative value.
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Taking into account the probable figure of merit, overall transmission efficiency, and

download factor values, the trends in shaft horsepower requirements per pound of gross

weight in hover OGE for'retractoplanes can be summarized as follows:

For the side-by-side retractoplane configurations, the SHP"-"-reqh values should be the

same as for classical tilt-rotors at the same disc loading and ambient conditions. In other

words, trends in the quantities shown in Fig. 4.8 should also apply in this case.

For single-rotor retractoplanes incorporating variable diameter rotors (e.g., Sikorsky),

the SHP'_"reqh values may be as much as 36 percent higher than for conventional tilt-rotors.

Single-rotor retrectoplanes incorporating constant geometry main rotor blades (e.g.,

Lockheed) would require, in hover OGE, shaft horsepower per pound of gross weight lower

than for their variable-geometry blade counterparts, but still about 18 percent higher than for

conventional tilt-rotors (at the same disc loading and ambient conditions).

The percentages established above will also apply to the trends in fuel consumption

per pound of gross weight and one hour of hover OGE when compared to those of conven-

tional tilt-rotors as shown in Fig. 4.9.

4.4.5 Horizontal Flight

Optimization of Wing Geometry and Wing Loading. One of the most important

factors in creating a fixed-wing type aircraft ol_rating most efficiently under the envisioned

cruise conditions of flight speed and altitude is freedom to optimize the combination of

parameters representing wing geometry (planform, aspect ratio, twist, and airfoil distribu-

tion) with its loading.

In conventional side-by-side configurations, freedom in selecting these parameters is

strongly constrained by such factors as relationship of wing span to rotor radius, positioning

of the rotor axis in hover, and wing bending frequencies requirements.

Hence, it might appear that single-rotors would be more advantageous as far as selec-

tion of optimal wing geometry is concerned. However, selection of the optimal wing loading

may run into a strong constraint, resulting from the necessity of maintaining the aircraft in

controlled horizontal flight in the fixed-wing configuration at speeds and altitudes (i.e., air

density) acceptable for the stopping and stowing process.

By contrast, nacelle-stowed rotors operating in the propeller configuration can be

feathered and stopped at much higher flight speeds. Thus, this particular constraint regarding

upper limits of the desirable wing loading will probably not exist in this case.

Going back to the problem of establishing the uppermost wing loading acceptable

for the process of stopping and stowing the rotor at given flight speeds and ambient condi-

tions, as reflected in the relative air density _', one should remember that the relationship

between wing loading (w w) and aircraft lift coefficient (CL ) can be expressed as follows:

Ww = O.O0340_V2CL (4.41)

where the speed of flight I/is in knots.
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Assumingthatthestoppingand stowi.g process can be performed at 110 _ V _ 130

knots and .relative density is O.8-.roughly corresponding to 4000 It. 90°F co,lditions--the

relationships expressed by Eq. (4.4 I) welu computed and sllown In Fig. 4.73.

Looking at this figure, one would see, for instance, that at CL _ 3,0, which can be

achieved through sophisticated lift-increasi.g mechanical devices, the uppermost acceptable

wing loading would amount to about 140 psf at the speed of conversion of 130 knots, end

only 100 psf at 110 knots.

40

Figure 4.73 Uppermost wing loading vs. aircraft lift coefficirnt for two speeds

of flight at • relative air deflsity of 0.8

For on aerodynamically clean 01rcraft characterized by a' typical .o.-i.duced

drag coefficient of 0.03 and in effective elpeCt ratio of 8, the optimal lift coefficient (see

Fig. 1.8 or Eq. (1.35)) would amount to 0.87. This means that i. order to operate at the

highest L/D ratio when cruising at M .. 0.8 mid an altitude of 30.000 ft, tl_e wi.g loading

would amount to 245 psf. Should the envisioned operation be such tllat the desirable cruise

altitude be equal to 20,000 ft, then the optimal wing loading would be 372 psf.

The above example seems to indicate that wing Ioldings as high as 250 psf would be

desirable for aircraft intended to operate most efficiently at M _ 0.8 and altitudes of about

30,000 ft, and exceed the 350 psf level should the operational altitudes be lowered to, say,

20,000 ft.

To achieve these high wing Ioedings, two ways, or a combinatio, of both, appear

possible: (1) increase the permissible flying speed of conversio., and/or (2) go beyo.d

mechanical lift-incrcasing devices through such means as circulatio, control.
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Asto tiledesigner'sdecisionregardingtheselectio=t of the most suitable approach.

the following factors should IP. taken inlo co, lsideration, lhrol=qh Ihe applicalion of valiahle

diameter rotors, the speed of flight at which roto,s or reduced diameters can be stopped and

stowed should be higher than for those of constant diameter. Furthermore, reduced diamete,

rotors can be stowed within the fuselage with a lessel defo=mation of the fuselage aelody-

namic shape than in the case of constant radius blades. The clean aezodynamic li,=es of the

retractoplane shown in Fig. 4.61 illustrates this point.

Application of variable diametel blade._ obviously rep,esmlts serious mechanical

complexity and enters into completely vi,gin tel ritnry as far as any Olmlational experience

regarding this system is concerned.

Another approach based on achievinf:l ai,crafr ('1. values in exe_.ss of those obtai,lal)le

through mechanical lift inc, easi,=q devin_ wo_dd leqlli1_ applicati¢)ll of cilculation ,:ontrol.

lime. mechanical col.i)loxitiP.s w¢)1,1¢1Im t.,aw)idahlP a,1¢1Ihcl_" i_ als_ n Inq:k ¢_| any _td)stamial

ope, ational experience.

It is obvious, hence, that the desiqner ml,st weigh all of the difficulties and cnmplp.xi-

ties, as well as the structural weight inmeases that may be encounte, ed on the road to ob-

taining the desirable low controllable flying speeds vs. using wing Ioadings below their optimal

values. This, obviusly, would lead in turn to operating the aircraft at lift to dlag ratios below

their potentially optimal levels.

DraWl Penalties Result!n_g _from S_tow_ing. Both nacelle and fuselage stowing schemes

lead to some parasite drag increases in comparison to aircraft having no requi,ement for

accommodating the rotors.

In the case of tilt nacelle-folded blades, the drag penalty would depend on the design

solution. In the simplest case, as illustrated by Bell's tilt-fold rotor tested in the NASA Ames

Wind Tunnel (Fig. 4.74), the increment of parasite drag-expressed as an increment of the

flat plate area--will be as follows:

FigUTe 4.74 Bell's tilt-fold rotor test in NASA's 40 by 80-foot wind tt,nnel
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A[nf = 4oTrR 2 Cf (4.42)

where 4oTrR 2 is approximately the wetted blade area for the whole aircraft, and Cf is the

friction drag coefficient.

The expression for relative drag increment per pound of gross weight (Afnf) is ob-

rained by dividing Eq. 14.42) by W:

_'fnf = 4oCf/w (4.43)

where w is the disc loading.

Assuming that the solidity ratio of the side-by-side retractoplane is about o = 0.10j Cf

= 0.0035, and w = 20 psf, one would see that for a 46,000-1b gross-weight class, the order

of magnitude of the drag penalty would be 3.15 sq.ft. Through ingenious design solutions,

the drag penalty can be reduced, but probably not lower than 50 percent of the value given

by Eq. (4.43).

Rotor blades folded rearwards (Lockheed's composite aircraft. CL-945) will increase

the fuselage wetted area by approximately 8 percent.

The wetted area of a transport aircraft of the 45,000-1b gross-weight class would be

approximately 2900 sq.ft. Assuming the above-indicated area increment and a friction coeffi-

cient value es in the blade case; i.e, Cf = 0.0035, one would see that

Afnf == 2900 X 0.08 X 0.035 _ 0.8sq.ft.

It appears that in the case of fuselage stowed variable radius rotors, the increase of

the fuselage cross-section will be approximately 10 percent. Assuming a circular cross-section

of the fuselage, the corresponding increment in the wetted area would be approximately 5

percent, and the corresponding increase of the equivalent plate area for an aircraft of the

45,000-1b gross-weight class would be _f_ 0.5 sq.ft.

However, there may be additional 'hidden' increases in the wetted fuselage area.

resulting from the fact that both Piasecki and Sikorsky concepts require the installation of

a blade telescoping system which is bulky end occupies a sizable portion of the fuselage volume

just under the rotor shaft. This, in turn, might require an increase in the fuselage size in order

to provide the necessary cargo or passenger space. This problem would be eliminated by raising

the telescoping unit, and locating it above the ceiling of the cabin. However, this would result

in increased fuselage drag.

The only system of stowing the retracted rotor in the fuselage that will not result

in the above-mentioned drawbacks is the zig-zag method shown on Fig. 4.68. In this case,

the whole blade folding system is located in the plane of the rotor, leaving an unobstructed

fuselage.

Cruise Fuel Consumption per Pound of GW end N.Mi. In the retractoplanes, cruise is

performed on the turbofan section of the convertible engines, Consequently, fuel consumption

per pound of gross weight and one nautical mile flown will be expressed by Eq. (1.31), which is

repeated as follows.
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(FCw)R = (tsfclV)llLID)v (4.44)

where speed of flight V is in knots.

In this equation, the (tsfc/V) ratio can be considered as a gauge of excellence (the

lower, the better) of the powerplant, as it represents fuel consumption in pounds per pound

of engine thrust and nautical mile flown. The (L/D) v values at the corresponding speed of

flight expresses the aerodynamic excellence of the airframe.

"Trends in tsfc vs. flight Mach number for convertible engines are shown in Figure

4.75 (courtesy of H. Semple, Boeing Helicopter Company).

.8 B
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J;igure 4.75 Trend in tsfc vs. flight Mech number for convertible engines

Based on inputs from Eq. (4.44), trends in the (tsfc/V) levels vs. speed of flight at

SL and 30,000 ft are shown in Fig. 4.76.

.OO2O
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Figure 4.76 Trends in (tsfc/V) vs. speed of flight at SL and 30,000 ft
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A glanceat Fig. 4.76 would indicate that the (tsfc/V) factor decreases with

speed of flight--at first, r.apidly, and then at a somewhat slower rate.

Looking at Eq. (4.44), one would note that in order to minimize fuel expenditure

per unit of gross weight and unit of distance flown, the designer must try to configure the

aircraft in such a way that its maximum LID values coincide with the low (tsfc/V) regions.

In the case of retractoplanes, this would mean that it would be desirable to select

wing geometry and its loading so that, say, (L/D)ma x would appear in the 350 to 450-kn

speed range when flying at 20,000 to 30,000-ft altitudes.

Assuming, in the above-indicated cruise speed range, that it would be possible to

achieve (L/D) values from 10 to 14, the (FCw) R values for retractoplanes may be expected

to be included within the shaded area shown in Fig. 4.77.
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Figure 4.77 Trends in (FCw) R values vs. speed of flight at 30,000 ft

(FTR folding tilt-rotor curve based on Ref. 43)

In actual design studies of the tilt-rotor type retractoplane (Ref. 43), the computed

LID vs. speed of flight at 25,000 ft (which may be considered close to the 30,000-ft case) is

shown in Fig. 4.78.

Using inputs from Figs. 4.78 and 4.75, the (FCw} R = f(V) relationship was computed

and added to Fig. 4.77.

The "14-marked' line in Fig. 4.77 represents the potential possibilities of the stowed

tilt-rotor concepts regarding optimal fuel consumption per pound of gross weight and one

nautical mile flown in cruise at 30,000 ft. The above remarks should also apply to the single-

rotor type retractoplanes.
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Figure 4.78 L/D vs. speed of flight at 25,000 ft for the FTR aircraft (Ref. 431

It would be of interest to see how (FCw) R values for stowable rotors compare with

those of the open-airscrew type (propellers and propfansl shaft-driven aircraft. This will be

done with the help of Eqs. 1.27 and 1.31, while assuming for simplicity that the flight (L/D)

values for the stowable rotor types would be the. same as for their shaft-driven propfan counter-

parts.

It should be noted at this point that this assumption may be somewhat unfair when

applied to the propfan types, as their (L/D) levels should be higher than for stowable-rotor

types, where some parasite drag increments would be encountered as a consequence of stowing

the rotor(s1. However, retaining the equality of the (L/DJ value assumptions, the (FCw) R ratios

for the two types of aircraft can be expressed Is follows:

(FCw )R sr/(FCw )R sh = 325TIpr'rlov tSfc/sfc V. (4.45)

Assuming that a propulsive efficiency of 0,85 due to the use of propfans can be main-

tained up to some I/:_ 600 kn, and that in forward flight, the overall transmission efficiency

will be 0.95, Eq. (4.45) can be rewritten as follows:

(FCw}Rsr/(FWw)Rs h = 262.4(tsfc/V)/sfc. (4.461

Taking (tsfc/V) trends at SL and 30,000 ft as shown in Fig. 4,76 and, assuming that the

specific fuel consumption of shaft turbines will be 0.4 and 0.5 Ib/hp.hr, the trends expressed

by Eq. (4.46) are shown graphically in Fig. 4.79.

One can see from this figure that should the tsfc of composite engines be as good as

predicted by Fig. 4.75, then retractoplanes operating with such powerplants at cruise speeds

higher than 400 to 425 knots would have better fuel consumption per pound of gross weight

and one nautical mile flown than their propfan counterparts at the same L/D values. This

would be true, even if the sfc of the shaft turbine were as low as 0.4 Ib/hp,hr. However,

should the sfc be in the 0.5 Ib/hp,hr range, then the crossover region of propeller and propfan

superiority would drop to some 275 to 300 kn cruise speeds.
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Figure 4.79 Ratios of fuel consumption per pound of gross weight and n.mi. for

stowabte-rotor aircraft with convertible engines to those of propfan types

It appears, hence, that in the high cruise-speed domain, retractoplanes can be competi-

tive to propeller and propfan type aircraft, at least, as far as one factor in the overall transport

effectiveness picture is concerned; namely, the (FCw) R levels. Another important factor is the

relative weight-empty levels.

Structural Weight Aspects. The establishment of trends in structural weight penalties

-the price that must be paid for improved aerodynamic cleanness of retractoplanes-is ob-

viously a very important factor in the overall evaluation of these concepts, Unfortunately, there

is very little factual data to help in the development of such trends, as no stowable-rotor

aircraft ever attained flight status. Consequently, one must use data obtained from paper

studies only, supported by one's own intuitive judgement.

Telescoping blades may be used in both single-rotor and side-by-side stowed-rotor

configurations. Thus, weight penalties (expressed as percentages of gross weight) resulting from

a reduction in the original rotor diameter through this operation would be of interest. Fig. 4.80,

based on Refs. 33 and 84, shows such a trend. It should be indicated at this point that the

Piasecki/Vertol telescoping rotor blade was actually built, but the weight penalty-computed

on the basis of a comparison with conventional rotor blades of the same geometric dimensions

--was much higher than that shown in Fig. 4.80. For the 58 percent diameter reduction of the

rotor only, the weight penalty would amount to about 6.2 percent of the gross weight of the

aircraft. However, as indicated in Section 4.41, considerable weight savings can be accom-

plished by using the reverse taper concept. Thus, it may be assumed, at least at present, that

this figure represents an approximately correct trend regarding relative structural weight in-

creases of the rotor alone vs. the amount of the original rotor diameter reduction,
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Figure 4.80 Relative weight penalties (percentage of GW) associated with rotor diameter

reduction and complete stowing

It is obvious that in addition to the relative weight increases of the rotor per se, other

structural weight increases will be encountered due to the retracting mechanism, stowing

arrangements, etc. This trend is depicted in Fig. 4.80, where Sikorsky, as well as the Lockheed

and Boeing (side-by.side) configurations are shown.

A glance at the lines and points in this figure seems to indicate that the overall weight

penalty for the single-rotor, reduced diameter stowable configuration could be several times

higher than for the schemes suitable for side-by-side configurations, as illustrated by the 1971

and 1990 point. It is interesting to note that the overall relative weight penalty for the Lock-

heed Wstam, although higher than for the side-by.side case,would still be lower than for single-

rotor schemes incorporating both reduction in the rotor-blade radius and stowing of the so

'shrunken' rotor in the fuselage.

Trends in the relative weight empty of stowable rotor aircraft can be deduced from

Fig. 4.81.

From presently available data, it appears that the relative weight-empty values of stow-

able rotors are close to 65 percent, regardless of the configuration and gross-weight class.

Although one would expect that for the Sikorsky TRAC configuration, the relative weight

empty would be somewhat higher than for the side-by.side or Lockheed configurations.

Trends in RelativePayload vs. Range end Ideal Productivity. In order to get some

idea about trends in relative payload vs. range relationships, the relative payload weight for the

50,000-1b gross-weight class retractoplane was estimated assuming a relative weight empty
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Figure 4.81 Trends in relative weights empty of stowable rotor aircraft

of 0.65 and the weight of crew and trapped fluids at 480 lb. This resulted in Wop I = 0.34.

Taking advantage of advanced technology, one may expect to improve this value to 0.4.

As to probable (FCw) R values, a look at Fig. 4.77 would indicate that at, say, 400-

knot cruise speed, the optimal (FCw)FI level could be about 0.000115 Ib/Ib,n.mi, but would

probably be closer to 0.000138. Using the above-established values for relative zero-range

payload and fuel consumption per pound of gross weight and nautical mile flown, the repre-

sentative trends in relative payload vs. range were computed from Eq. (1.10), and are shown

in Fig. 4.82.

e4 K:

I'_ (FCw)R, (Ibllb n. ml)

L '_ _ 0.000115

It /
I Vc,=400K.

I I

0 1 2 3 4 5

Range (1000 n. ml)

Figure 4.82 Anticipated trends in relative payload vs. range relationship

for stowed-rotor concepts
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Onecansee from this figure that in comparison with the relative payload vs. range

relationship for conventional tilt rotors (Fig. 4.26), stowable rotor concepts would represent

definite advantages.

In order to get some idea about the relative ideal productivity vs. range of stowable-

rotor aircraft in general, the Wp/X VcrlW e values were computed for a 50,000-1b gross-weight

aircraft, using the Wp/values shown in Fig. 4.82, where We = 32,500 and 29,500 lb, and assure-

ing that Vcr = 400 kn. The resulting relationship is shown in Fig. 4.83.

_" 300 r (FCw)R, (Ib/Ib, n. ml)

I_ , = 0.000115

I_ ------ 0.000138

-- I

0 1 2 3 4 5
Range (1000 n. mi)

Figure 4.83 Ideal relative productivity vs. range trend of stowable-rotor aircraft

A glance at this figure will indicate that for short and medium ranges (say, up to 1000

n.mi) end an assumed constant cruise speed, obtaining the lowest possible relative weight-empty

levels (i.e., the highest zero-range relative payloads) would represent the most important factor

as far as achieving high ideal relative productivity values for the stowable-rotor concepts is con-

cerned.

4.4.6 Concluding Remarks re the Stowable Rotor Aircraft Investigation

One design requirement, which is quite apparent in the stowable rotor concepts

(retractoplenes), is the need for separate lifting and propelling systems in the VTOL and low-

speed operation vs. high.speed regimes of flight. This, in turn, leads to mechanical complexities

associated with stopping and stowing the rotors, and unavoidable higher equivalent flat plate

area values than for fixed-wing counterparts of the same gross-weight class. Mechanical com-

plexities involve higher structural weights (higher relative weight-empty values) and, of course,

cost. Also, mechanical complexities usually represent an invitation for decreased operational

reliability and safety.
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It appears,hence, that practical applications for the stowable-rotor concept can be

found for only those missions where low disc loading in hover (similar to that of helicopters)

is an absolute necessity, while a high subsonic, or even supersonic, flight speed capability is

also a strong requirement.

As far as comparing side-by-side retractoplanes with their single-rotor counterparts is

concerned, it appears to these authors that stopping and stowing the rotors can be accom-

plished somewhat easier in the SBS configurations.

As for the single-rotor class, the Lockheed approach to stopping and stowing the rotor

should, in the overall picture, be somewhat simpler than for other concepts. This, in spite of

the fact that other problems, such as prevention of an excessive c.g. shift when the blades are

folded backward, could be encountered.

In order to see w-hat modem technology may contribute to possible improvements

in the Lockheed concept, a very rough study on this subject was performed, with the follow-

ing tentative general conclusions.

The original Lockheed stowable-rotor aircraft, the CL-945.400 combines a low disc

loading of 9.64 psf and a maximum flight speed exceeding 350 kn--high for propeller driven

machines. However, speed performance may be substantially increased by replacement of

the wing-mounted conventional propellers and turboshaft engines (rated at 3435 hp, sfc of

0.483, and weighing 700 Ib) with propfans and modern turboshafts. Thus, the CL-945-400

would become a high performance aircraft, retaining all basic hovering capabilities of the

original, but with substantially better high-speed capabilities due to the high propulsive

efficiency of propfans at elevated subsonic Mach numbers (see Fig. 4.11). The main modifi-

cation, outside of the powerplant, would be a new wing gearbox adapted to the new rpm's

and shp (5000 hp) of the engine. Preliminary investigation shows that replacing the old

propulsive system (lg67 vintage) by one representing the current technology in propfan and

turboshaft engines should resuJt in little change In the overall weight of the main dynamic

system.

Aerodynamic refinement of the body, as well as of the wing (sweepback and new air-

foil) should result in a decrease in drag. In addition, replacement of conventional tail rotors

with the Fenestron type covered with doors in forward flight would further reduce the

fuselage drag. The use of Fenestron will not have a detrimental effect on hovering capabilities

of this aircraft because large additional excess power - 2 X 5000 hp vs. the 2 X 3435 hp

installed-would be available for main rotor torque compensation.

However, more detailed studies of various parameters such as the diameter of

the propfans, tip speed, rotor disc loading, and wing loading would be necessary in order

to confirm the attractiveness of using modern propulsive means to substantially boost the

performen¢_ of the Lockheed.type stowable rotor.

With respect to recommendations regarding stowable rotors in general (both single and

side-by-side), it appears that coordinated experimental efforts regarding the actual process of

stopping and stowing is needed. Because of cost aspects, at least the first phase of this effort

should be carried out on scale models.

A meaningful reliable aerodynamic wind-tunnel test program should be established to

provide data for realistic assessment of the parasite drag penalties associated with stowing of

the rotors. Indepth design studies of retractoplanas should parallel experimental efforts.
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4.5 ConvertibleRotorConcepts

4.5.1 General

Theideaof developil=gailcfaft usi.g opel1 airscrews for VIOL ofmrations as well as

for performing fixed-wing type flights has also been approached ll.ough the concept of co.-

raising stopped blades into fixed wilzgs. As i,_ the precedi.g cases, tilere have bee. many

proposed solutions. However, very few of them have ever advanced to serious wind-tmmel

and flight studies. In most cases, developme.t of the idea was carried out as private ventures

by individuals having little or no SUl)port from either the government or large aero,leutical

compar)ies. The X-wing _epresents a- exceptio., as co.siderable a.alytical experime.tal

and design elforts have beell.sl)ent o. this project.

.As If) pioneeri.rl eflnrls regmrling co.vertible inter cOl_l)lS, the works of IlerHck

du,i.g the thi, ties co,he to o==e'_ mi.(I, h, his ct)n(:el_t lisa t*l)l_e! wi.g el Ihe hil)lane ,:oHId

operate as L_)th a fixed wi.g a.d a,_ aut_.otazi.g rote, (Figt.e 4.84),

J'* ,It r

. :_ _i 't i, r_;'.. -
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_-r- _-- --__

_fJt t-Z

Figurr 4.B4 HV-2A "Vertil)la.e" which achieved first successful transition i. 1937 (left)

and airfoil section of upper wing (right)

As shown hi this figure, the upper wing had a symmetrical all foil. Numerous conver-

sions from the fixed.wing to the autoglro stage were flight demonstrated i. 1937. However,

since this aircraft had no VTOL and hover capability, its practical appeal was mi.inml, end

no further development of the concept was undertaken.

As to contemporary activities in the coetvertible rotor field, it el)Pears that. at present,

only the Rotafix (strictly private venture) and the X-wing (government strpported efforts)

represent active projects.
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4.5.2Rotafix

Thisconcept,developedbyA.Kisovec,isbasedonaside-by-sideconfiguration,where
eithertwo-bladed,orsingle-bladed rotors are located at the tips of wings with dihedrals. When

the rotor is stopped in flight, the advancing blades form a spenwise extension of the wing,

while the retreating blades in the two-bladed, or counterweight in the single-bladed configura-

tions are retracted into the fixed-wing structure. In this way, the rotorcraft is converted into

a high aspect ratio aeroplane.

Although, in principle, this concept can be used for transport aircraft, the present

efforts of Kisovac are chiefly directed toward RPV applications (Figure 4.85).

WROTAFIX', VTOL SYSTF_ FOR RPVI_

Note: Based on modified MELPAR E-45 (or E-1OOX) vehicles

Legsndz

1 - Flywheel (could contain solid battery)_ Revved-up via flex
shaft from a ground source (hand drill} for Jump take-off.
Incorporates brake and indexing stop for blades.

2 - Tubular inboard spar

3 - Tubular outboard spar

4 - Synchronizing shaft

5 - Universal JoLt

6 - Linear actuator. It rotates the outboard spar _ (with outboard

wing sections and rotors), riding on the inboard spar 2, for
tilting the rqtors and thus replacing rotor cyclic pitch and
also provides fixed wing roll control.

7 - Extended counterweight in rotary wing mode

8 - Retracted (telescoped) _srweight, forming part of rotor
hub fairing in the fixed mode.

Figure 4.85 Example of the Rotafix concept application to RPVs
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4.5.3X-Wing

Theoriginalconceptof theX-willg,developedutlder the guidance of R. Williams, is

based on the idea of stoppitlg a Ioul-I_lade(J ,otor ir_ the X positiolL and the=l converting it

into a fixed wing with two half-spans at -45 ° and the other two at 45 _' sweeps. As the rotor

is transformed into the X-wing, the incoming airflow or_ the previously advancing side comes

toward the leading edge of the blades. However, on the previously retreating side, tile blade

trailing edges are now facing forward. Consequently, the blades must be. symmetrical with

respect to the vertical plane passing through their half-chord.

Considerable analytical, experimental, and design efforts have been spent in an

effort to reduce to practice the idea of a rotor that. after stoppizlg, could serve as a win.q

capable of high subsonic speeds.

The rotor-wing scheme evolved as a meaets of solving aerodynamic problems. This

scheme was employed in the X-wing cot_cept demonstrator, built by Sikorsky for NASA/

DARPA under a $77 million dollar contlact awarded in 1984. The X-wing was it_tell(ied to

be flight tested on the Sikorsky RSRA (Figure 4.86).

Figure 4.86 Sikorsky S-72X1 X-Wing rotor system research aircraft

In this system, compressed ai= is blown through slots along either edge. of the sym

metrical aerofoil section of each blade. Separate plenums in the leading and trailing edges

carry the compressed air to circulation control slots. Rotating-wing flight is made possible

by adjusting the flow of air from valves in the pneumodynamic system to the control slots.

This provides control of cyclic and collective pitch.

In the helicopter mode, the rotor is shaft-driven. Thus, rotor torque-compensating

devices are required.

Conversion to the fixed-wing mode is accomplished as follows: By means of a clutch,

the X-wing can be made to stop turning al_d be locked into its corlect fixedwie=g I_osition.

All airflow from the blades is then ejected from the rearward-facing slots aud car_ be modu-

lated to provide roll control.



Initially,theX-wingconceptattractedtheinterestof severalaerospacecompanies
aswellas government agencies. Design studies (Boeing Vertol, Lockheed, and Sikorsky, among

others) were made of aircraft ranging from transports to fighters• A Lockheed project of

a flight demonstrator from the late seventies is shown in Fig• 4.87 while an artist's impression

of a military X-wing is given in Fig. 4.88.

" ,;_,_=_fr=_'_,_t..W_ __r:J''_':,.";" ' "'I/T"---_ _.
,._;' _-_-,_- .. -_, .... ' ,_ _ • , ' : .... v'/ I -
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Figure 4.87 Example of a design study of the X-wing aircraft by Lockheed

Figure 4.88 Artist's impression of a military X-wing aircraft capable of

speeds in the Mach 0.8 range

At present, it appears that interest in the X-wing is decreasing because of technical

and financial difficulties, as well as the political climate - lacking a strong champion of this

concept.
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Concluding Remarks

Basis of Comparison. The tilt-rotor, as represented by the first generation; namely,

the V-22 and, to some extent, the XV-15 is, at present, the only VTOL aircraft based on an

open air=crew type vertical lifter that has attained the state of operational acceptability as

a military system. Indepth studies tend to indicate that configurations conceptually close

to the V-22 and XV-15 scheme could find a niche in the civilian field as short-haul transporters

and business aircraft because of their economic and environmental aspects. Consequently,

generalized performance as well as environmental characteristics and cost aspects of the V-22

may be accepted as a basis for comparison for future generations of conventionally configured

tilt-rotors and other systems relying on open airscrews for VTOL maneuvers. In this report,

a comparison of the investigated configurations with the V-22 will be limited to generalized

performance only. Thus, attention will be focused on the following items:

Hover OGE:

1. Power required per pound of gross weight.

2. Fuel consumption per pound of gross weight and hour.

3. Zero-time relative payload, and payload variation vs. time in hover.

4. Downwash velocity.

Horizontal Flight.:

1. Power required per pound of gross weight vs. speed of flight, or (W/D e) =- (LID e)

vs. speed of flight.

2. Fuel required per pound of gross weight and n.mi. vs. speed of flight.

3. Zero-range relative payload, and payload variation vs. range.

4. High-speed capabilities.

5. Ideal relative productivity.

The SHP required per pound of GW in hover at SLS and 4000 ft,95 ° vs. disc loading

for the V-22 and other configurations is shown in Fig. 4.89.

A glance at this figure will indicate that the relative shaft horsepower required in hover

values for the advanced tilt-rotor and side-by-side retractoplanes are quite similar to those of

the V-22. For the single-rotor retractoplane, the relative shaft horsepower required in hover

values could also be close to those of the V-22 as, in both cases, the rotor disc.loadings would

be much the same. By contrast, the specific power required for the high disc.loading tilt-wing

would be approximately twice as high as for the V.22.

The fuel required in hover OGE per Ib of gross weight and hour for the compared

aircraft is shown in Fig. 4.90. Here, optimal projections of fuel required per pound of gross

weight and hour in hover OGE at SLS for studied configurations is shown vs. actual value

for the V-22.
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4.90 Fuel consumption per Ib of GW and hour vs. disc loading

The optimal values of specific gross.weight-related fuel consumptio,t i. hover aGE for

rotor-type aircraft could be lower than for the V-22. It should be remembered, however,

that the projected gains in (FCw) t levels stem from s.ticipated iml)rovements in the sic levels

of future turboshafts and convertible engines. The projected optimal gross-weight-lelated

specific fuel consumption of the high disc-loading tilt-wing will still be co,lsidelably higher

than for the V-22 (approximately 60 percent), while the specific power excess amounted to

about 100 percent.
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Payload vs. Time in Hover aGE and SLS. The actual relative weight-empty and zero-

time (zero range) relative payload of the V-22, plus estimated values and optimal projections

for the compared configurations are shown in Fig. 4.91.

J

.4

|."

V Relative
zero-rsnge payJoad

O Relattvt WE

6RRQ _)O ATRandSBSR

V.22

ProJoctodoptimal

Configuration We WopI

ATR O.62 O.37

SRR 0.62 0..17

SBSR 0.62 0.27

TW 0.61 0.38

OTW

V TT

I I I I I I
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oh¢ kmdmg (n_ 2)

Figure 4.91 Relative WE and zero-time PL vs. disc loading for V-22 and compared configurations

Looking at this figure, one notes that the estimated values for relative weight-empty

end thus, for the relative zero-time (range) payloads of the investigated configurations are

quite close to the actual ones of the V-22. However, assuming that, in the future, some gains

in reduction of structural weights are possible, projected optimal values of W e and Wop I are

also indicated.

The actual relative payload vs. time in hover at SLS for the V-22, and optimal projec-

tions for the compared configurations are shown in Fig. 4.92

It should be emphasized at this point that in establishing the so-called projected optimal

relationships for payload vs. time in hover in Fig. 4.92, the Wop I values were taken from the

table in Fig. 4.91,while the (FCw) r values were assumed to be as shown in Fig. 4.90.

Looking at Fig. 4.92, one will note that for the advanced tilt-rotor and side-by-side

retractoplane, considerable improvements in that relationship appear possible with respect

to the V-22 characteristics. In the single-rotor retractoplane, even better payload vs. time in

hover characteristics than those of the side-by-side types can be expected. It should be re-

called that in the design philosophy of the high disc-loading tilt-wing, hovering is considered as

transient maneuvers only, and not as an operational stage.

Downwash Velocities. To complete the picture of hovering aspects, ideal induced

velocities at the disc in fps, as well as ideal fully developed downwash values in mph for the

V-22 and other examined configurations are shown in Fig. 4.93.
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Ideal induced velocities and downwash of the V-22 and compared configurations

Looking st this figure, one will note that the downwash velocities for the ATR end

SBSR would be quite similar to those of the V.22, but somewhat lower for the SRR. This

means that all of the above-mentioned configurations will be similar to the V-22 with respect

to environmental aspects resulting from the lifter downwash. By contrast, the high disc-loading

tilt-wing will probably require prepared surfaces for VTOL operations.
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SHP Required per Lb of GW vs. Speed of Flight. In this summary, emphasis is placed

on a relative comparison of various characteristics of the examined configuration. Thus, 5HPf

values vs. speed of flight are shown for the SLS case only (Fig. 4.94), This presentation should

give the reader some idea of the ranking of the overall aerodynamic effectiveness of various

designs having shaft-powered horizontal thrusters as a means of aircraft propulsion in forward

flight.

Figure 4.94

I;!;

2!
!il

!Z

:h,
!:t;

Power required per pound of GW vs. speed of flight at SLS

When comparing shaft-driven with jet propelled configurations, fuel consumption per

pound of gross weight and one hour could serve as a means for establishing how various con-

capts and configurations may be ranked regarding their aerothermodynamic effectiveness

(Fig. 4.98).

It should be noted that the auxiliary scales are marked in these figures. In the specific

power required caN, this auxiliary scale of the LID e values would permit the reader to see at

a glance the maximal lift to equivalent drag ratio levels that can be expected for the examined

aircraft.

In Fig. 4.95, the auxiliary scale should permit one to judge how good the various con-

capri and configurations are with respect to fuel consumption per pound of aircraft gross

weight and one nautical mile.

In Figs. 4.94 and 4.95, the V-22 =awes and points are based on the manufacturer's

data. However, other points and curves represent estimates by these authors. Thus, deviations

from more accurate calculations may be expected. But, nevertheless, it is believed that the

general trend shown by these figures is correct,
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Figure4.95

It appears,hence,thatinthenewgenerationoftilt-rotors,asrepresentedbytheCanard
configurationdiscussedbySchneiderandWilkersoninRef.43,considerableadvancesinaero-
dynamiceffectiveness in comparison with the V-22 may be expected.

The tilt-wing, based on high disc-loading propfans, appears to have even better relative

shaft horsepower required vs. speed of flight characteristics than the advanced tilt-rotor.

Fig. 4.95 offers a general picture of the potential progress in the thermo-aerodynamic

effectiveness of new VTOL designs in comparison with the V-22. It should be noted that

under SLS conditions, the appearance of the (FCw) r vs. speed of flight relationship for such

turbofan-driven configurations as the side-by-side retractoplane (SBSR), would be worse with

respect to its shaft-driven counterparts than at higher altitudes of flight. For shaft-driven types,

Fig. 4.95 should correctly reflect the relative standing of various configurations regarding

their thermo-aerodynamic effectiveness.

With the above remarks in mind, one would see that in the investigated configura-

tions, large improvements regarding energy requirements per units of gross weight and time at

various Ipeeds of flight can be expected with respect to the V-22 characteristics, Here, again,

it appears that the tilt-wing could have a slight edge over other configurations.

Using fuel consumption per pound of gross weight end nautical mile as read from

Fig. 4.95 :elative payload vs. range was computed for the V-22 and compared configura-

tions. In this process, the zero-range relative payload value of 0.32 was used for the V-22, and

optimal projected values of 0.37 were assumed for the ATR and SBSR configurations (see Fig.

4.91,. while a value of 0.38 was accepted for the tilt-wing. Relative payloads vs. range com-

puted under the above assumptions for SLS conditions are shown in Fig. 4.97.
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Figure 4.96 Relative p#yload vs. range, SLS

A glance it this figure will indicate that considerable progress in load-carrying character-

istics may be expected for new generation tilt-rotors, side-by-side retrectoplanas, and high

disc-loading propfmn tilt-wings. Turbofan-type aircraft would inherently be at a greater dis-

advantage thin their shift-driven counterparts regarding load-carrying capabilities at low

altitudes of flight. Thus, for the side-by-side retrectoplane, the relative payload vs. range rela-

tionship is also shown for a 20,000-ft altitude.

Ide(zl Relative I_roductivity. Using fuel consumption as shown in Fig. 4.95 and rela-

tive weight data from Fig. 4.91, the Ideal relative productivity for the V-22 and the other

three compared aircraft was computed for 200 and 400-n.mi distances. The results are shown

in Fig. 4.97.

Looking at this figure, one will see that the ideal relative productivity of all the ex-

amined configurations should be considerably better than for the V-22. Furthermore, one

would note that for short ranges as represented by 200 n.mi, the trend lines of all three ex-

amined aircraft ere close to each other in spite of considerable differences in the fuel consump-

tion per pound of gross weight and n.mi values. This indicates, as stressed before, that for

short-haul operations, the zero-range payload levels (which were assumed at 0.37 and 0.38)

are more important than the (FCw) R values. However, for a 400-n.mi distance, relative fuel

consumption aspects regain their significance, showing the increasing advantage of the thermo-

aerodynamically effective (low (FCw) R ) aircraft.

As to the ranking of the examined aircraft regarding their ideal relative productivity

levels, it appears that the high disc-loeding tilt-wing configuration could have a slight advan-

tage over the advanced classic and folding tilt-rotors.
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Figure 4.97 Ideal relative productivity vs. speed of flight at SLS

High-Speed Capabilities. Chiefly due to the deterioration of propulsive efficiency of

straight-bladed, conventional rotor propellers (as in the V-22 or EUROFAR), the maximum

dash capabilities of such aircraft would be limited to about M < 0.55; i.e., some 350 knots.

Boeing studies as reported by Schneider and Wilkerson in Ref. 43 suggest that by

using advanced geometry high-speed rotor blades (Fig. 4.98), cruise speeds of 450 kn at 25,000

it, -30 ° F could be achieved.

vl_.li---.1- lliatls..I------ vll4s

RAOIALSTATION, r/R
0 0.2 0.4 O.l 0,8 1.0,o.,, _,,
-I

CRUISE _ _ SWEEP l

Figure 4.98 Advanced-geometry high-speed rotor blade 43
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For retractable-rotorconfigurationssuch as the folding tilt-rotor, high-speed capa-

bilities could, in principle be the same as for turbofan transports of a similar gross-weight

class. This means that VmR x > 0.8; X Vsoun d are possible.

The propfan Wpe tilt-wing configurations should also, in principle, have the same high-

speed capabilities as those anticipated for unducted fen-driven transports. In other words,

here, also, Vma x _> 0.8 X Vsoun d may be expected. This expectation is further supported

by trends in estimated propulsive efficiency of the high disc-loading propfans adapted to the

tilt-wing configuration. For instance, it can be seen from Fig. 4.4e that at 500 knots at 20,000

feet (M _ 0.814), propulsive efficiently higher than 0.8 can be maintained.

Concluding Remarks. In the new generation of VTOL aircraft- based on open air-

screws for vertical takeoff and landing operations- great progress in overall performance can

be expected in comparison to that of the first generation operationally acceptable aircraft

of the type represented by the V-22. If the presence of people near the hovering aircraft and/or

extensive time in that regime of flight are necessary requirements, then configurations based

on the application of the rotor-type vertical lifters appear as one of the most feasible in light

of present technology approaches.

However, should it become possible to operate VTOL aircraft from prepared surfaces

without people being in the immediate vicinity of the hovering machine, then tilt-wing con-

figurations based on highly loaded propfans could become quite competitive with the ad-

vancecl and stowable tilt-rotors.

It should be remembered, however, that aviation history teaches us that creation and

development of the most successful end significant aircraft was not usually the product of

the best possible analysis alone. Many factors, such es individual or collective talent, or even

genius, of the designer or design group, perservence, willingness to accept new ideas, and

aesthetic appeal enter the picture. All of the above factors contribute to acceptance of the

truth that design and development of a flight vehicle is not only e science, but also art.

In the realm of aerial transportation, a masterpiece created by that art would be an

operationally safe, economically viable, end environmentally acceptable VTOL aircraft.
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APPENDIX

CURSORY DESIGN STUDY OF 400,000 AND 200,O00-LB GW

PROP-FAN DRIVEN HELICOPTERS

A. 1 General

Design studies were performed in this country (Refs. 10, 15, 18, 56, and 57) and abroad

(Refs. 8 and 11) to assess the competitive position of large and very large blade-driven helicopters

with respect to shaft-driven concepts. For the up to 200,000-1b gross-weight range, thele was no

clear-cut agreement as tu the precise weigh! level at which Ihe bladn (hiveH lylms should tmc(_rr=e

superior to their shaft-driven counterparts. However, it aPlmared that for helicopters exceeding

200,O00-1b gross-weight, designs based on cold, warm, and hot jet propulsion, as well as those

having turbofans directly mounted on the blades, should prove superior to shaft-driven types.This

superiority of the blade-driven concepts would be the strongest for crane-type and other short-range

missions.

In order to give the reader some idea about the possible configmations of large aud very

large blade-driven helicopters, Figures A.1 through A.4 ere shown in addition to the FitTwilliams

Giant, Boelkow Bo-X, Hughes xV-gA, Hughes/David Taylor, Voljet, and the ITA propfan concepts

already shown in Chapter 2.

Figure A. 1 Hughes XH-17 experimental heavy lift jet-driven helicopter
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FigureA.2 Artist'simpressionof Hiller'stip turbojet-poweredveryheavy-lift aerial vehicle

/

Figure A.3 Artist's conception of the Piasecki PA- 1 very heavy helicopter with blade-tip

mounted turbojets
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A.4 Sketch of the four-engine version of the Boeing 166-006, VHL warm-cycle helicopter

The principal characteristics of the above-mentioned helicopters are given in Table A.1,

where most of the presented data were taken from available literature. However, data for the

Hiller aerial vehicle and the Piasecki PA-1 were obtained through the courtesy of Messrs. Stanley

Hiller, Frank and Fred Piasecki, and Dr. Richard M. Carlson°

With respect to the competitive position of the propfan concept, a glance at Table A.1

would indicate that as far as structural weight is concerned, the relative weight-empty levels of the

propfan type should be at least as good as those for other blade-driven types. But with respect to

fuel consumption in hover per pound of gross weight and hour, the propfan concept would be

greatly superior to all other blade-driven types. In addition, investigations performed in Chapter 2

clearly indicated that helicopters with prop fan.driven (also called unducted} rotors may be on the

same level as, or even superior to, their shaft-driven counterparts, as far as fuel consumption aspects

in hover are concerned. On the other hand, one would expect that many problems-including

those resulting from the high centrifugal acceleration at the blade tips-would be encountered on

the road toward practical realization of the concept.

In view of the positive, as well as negative, aspects related to the propfan (PF) concept,

it appeared advisable to perform a cursory design study in order to (1) verify the overall feasi-

bility of the concept, and (2) single out potential areas of difficulties.
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As to the gross-weight class for which the propfan-driven rotors would be suitable,

these investigators believe that they should be applied to very heavy (> 200,000 Ib) and heavy

lift (> 100,000-1b) helicopters. Consequently, a 400,000-1b crane helicopter, capable of trans-

porting the M-1 battle tank, was selected for a rough design study, which was supplemented by

an even less detailed look at the 200,000-1b GW crane. Both 400,000-1b and 200,000-1b GW

helicopters may be used in many civilian applications such as cargo unloading, construction,

installation of power lines, and logging.

It should be emphasized that in both studies, no attempt was made to optimize the

design ao=ording to any a priori established criteria. Consequently, such design parameters

as disc loading and tip speed similar to those of modern heavy-lift helicopters (Sikorsky 53-E,

Boeing Vertol XCH-62, and Mil Mi-26) were selected. Determination of other parameters; for

instance, blade geometry and number, will be discussed later in this Appendix.

A.2 The 400,000-Lb GW Helicopter

Selection of Disc Loading and Tip-Speed Values. Disc loading and tip-speed values for

three actual heavy-lift helicopters are shown in Table A.2. It can be seen from this table that

the average disc loading amounts to 12.16 psf when the tandem configuration is included,

TABLE A.2

DISC LOADING & TIP SPEED OF THREE LARGE TRANSPORT HELICOPTERS

CHARACTERISTICS

GROSS WT, LB

DISC LOADING, PSF

TIP SPEED, FPS

Mi-26

123,480

12.61

690

HELICOPTERS

XCH-62A

148,000

8.88

750

GH53E

73,500

15.0

740

AVERAGE

114,493

12.16

726.66

Tip speed, on the average, is equal to 726.76 fps. It appears, hence, that the disc loading

and tip-speed values for 400,00GIb GW helicopters should be close to the above values. How-

ever, a glance at Fig. A.5 showing the influence (at a given GW) of the disc loading and tip

speed on the centrifugal acceleration at the blade tip would indicate that when w and V r

values are lower, the tip acceleration is correspondingly lower. In order to retain acceleration

at a level no higher than 150 g, it was decided to select a disc loading of 12.5 psf which, at an

assumed tip speed of 700 fps, resulted in a rotor radius of 100.0 ft. The corresponding blade

tip Mach number will be 0.63.

Power Installed and Number of Blades. The total installed power level was determined

by the requirement of hovering OGE at 4000 ft, 95"F ambient conditions. The ideal power

required per pound of thrust at SL,STD and under 4000 ft, 95°F ambient conditions is shown

in Fig. A.6.
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Assuming that the total rotor thrust T = W, one would find from Fig. A.6 that for a

disc loading of 12.5 psf at 4000 ft, 95°F, (RHP/W)id _ 0.10 hp/Ib. Thus, (RHP)id = 40,000

hp. Assuming a figure of merit of 0.7, the rotor power required in hover becomes 57,143 hp.

Next, assuming a 6-percent power margin and a lapse rate of 0.85, and the propulsive

efficiency of contra.rotating props at M -- 0.63 as rlpr --- 0.85 (see Fig. 2.17), the total installed

power becomes 83,045 hp.

The number of blades (b) would be determined by the amount of power that can be

installed at the blade tip. It was decided that a single power unit would be mounted at the

blade tip. Consequently, the lowest b value possible under this assumption would be dictated

by the highest installed power level available from a single unit. At the present time, the

largest production turboshaft units ere of the 13,000-hp class (Lotarev D-138). Thus, the

number of blades becomes 6,'and the power installed per blade is 13,840 hp.

Again, at this point, it should be emphasized that the installation of more powerful

units, or pairing them, could lead to a reduction in the number of blades.

Rotor Solidity (0.7_ and Blade Chord (0.7_ at F-- 0.7. These values were determined

assuming an average blade:lift coefficient in hover (at 4000 ft, 95°F) of c'-/h = 0.7, which

resulted in a rotor solidity of 0.103 and blade chord of 5.42 ft {65.0 in.).

Propfan Radius. The value of the propfan radius was established as follows: Thrust per

blade tip, resulting from the known RHP = 57,143, rotor tip speed equal to 700 fps and 6

blades, amounts to 7463 lb.

Assuming that the disc loading of the propfan is 110 psf, leads to a propfan radius of

4.65 ft.

Overall Helicopter Configuration. The overall helicopter configuration (Fig. A.7} can

now be determined, since all of the important design parameter values have been fixed. A

glance at this figure will indicate that the hypothetical 400,000-1b GW helicopter was con-

ceived as a crane, while the most important aspects of the layout are outlined below.

Rotor System. The rotor system of the hypothetical very heavy tip-driven helicopter

is of a nonarticu|ated type with a gimbal articulated hub. Blade pitch-change controls are of

the fly-by-wire type. Kaman-type elevons provide the required blade pitch control moments.

Consideration may be given to the Canard version of elevons which could also be used as blade

chord balancing means. The chordwise location of the propulsive unit at the blade tip can also

be used as a means of shifting the CG of the blade forward, if needed. However, the most

powerful means of shifting the blade CG forward would be through the use of the tractor-type

propfan. This forward shift of the CG of the outer portion of the blade could eliminate the

necessity of dead.weight balancing and, thus, reduce the blade weight.

It should be noted at this time that in the original studies reported in Ch. 2, Sect. 2.26,

contrarotating pushers were assumed (see Fig. 2.23). This was done because at the time of the

study, the only contrarotating propfan data available to these investigators was that of the

GE-87, which was flight tested on the McDonnell Douglas MD.87. This information included

weight, dimensional characteristics, sfc, and static thrust, as well as thrust at M = 0.6. How-

ever, at the time of revising this Appendix, contraroteting thrusting propfan units were

already in flight status, as the Russians, in the meantime, had flown the Ilyushin 11-76 testbed

(Aviation Week, May 21, 1990).
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Figure A.7 Hypothetical 400,OO0-1b GW propfan helicopter

It should be strongly emphasized that for both cases of tractor end pusher-type power-

plants, polar moments of Inertia of the contrarotating components must be approximately

equal to each other. This is necessary in order to eliminate variation of the gyroscopic moments

of the powsrplent units acting on the blade, especially under the one-engine.out condition,

which would result in a change of the blade twist and, thus, its aerodynamic characteristics.

The ability to feather the propfen blades in case of engine failure is another important require-

ment.

Proper blade design wu strongly influenced by blade-deflection requirements. To cope

with this problem, a spar box was assumed to be molded with unidirectional high modulus

elastic carbon fibers. The wrap-around skin, as well as the TE element, is of glare-fiber struc-

sure.. Low density NOMEX is used in the eft portion of the blade-high density in the LE

portion. The blade is balanced around 25-percent chord (Fig. A.8).

Should the conditions of blade natural frequency in the plane of flapping or magnitude

of static droop require increased flapping stiffness, this may be achieved either by increasing

the thickness of the airfoils or by use of higher E than presently contemplated, which is 21 X

104 psi in molded condition with Epoxy resin.
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Spar Box, Carbon fiber

STA 600 in

8 Ib/Ft 3 3 Ib/Ft 3 Chord 70 in

Figure A.8 Typical blade cross-section

The estimated blade weight at STA 1200 is 3.2 Ib/in and at STA 600, is 6.0 Ib/in (both

balanced at 24% chord), and the estimated blade weight at STA 180 is 3.7 (unbalanced).

Concentrated weights at the blade tip were estimated as follows:

Engine (13,840 hp X 0.15 Ib/hp)

Propfan (see Fig. 24, Ref. 50)

Gearbox (Estimated)

Nacelle (Estimated)

Elevon plus Attachment (Assumed)

2076.0 Ib

450.0 Ib

go0.0 Ib

460.0 Ib

100.0 Ib

Approximate Weight: 4000.0 Ib

The rotor hub is in the form of a six-arm spider. It features a moderate precone of

2 ° , and is machined of steel or titanium alloy forging.

The blade retention system is of the tension-torsion type. The geometry of the blade

used for this study is simple: (1) Straight taper in both chord size and blade thickness, and (2)

linear distribution of El in the flapping plane from the tip to half-span, end from half-span to

STA 180.

The above was done for the sake of simplifying preliminary calculations, More elaborate

geometry will result in a reduction of blade weight and its static deflection.

Other characteristics are:

Root STA 0 c = 95 in. t/c = 24%

Root STA 1200 c = 45 in. t/c = 12%

The blade structure follows the trend established in the helicopter industry; i.e., based

on use of fiber filaments (carbon and glass) molded with epoxy resin. Nomex honeycomb is

used to stabilize thin portions of the structure. A typical cross-section of the blade at 50%

radius is shown in Fig. A.8.
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Overall Characteristics. As there is no requirement for high-speed performance, the

fuselage consistsof a simple truss structure.

A high and wide landing gear is featured in order to accommodate an M-1 battle tank

below the fuselage. A winch is provided in order to bring the payload to the required position

under the fuselage, which housesa crew of three (two pilots plus winch operator).

A small diameter yaw control rotor is driven from the rotor shaft. Weight estimates

of the main components were chiefly based on the weight trends indicated in Ref. 2. Excep-

tions were made for blade and hub weights. In the blade case, the relative weight was increased

because of power units located at the blade tips. By contrast, the relative hub weight was

decreased as a result of its simplicity in comparison with those indicated in Ref. 2.

Results of the weight estimates are summarized in Table A.3.

TABLE A.3

WEIGHT STATEMENT OF HYPOTHETICAL 400,000-LB GW VERY HEAVY-LIFT

PROPFAN HELICOPTER

Main Rotor Blades

Hub and Hinges

Tail-Rotor Group

Fuselage

Landing Gear

Drive System (to Tail Rotor)

Engines Installed

Fuel System

Propulsion Subsystems

Flight Controls

Fixed Equipment

Contingency

REL WT, %

9.0

4.0

0.5

6.0

6.0

0.5

6.0

2.5

1.0

1.0

4.0

1.25

EST WT, LB

36,000

16,000

2,000

24,000

24,0(X)

2,000

24,000

10,000

4,000

4,000

16,000

5,000

Weight Empty 41.75 167,000

Blade Droop Problem. Blade droop may pose a potential problem for the propfan-

driven rotors, especially those with a large number of blades, becauseof the high masses of the

propulsion system concentrated at the blade tips. In order to get some feeling regarding the

seriousness of the problem, static droop (1 g) was computed for the 400,000.1b GW helicopter

with 6 blades, which probably represents one of the most severe blade-droop casesthat may be

encountered in the considered type of helicopters.
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The basic differential equation for a beam in bending is

d2y/dx 2 = M/El IA.1)

where x is the coordinate along the beam axis (x ET),y is the coordinate in the direction per-

pendiculer to the beam axis (i.e., in this case, deflected), M is thebendi,gmoment at section x,

/ is the section moment of inertia at x, and E is the linear modulus of elasticity of the beam

material.

Knowing the (M/El) distribution along the blade span, the desired deflection at the tip

can be obtained by integrating Eq. (A.1) twice within the limits of x = 0 to x = R.

In order to establsih the M/El = f(x) relationship, bending moments resulting from the

powerplant installation at the' tip, as well as the weight of the blade itself, is computed as shown

in Fig. A.9, where blade weight per inch of its span is also drawn as • function of span.

The moment of inertia of the blade sections at several stations (20, 50, 180, 600, and

1200 in.) was computed, and then marked in the lower portion of the figure. For simplicity,

the linear variation of I "w.s assumed.

BLADE _ izWEIGHlr
PER In: .......
Lb/In

.... !

JJ
ii ......

t

I
-)"

I

li
I ....

Figure A,9 Blade bending moment and sectional moment of inertia distribution
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Next,assuming that the modulus of elasticity is constant along the blade and E =

21 X 10 _ psi, the M/E/= f(x) relationship was established end plotted as shown in Fig. A.10

(continuous line, scale on the left side of the figure).

The dy/dx values at various blade stations were then computed by graphically inte-

grating the area under the (M/El) curve. The results of this procedure are also shown in Fig.

A.10 with ordinates given on the right side of the graph.

• 0.14

0.12

I;1.
• 0.08

_'I""1"_

,O-I-'

;..;

•-l-..I-_.4

Figure A.10 Auxiliary graphs for determination of blade-tip deflection

Graphical integration of the (dy/dx) = f(x) relationship yielded a deflection of the blade

tip (y) of 96 in. This appears to be acceptable within • 2 ° precone angle of the blades. However,

should more clearance with respect to the ground be required, then two steps may be taken,

either separately or simultaneously: (1) raising the plane of the rotor, and (2) increasing the El

values, probably through the use of a higher modulus fiber.

The above-mentioned example probably represents one of the worst combinations of

design parameters (e.g., number of blades and blade radius) with respect to the droop level

that may be encountered in the propfan helicopter concept. Furthermore, the E value of 21 X

10 ° psi used in the above calculations should be considered as rather conservative, even in

light of the present state of the art. One may conclude, hence, that blade droop should not

present a serious problem as far as future designs of propfan-type helicopters are concerned.

Fuel Consumption in Hover. Because of budget and time limitations, fuel consumption

aspects in hover are the only performance Items examined in this cursory study.

The (FCw) r value at SL,STD was computed from Eq, (2.20), using the following inputs:

(RHP/WIid "= 0.083 hp/Ib, FM = 0.7, transmission efficiency (i.e., coefficient accounting for

power losses due to bearing friction and directional control) ,, 0.98, propulsive efficiency

of the propfans is 0.86, and specific fuel consumption of the turbine is 0.42 Ib/shp,hr. This

resulted in

(FCw) r = 0.066 Ib/tb,hr.
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Therelativezero.timepayloadwascomputedfor We -- 161,000 Ib, assuming a crew of

3 (600 Ib) end trapped fluids of 200 lb. This resulted in Wop / = 0.58.

Using a slightly higher, but probably still conservative, value of Wop I = 0.59 (see Table

2.2), the payload vs. time in hover relationship was established as shown in comparison with

other helicopter concepts in Fig. 2.26

A glance at that figure would indicate that the 400,000-1b GW/propfan-besedpvery

heavy-lift helicopters could become a fuel efficient vehicle as far as hovering and near hovering

operations are concerned.

A.3 200,000-LB GW Tip-Driven Heavy-Lift Helicopter

in the study of helicopters having a GW of less than 400,000 Ib, a 200,000-1b GW heli-

copter was arbitrarily chosen. But tl;e basic design criteria; i.e., disc Ioadi01g, power loading,

tip speed, and the same design philosophy were retained. This study yielded tile helicopter

shown in Fig. A.11. Results of the weight estinates are shown in Table A.4.

Overview of the Propfan Helicopter Concept. The idea of rotors driven by blade-tip

mounted jet engines is not new. Fitzwllliams proposed this solution in the study of his 'GIANT'

helicopter in the 1050s (see Fig. 2.16 and Ref. 11-). However, the concept of using propellers

to drive the blades is even older, as demonstrated by Isacco in the late 1920s (see Fig. 2.16).

But, at that time, technology was not far enough advanced to make either of these projects

practical.

The Introduction of high strength end high modulus materials and contrarotating

propfans makes the whole approach of using blade-mounted powerplants much more feasible

than in the pest. In addition, high fuel consumption and noise levels encountered in early

turbojet concepts could be reduced by the use of propfan engines. However, contrarotating

propfens, a must in the case of tip-driven helicopters, still pose the problem of higher noise

levels than their single-rotation counterparts. Consequently, more studies addressing this

problem are required.
o

Static blade droop of large-diameter blades with heavily concentrated loads at the tip

appeared as e potential problem. However, cursory investigations of those aspects in this

Appendix seem to indicate that propfan-type helicopters, even with a large number of blades

(6) should exhibit an acceptable static blade-tip droop.

Serious problems that would require additional studies ere (a) effects of the high g

fields on the powerplents, end (b} one-engine out conditions.

In the case of tip-mounted jet engines, a high g field created two-fold problems: (1)

working conditions of engine bearings, and (2) blade twist resulting from engine gyroscopic

moments. For contraroteting propfan powerplants, the second of these problems would prac-

tically disappear. But the first problem will still face propfan helicopters. However, the fact

that the Williams jet engine was whirl tested at about 200 g's whereas, in the case of the hypo.

thetical 400,000-1b GW helicopter, only 150 g's would be encountered. This appears to make

this problem less critical. Also tremendous progress in engine technology made during the last

few decades enhances the optimism regarding overcoming the high g bearing problems.
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Figure A.11 200,000.1b GW heavy-lift propfan helicopter

TABLE A.4.

WEIGHT ,STATEMENTOF 200,000-LB GW HELICOPTER

Main Rotor Blades

Main Rotor Hub & Hinges

Tail Rotor Group

Fuselage

Landing Gear
Drive System (to Tail Rotor)

Engines Installed

Fuel System
Propulsion Subsystems

Flight Controls
Fixed Equipment

Weight Empty

REL. WT, % EST. WT, LB

9.0 18,000

5.5 11,000

0.5 1,000

6.0 12,000

6.0 12,000
0.3 600

5.0 10,000

2.5 5,000

1.O 2,000

2.0 4,000

4.0 8,000

41.8 83,600
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A one engine inoperative condition creates the necessity of quick feathering of the

propfan blades. But this requirement for the blade-tip mounted units should be no different

than for those installed on fixed-wing aircraft. Consequently, solutions worked out for this

latter case should be readily available for heavy and very heavy helicopters.

It should also be mentioned that in some regimes of flight, especially at high-speed

translation of the aircraft as a whole, air flow components in the disc plane of the propfan

may be encountered. Aerodynamic, dynamic, and, perhaps, acoustic effects of those in-plane

velocity components should be investigated.

In summary, it appears that in spite of many serious problems facing propfans as a

means of driving rotors of very heavy (GW > 200,000 Ib) and heavy (GW > 100,000 Ib) heli-

copters, this concept deserves more study. This is chiefly due to the fact that fuel consumption

per pound of gross weight and unit of time in hover, as well as a unit of distance flown, can be

as low or, in some cases, lower, than for the best shaft-driven helicopters. Lower relative

weights empty/than of the shaft.driven counterparts I makes energy expenditure aspects with

respect to payload even more attractive than for other concepts.

Finally, elimination of mechanical power transmission systems should certainly add

to the operational appeal of propfan helicopters.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

AR

BPR

b

bw

CD

CL
Cp

CT

¢

D

De

FC

FCopl

FC w

6W

J
M

N

OGE

7_

R

RP

RHP

S

SlIP

SP

sfc

T

t

tsfc

V

Vr

v

W

W.

"Wo
w

wing aspect ratio

bypass ratio

number of blades, or span; ft

relative wing span; : "bw E bw/R'

drag coefficient

lift coefficient

power coefficient

thrust coefficient

chord, blade or wing; ft

diameter; ft

drag; Ib

equivalent drag; Ib D e E 325 5HP/V

fuel consumption

fuel consumption related to zero-time payload end hour ; Ib/Ib, hr

fuel consumption per Ib of aircraft GW; n.mi

grols weight; Ib

propeller advance ratio; J = 101V/ND

Mach number

airscrew rpm

out*of-ground effect

relative productivity; (Ib X n.mi/hr)/Ib

range; n.mi

lirsorew radius; ft

rotor power; hp or ft-lb/sec

rotor horsepower; hp

area; sq.ft

shaft horsepower

sheftpower; ft-lb/Nc, or hp

specific fuel consumption; Ib/hr-hp

rotor thrust; Ib

absolute temperature

time; sac, min, or hr

thrust specific fuel consumption; Ib/hr-lb

speedof flight; kn

tip speed; ft/sec

induced velocity; fps

weight; Ib or kg

weight empty; Ib

relative weight empty; We - We/W

disc, and area, loading; psf
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List of Symbols (Cont'd)

17ov

_¢ompr

P

0

increment

efficiency in general

overall rotor-power transmission efficiency, _ov - RP/SP

compressibility drag increase factor

rotor advance ratio; /J _ 1.69V/Vr

air density; slugs/cu.ft

airscrew solidity; o = bc/lrR

Subscripts

comp

compr

CJ

duct

e

f

h

id

J

n

nf

hind

noz

o

ov

pl

pr

R

req

eh

8r

t

rf

tot

uf

ul

V

W

wc

compressor

compressibility

cold jet

duct

effective or empty

equivalent flat plate

hover

ideal

jet

new

new equivalent drag

noninduced

nozzle

sea level

overall

payload

profile, or propulsive

range

required

shaft

stowabla rotor

tip, or time

trapped fluid

total

unducted fan

useful load

vertical

wing, or.gross weight

warm cycle

Superscript

- relative with respect to empty weight,

reference gross weight, airlcrew radius,

or air density at SLS
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